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ABSTRACT
Three qenera and twenty-one species of dlll.uliids are recorded
from Newfoundland, viz., three species of ProsimuZium. two of Cnephia.
and sixteen of Simutiwrl. s. crntoni. S. UcisUI7I. and S. gouldingi
are new records lor Newfoundland. A key to the sillluliids of insular
Newfoundland 1s provided for the matUl:l!! larvae, pupae, lIales, and
females.
Sampling of 212 streams across Newfoundland indicated that
speeies of ProsinllZium and Cnephia overwinter as larvae, and species
of SimuUWII overwinter as l!!0;9s. P. fusaum. P. mi.1:tum. and S. venustwlr
werl!! the most abundant ~ophil1c species, while S. Zatipes was the
moat abundant orn1thophilic species.
Nine species of s1muliids were found in the caaplex of streams
in Pickavance Creek and its six tdbu~ies. Pickavance Creek is a
small, shallow, permanent stream about 16 km west of St. John's.
5aJIlpllf19 in the Pickavance Creek area was accOIllplished using
10 x 10 x 0.8 em ceramic tiles. These facilitated collectinq of apeci-
mens and were of convenient area for population density studies.
'Ihe effects of the following factors on simulii4 larval and
pupal populations have been investigated: rate of flow, temperature,
depth, substrate, llqht, shade, drift, water chemistry, parasites and
predators.
'Ihe seasonal succession of sillluliids in Newfoundland is
similar to that in other reqions of North America, but it occurs later
in the year in Newfoundland. The number of generations of multivoltine
species of simuliids is usually less in Newfoundland due to the short
sUImler. Apart from these two differences, the habits and biology of
Newfoundland simuliids are similar to those of other areas on the
continent, and the insular habitat apparently does not affect the
ecology and bionomics of these blackflies.
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Blacltflies have a world wide distribution, but their degree
of annoyance and capacity as vectors varies from place to place.
Stone (1964) indicated that there are about 1,300 species of blackflies,
__ of which have been shown to tranSllli.t parasitic protozoa, nematodes,
~ viruses. However, it is not their capacity to transmit pathogens
that makes them of importance in Canada, but their role as nuisance
pests of Illan and livestock. Blackflies tend to be rather sparse in
tropical and subtropical areas, but reach maximum densities under
boreal and sub-tundra con41tions. The current economic trend in canada
to develop and exploit the sparsely-populated northern reqions brings
PIlIn and his endeavours into the center of 50lIle of the densest simuliid
populations known. Continued development of these areas by man, then,
requires control of these biting fly pests. Efficient control requires
detailed knowledge of the biology and bionc:aies of the tarqet insect
in the specific enviroMlent under consideration.
MOat studies on simuliids .u:e of a taxonomic nature, and
relatively little is known of their biology and how it varies from
one area to another for a single species. This is particularly true
for insul.u: Newfoundland, where the IIlajority of the work done on
simuliids has been to record the presence or absence of certain species.
The purpose of this study, therefore, was to determine which species
of simul1ids occur in Newfoundland, and to present information on
their biology, dynalll1cs and di:ltribution on the Island. P.u:ticul.u:
effort wa:s _de to eompare the life cycles of the species occurring
here with the cycle of the same species in other reqions of North
America.
Classification
Classification of the Simuli:t.dae is highly controversial as
shown by the differing opinions of Rubtsov (1956), Shewell (1958),
Smart (1945), and Stone (1965). Most taxonomic works have heen compiled
for localized areas. The more important keys to the various stages
inclucle Abdelnur (1968), Davies et al. (1962), Nicholson and Mickel
(1950), Peterson (1960, 1970), Sommerman (1953), Stains and Knowlton
(1943), Stone (1952, 1964), Stone and Jamnback (1955), Stone and Snoddy
(1969), Vargas et al. (1945), and Wood et al. (1963) for the North
American species; L. Davies (1966, 1968), Edwards (1920), Grenier (1953),
Oheng (1965), Puri (1925b), Rubtsov (1956), and Smart (1944) for the
European and Asian species; Mackerras and Mackerras (1948, 1950, 1952,
1955) and Tenneir (1925) for the Australian region; crosskey (1960,
1967) for Africa and the Middle East; Edwards (1934) for Sumatra; Dalmat
(1955) for Guatemala; Perez (1971) for Venezuela; Wygodzinsky and
Coscaron (1970) and Coscaron and. Wyqodzinsky (1972) for other South
American regions; Smart and Clifford (1965) for Papua and New Guinea;
and Smart and Clifford (19(;B) for the species of Sabah.
Life History
Generalized life history of blackflies has been summarized
by a variety of North 1Imerican workers, including Jamnback (1969),
Jamnback et at. (1971), and Jobbins-Pomeroy (1916). Davies et al.
(1962), Nicholson and Mickel (1950), Stone (1964), Stone and Jamnback
(1955), and Stone and Snod.dy (1969) have presented information on the
general biology of blackfEes.
According to Puri (lg25a), SchOnbauer (1795) discovered
that the immature stages of SimuUum are found in running water.
Jobbins-Pomeroy (1916), Johannsen (1934) , Malloch (1914), "'.an (1962),
Puri (1925a), and W'I:I (19301 reported that fresh1y laid eggs are white
in color and turn to dark brown as develo~t progresses. Davis (l971) ,
Gambrell (1933), SlI'Iart (1934b), and Stone and Jamnback (1955) agreed
with this, and with Abdelnur (1968), Davies (1950), Davies and Peterson
(1956), and L. Davies (19541 _de measurements of the eggs of various
species of blackflies. Jobbins-PoMeroy (1916), smart (1944), and WU
(1930) presented evidence to indicate that eggs are not resistant to
desiccation, but Peterson and Wolfe (1958) showed that egg:s lllAy underqo
a summer or a winter diapause. Jobbins-Pomeroy (1916), Smart (1934a,
1934b), Wenk and Raybould (1972), and Wu (1930) indicated that incuba-
tion lllay last only a few days, while Stone (1964) and Stone and Jamn-
back (1955) reported that the incubation period lll4y be more than seven
months. Definite egg-4iapause has been demonstrated. by Fredeen (1959a,
1959b) and Fredeen st a'L. (1953). Wood and Davies (1966) conducted
l!IxperiDIents to break the egg diapause. Gambrell (1933) gave an account
of the embryology of Simulium pictipes Hagen, craig: (1969) described
the embryology of the larval head; and Davis (1971) gave a deta.iled.
...ccount of the hatching: mechaniSlll of Simulium. Hatching: _s considered.
only briefly by Davies et a~. (1962), Hocking and Pickering: (1954).
Puri (1925a), smart (1934b), and Wu (1930).
The first instar l.arvae are cMracteri::eed by the presence of
an ~egq-burllter~ on the mid-dorsal reqion of the head capsule.
structure and. use ot the ~eqg-burster~ has been described by Davies
(1949), Davies .t aZ. (1962), Davis (1971), Puri (1925a), <Uld smart
(1934a). Anatomical features of the larvae have been described by
many authors, particularly in taxonc:mic works. oetaile4 external
anatomy has been studied by Jobbins-Pomeroy (1916), Johannsen (1934),
Ma..lloch (1914), Puri (19254), 5acken (1870). Stone (1964), Stone and
Jam.nback (1955), and Wood et al. (1963). Chance (1970a) gave a detailed
account of the functional J:lOrphology of the larval ll'IOuthparts. Dorier
(1945) described the head capsule and Cro8skey (1960) considered the
larval characters and their taxonaaic value. Internal anatc:my of the
varioulli systems include studies by Jobbins-Pomeroy (1916), Puri (1925a),
SIlart (1934b), and Taylor (1902). The feeding mechanism of larvae h.as
been described by Peterson (1956) and smart (1944). Observations by
Hocking and Pickering (1954) agree with those of smart. Rate ot
feedine; has been studied by Ladle et al. (1972), and the diet of larvae
by Burton (197lb), o.vies (1949). Davies .t al. (1962), Emery (l913) ,
Fredeen (1960, 1964b), Jobbins-Pomeroy (1916), Kelloqg (1901), Peterson
(1956, 196240), Peterson and Davies (1960), Puri (1925a). and Reas and
Peterson (1953). The size of particulate material which may be ingested
has been determined by Williams Qt al. (1961a).
Larvae are attached to the substratum by posterior hooks
which are ell\bedded in silk secreted by the labial glands. The attach-
ment _chaniSlll is discussed by Field {1961}, Bora (1927. 1928),
Peterson and Wolfe (1958), Pur! (1925a), Slnart (1934b), Tonnoir (1923b),
and WU (1930). :t.occ:-otion is aCCQlllplished by a looping movement sWlar
to that of a qeolll8trid caterpillar, or by driftinq downstream on a strand
of silk secreted by the larva. The larva is also able to make sOflle
progress by means of the mouthparts and the proleg, with the abdomen
unattached to the subl.tratwn. Locomotion and ~igration have been
observed and considered in detail by Hora (1928), JobbinS-POfIleroy
(1916), Man (1962), Nicholson and Mickel (1950), Peterson and Wolfe
(1958), puri (1925a), Smart (1934b), Tennoir (1923b), Travis (1967),
and WU (1930). peterson and Wolfe (1958) reported that migration
occurred during the night. Yakuba (1959) indicated that rapid rise in
water level might stimulate migration. Locomotion and migration are
directly related to organic drift. Hynes (l970a), in reviewing the
ecology of stream insects, considered drift and emphasized that the
ilnportance of drift may have been over stressed because the loss to
the faW'la by drift may be very SlI\8.11 or insignificant, and also because
of the limited knowledge of upstream movement. Waters (l972) reviewed
the drift of stream insects and Clifford (1972) included SimuUum in
his study of drift. Harrison (1966) reported that hlackfly larvae
were one of the first organisms to recolonize a stream after drought.
The duration of the larval stage varies with the water temper-
ature and the growth rate varies in different species. Peterson and
wolfe (1958) showed that development is related to stream temperature.
Slnart (1934(1.) indicated that the larval stage of S. pictipes lasted
for four to six weeks. and Malloch (1914) generally agreed with this.
smart (1934b) showed a 7 to 10 week period for S. ornatum Meigen; Marr
(1962) indicated five days or more for S. damnoSW7l Theobald, depending
on the temperature; wanson and Henrard (1945) indicated five days for
s. damnosWTlj and Davies and Syme (1958) showed a six to seven month
larval stage for P. mi3:tum Syme and Davies and P. fusewn Syme and Davies.
L. Davies (1961) stated that development continued throughout the
winter in ice-covered streams, but Davies and Syme (1958) could find
no correlation between stream temperature and growth rate. Marr (1962)
believed that the availability of food is important for determining
the duration of the larval stage. Food supply, substrate, current
velocity, volwne of flow, depth, light, and various other physical and
chemical conditions have been shown to affect the abundance lind distri-
bution of larvae. Carlsson (1967), Chutter (1968), Dalmat (1955),
Fredeen and Shemanchuk (1960), Grenier (1949), Peterson and Wolfe (1958),
Phillipson (1956, 1957), Sommerman et aZ. (1955), WU (1930), and zahar
(195l) considered one or several of these factors. Dalmat (1955) and
L. Davies and Smith (1958) indicated an altitudinal distribution.
Certain species have been shown to have habitat preferences: this has
been discussed by Davies and Syme (1958), Grenier (1949), Hocking and
Pickering (1954), and Wolfe and Peterson (1959). Pente1cw (1935)
indicated that geological structure, distribution of water plants, and
the hardness of the water may be important factors affecting distri-
bution of larvae and pupae. Bradt (l932), Kuzoe (1969), and Wolfe and
Peterson (1959) reported that heavy rains and floods influence larval
abundance lind distribution. Wolfe and Peterson (1959) also indicated
that logging and fires tend to decrease larval. density. Nielson (l950)
reported that pollution increases the numbers of sill'luliid larvae.
Bequaert (1934), smart (1944), and Wolfe and Peterson (1959) showed that
larvae are positively photota,#.c.
Larvae and pupae of some blackfly species live as epizoites
on crabs and mayfly larvae. Lewis (1965) believes that the crabs
probably carry the immature stages to safety from possible desiccation
and turbulent currents. Phoresy in b1ackf1y larvae is discussed by
Berner (1954), Burton (l971a) , Corbet (1962), Crosskey (1965), Disney
(1969a, 1971a, 1971b, 1971c, 19710.), Edwards (1928), Freeman (1954),
Gel"lllain and Grenier (1967), Ge:rmain et al. (1966), Grenier et a~.
(1965), Le....is and Disney (1969), Lewis et al. (1960, 1969), and McMahon
(1952).
According to Puri (1925a), Meinert (1886) reported that Horvarth
(1884) thought there ....ere four larval instars and that TOmOsvih:y (1892)
and Aigner-Abafi (1903) reported that there were five. Sp~cies studied
by cameron (1922), Davies (1949), Edwards (l920), Harrod (1964), Puri
(l925a), Smart (1934b), and. Terterjan (1957) were shown to have six
instars. Crosskey (1960) believed that six instars is proba.l)ly uni-
versal in the family. Davies et al, (1962) suggested that the number
of instars may vary from four to seven in many species. Grenier and
Feraud (l960) and Johnson and Pengelly (1969) reported seven instars
for S. damrwSWI1 and S. rugglesi Nicholson and Mickel respectively.
JobbinS-Pomeroy (1916) and Puri (1925a) described larval ecdysis in
detail. Last stage larvae, or the pharate pupa of Hinton (1958), spin
silk for the pupal stage. The formation of the cocoon has been described
by Burton (1966), Puri (1925a), Tonnoir (1923a), and WU (1930). Burton
(1966) described larval ecdysis after completion of the cocoon. Jobbins-
Pomeroy (1916), Peterson (1956), Tonnoir (l923a), and Wu (1930) consid-
ered the pupation process in detail. Disney (1969b) stated that pupation
occurs mainly by day.
According to Emery (19l3) , Simulium pupae are yellowish brown
in color when first formed and later darken as development progresses.
Anatomical descriptions of pupae have been presented by Johannsen (1934),
Puri (1925a), Smart (1943b), Stone (1964). an4 Stone and Jamnback (1955).
The duration ot the pupal period. varies with teIllperature
according' to Nicholson and. Mickel (1950), Puri {l925al, Smart (1943b).
and. Zebar (1951). Barnley (19511 showed a 5-day pupal stage, Johannsen
(19341 2 day. to a week or more, Newstead st aZ.(1907) 2 to 6 days,
Smart (1934a) 4.5 days, and. Smart (1934b) 3:-.75 to 12 days. Burton and
McRae (1965), Crisp (1956), Kuzoe (1969), and Harr (1962), all workinq
with S. c:b!r:1oSWIJ at different temperatures, found. the pupal period. to be
10 to 11, 10 to 13, 3, and 8 to 9 day. respectively. Harr (1962) sug-
gested. that the difference in time ot pupal development frQlll 2 to 4 days
might be a matter of sex differentiation.
Taylor (1902) considered the tracheal system of the pupa in
detail. Wolfe and Petenon (1959) and Rubstov (1956) indicated. that
thue is a correlation between the nWllber of P\lPal respiratory f11a-
_ents and. the character of the suelllll. Since pupae do not feed or
IllOve, many factors which affect larvae do not apply to the pupal stage.
Carlsson (1967) reported that temperature, oxygen, and inor9'anic and
organic drift 1Illly influence the pupal stage. Movement of the pupa
within the cocoon prior to adult _e.rgence ha..s been observed by
Jobbins-P(IIleroy (1916) and Petenon (1956). Peterson believe4 this
sanetillles violent lI)Otion of the pupa lDay aid in rupturing the pupal
skin. Adult emergence has been described in detail by Burton (1966)
and to a lener extent by Newstead lilt al. (1907), Peterson (1956),
SlII4rt (1934.), and Tonnoir (1923b). Disney (1969b) showed that the
tiJIlinq ot adult eclosion is influenced by the streall. temperature on the
day of eclosion. Marr (1962) observed that emergence occurred chiefly
in the evenings and only occasionally in the :mornings. Burton (1966),
Ca!leron (1922), COquillet (lB98), Jobbins-POIIIeroy (1916), Peterson
(1956), smart (l934b), Tonnoir (1923b). and Wu (1930) observed the
adult t(I take flight almost iJnmediate1y upon reaching the water
surface. However, Emery (1913) and McBride (1870) indicated that the
adult stayed on the surface or held on to some object to dry the
wing's before actually flying.
Davies et at... (1962), Edwards (1915), Forbes (1912), Jobbins-
Po_roy (1916), Stone (1964), and Stone and Jall'Illback (1955) have given
general descriptions of adult b1ackflies. Jobbins-Poaleroy (1916) and
saart (1935) described internal anatomy. EPw!ry (1913) and Hungerford
(1913) discussed in detail the anatomy of S. vittatum zetterstedt
females. Freeman (1950) considered _le genitalia and Gibbins (1938),
Kellogg (1899), Xrafchick (1942), and Nicholson (19451 discussed adult
I!lOUthparts.
Fallis (1964), reviewing feeding and related behaviour of
adult females, considered feeding preferences, biting sites and activi-
tie., si.ze and digestion of blood meal, longevity, flight range, and
feeding and clilllate. Down•• (19701 and wenk and Raybould (197:i1) have
conducted. further studies related to the feeding of adult silllu1iids.
Field et at... (1967) induced S. vittatwn to feed on various animals.
carlsson (1967), Dal.ma.t (1954, 1955), L. Davies (1957b), Peterson and
WOlfe (1958), underhill (1940, 1944), Wolfe and Peterson (1959, 1960),
and zahar (1951) have indicat.eCI that environmental conditions influence
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blackfly activity. Davies (1952) demonstrated that flight, attrac-
tion, and landing and biting activities are influenced by environ-
mental conditions. Ussova and kulikova (1958) indicated that
temperatu:te, light, wind, and relative humidity influence the fre-
quency of attack. Fallia (1964) suggested that all adults which feed
on blood may be considered as pests. He reviewed the importance of
blackflies as pests and recorded instances of fatality and economic
losses caused by blackflies. Halgos and Jedlicka (1971) recorded
blackflies attacking horses in Bratislava. Bennett et aZ. (1972),
Bradbury (1972), Davies (1951). and Peschken and Thorsteinson (1965)
presented data illustrating the visual orientation of adults to color.
L. Davies (1961) and Lewis (1960) have sorted adult flies into two age
groups, the parous and the nulliparous, by changes in the ovary,
including the presence or absence of follicular relics. Fredeen (1964a)
discussed this method and its significance. Downes (1969) reviewed
mating and swarming, Field at at.. (1967) induced copulation in
S. vittatum, and WenJc and Raybould (1972) studied the mating of the
"Kibwezi" form of S. damnoSW1l in the laboratory.
There are various stages of egg development as shown by
autogenous and anautogenous species of simuliids. Chutter (1970) and
Davies and Peterson (1956) suggested that ovarian developlllent is
dependent on nutrients available and also on the temperc::.ture at which
the larvae grew. Peterson and Wolfe (1958) suggested that the stage of
egg development at eme.rgence may vary within the species. Cameron
(1922) I Davies and Syme (1958) I Downes (1965, 1970), and Downes at at..
(1962) also considered aspects of ovarian development. Abdelnur (1968),
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Chutter (1970), and Davies and Peterson (19561 recorded n\Ullbers and
dimensions of oocytes in newly emerqed flies. Parthenogenetic
populations have been ahovn to exist by Davies (1950). L. Davies (19541.
and Downes (19651. Carlsson (1962) has shown that lIlOst individuals
of Prosimul.ium ursiJUml Edwards fail to emerge from the pupa in northern
Norway, but on disintegration of the pupa the egqs are released into
the stream and hatch the following spring. Davies and Peterson (1956)
suggested that oviposition behaviour is vadable in sCIIle species and
quite rigid in others. Grenier (1949) showed that some species oviposit
on the surface of water, some on a support at the surface, others enter
the water, and others drop their eggs while in flight. Britten (1915).
Davies (1949, 19501, Fredeen et a'L (19511, Jobbina-Pomeroy (1916),
Peterson (1956, 1959b), Smart (1934a). Webster (1889), and Wu (1930)
have also ~served oviposition. Davies and Peterson (1956) indicated
that envirolUlienta1 factors influence oviposition. Wolfe and Peterson
(1959) and Peterson and WOlfe (1958) observed ovipoeition occurring
IDOstly in the late afternoon until tYilight, Hocking and Pickering (1954)
observed oviposition taking pace during the evenings of w.um. days, and
GaJlIbrell (1933) indicated oviposition occurred chiefly in the !DOming.
8radley (1935) and Nicholson and Mickel (1950) obtained oviposition in
the laboratory. Wenk and Raybould (1972) and Wood and Davies (l966)
were able to induce oviposition. Davies and Peterson (l956) indicated
that females may lay 200-500 eggs, and as many as aoo in a single
g'onotrophic cycle, depending on the species.
Fallis (1964) reviewed the iJnportance of blackflies as vectors.
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Since then, Baker (1970) and Barrow at a~. {1968} considered the trilIls-
mission of LBucocyto%OOn sa1<Jlar.offi samban by Simulium CUIflUStital'S8
Lundstroem and L. simondi (Mathis and Leger) by S. ruggZ8si respectively.
Bennett (1970) showed the developnent of TrypanoBoma mum Danilevsky
cCIIlplex in four species of ornithophllic blackt'lies. Eichler (1911)
studied the behaviour of S. 01'natum in relation to tranSlllbsion of
O1chocel"CGl gutturosa NeWlWUl. Barreto at at. (1970) and Duke et al.
(1972) also discussed onchocerciasis.
Studies in cytology have shown that many of the single apedes
of earlier taxonomy in reality consisted of several rather similar or
sibling species. Cytological studies use the banding pattern of the
giant chromosalles that a:re found in the salivary gland cells of blackfly
larvae. Rothfela and Dunbar (1953) started cytological research with
blllckflies and since that tiIlIe it has also been can:ied out by 811.srur
(1962). Basrur and Rothfeis (1959). Dunbar (1958, 1959, 1966a, 1966b,
1967, 1969). Landau (1962), Ottonen (1966), Ottonen and Nambial" (1969),
Pasternak (1964), Rothfels (l956) , and Rothfels and Basrur (l962).
PhysiolO9)'
PhysiolO9}' of b~ackf~ies hilS been somewhat neglected. Apart
fn:m OVal"ian developaent alrq.dy considered, Downe and Morrison (1957)
studied the rate of diqestion of blood meals usinq precipit.in tests,
and Hinton (1959) studied the larval chromll.tocytes and their function
at metamol"phosis and the ori'Jin and develOpllent of the indil"ect f~i9ht
muscles. Mansingh at al. (1972) considered. oligopause hibernation in
blackflies, and Yang and Davies (1968a, 1968b, 1968c) studied tl"}'Psin
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invertase, and amylase activity. Teshima (1972) axaJllined DNA-DNA
hybridization in several species of blackf.lios. UltrastnK;:tu::al
physlo1oqical studies have been conducted by Liu and Davies 11971,
1972&, 1972b, 1972c, 19724, 1972e).
Adult blackflies have been reared without difficulty from
immature stages in the laboratal:)'. studies on rearing include those
by Dalalat (1955), Doby et at. (1959). Fre4een (l959a). Hall and HuTod
(19631, Rartley (1955). Hocking and Pickering (l954). Purl (192)>'),
Raybould (1967). smart (1934b), Tarshis (l968b, 1971), Thomas (1946),
wood and Davies (1965), and Wright (1957). Wenk (1965) and Wenk and
Ra.ybouJ.d (1972) h.1lve had success with IIloI!ltlnq, feeding", and oviposition
in S. damnoSWll.
The device needed to SPlple a population of blackfly larvae
or pupae is determined by the type of substrate selected by them.
Carlsson (1962) used wooden boards; Curtis (19681 made use of White
hardboard strips; Disney (1972) suspended. in streams lengths of cord
which bad manqo leaves tied in it at intervals; Doby lilt at. (1967) used.
polythene tapes; Johnson and Pengelly (19661 used IIletal conelH Peterson
and WOlfe (1958) used white metal cones; and Phillipson (1956) used
plastic cones. Wanson and Henrard (1945) made use of nets, wooden floats.
and sealed. tins; WillilllllS and Obeng (1962) also used polythene tapes;
Wolfe and Peterson (1959) used white plates and lIleta! cones; zahar (1951)
used white tilesl and for convenience Disney (1970) used pa11ll fronds,
and Tarshis 11965, 1968a) used lengths of fabric for collecting large
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nllZlbers of larvae and pupae. Maitland (l964) and Maitland and Penney
(1967) sampled gravel or SIIlall boulders with a shovel sampler. and
Chutter {19681 saJlIl?led individual stones. Holbrook (1967) used a ph.,s-
terer's lath, and Ladle lilt al. (1972) used a unique appill.J:"ll.tus for
5aqllinq iJ:mature stages of blackflies on Ranwtculus plants. Many of
these devices were desi<p1ed for estimating: population density. while
others were used strictly to facilitate collecting.
other methods have been used to study adult populations.
Davies (1950), Davies and Syrae (1958), and Hocking and Richards (1952)
used emergence traps. Abdelnur (1968), L. Davies (1955), Davies and
Williams (1962), and Fredeen (1961) used light traps. Anderson and
DeFoliart (1961) and Bennett (1960) employed baited traps, and Fredeen
(1961) used silhouette traps. L. Davies (1963) and Hocking and Richards
(1952) sweep-netted. Davies (1951), Hocking and Richards (l952), and
Peterson and Wolfe (19581 have presented methods of estimatinq adult
density.
Parasites and Predators
Jenkins (1964) produced. a bibliography which included parasites
and predators of blackflies up to 1962. Lair4 (19711 continued this
bibliography combining literature from 1963-1967. Many authors have
since discussed parasites and predators in ecological stUdies but those
papers specifically related to parasitism and predation include Ben9'ston
and Ulfstrand (l971) , Frost (1970), Frost and Manier (1971), Frost and
Nolan (1972), Jarnnback (l970), Lichtwardt (1967), Manier and Maurand
(l966), Maurand (1967), Moss (1970), Reichle and Lichtwardt (1972),
Snoddy (1967, 1968), snoddy and Chipley (l91l), and Williams and
Lichbiardt (1971).
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McMahon (1967) reviewed the avulable literature on the
control of SimllUW1I vectors of onchocerciasis in Africa. &nc! Chance
(1970bJ reviewed the chemical control method. for bl.ckfly larvae.
other papers which have not been considered by these authors or which
have been published since include Brown at at. (1951). Burton 8t at.
(1964), Conradi (1905), Jamnback and. Mean!. (1966), Junback and West
(19701, Metealf and. Sanderson (1932). ~sl (1962), Que1ennec (1962,
1970), Quelennec and Ovazza (1968), Quelennec st al. (1970), Travis
(1966, 1968), Travis et al. (1967, 1970), and Weed (190411., 1904b).
Gross et at. (1972) undertook studi•• on radiation of blll.ckflie. to
develop methods of control, based on the "sterile-ma.l." technique.
DeFQliart (195lb) c:ompared the effectiveness of several repellents
l;I.qll.inst blll.ckflies and determined the average protection time for
each repellent teated.
,.
MATERIALS AND KETHODS
Piekavance creek (Figs. 1 and 2) was the 1mIlediate research
area and vas studied fro-. late April to early September, 1970 and late
April, 1971 through to the end of October, 1972. Scattered collections
were made in the winter of 1970-71. Normally, collections were made
week1y, and fortnightly when weekly collections coulcl. not be made.
other collections included I. trans-Island survey conducted 1n lata May,
1972 and collections on various parts of the Island during 1970-72.
Including the Pickavance Creek area, a total of 212 streams _re
saJIlpled either once or several tiaes, depending on the geoqraphical
location. The distribution of these str~ on the Island is indicated
in Fig'. 3. In Appendix A. a D:lre detailed description and location of
the streams is <Jiven. Descriptions of the first 99 streams have the
following format: stre!lll1 number; map numberl military grid referencel
name of stream or location; T. I, or P, depending on whether the stream
is temporary, intermittent or permanent (the temporary streams ue not
illustrated on the maps); depth (CIIl) at which iIlurIatures were collected;
averaqe width (_) of the stre.a; and species obtained frail that atream.
Streams 100 to 212 have all of this data except for the widths and
depths. All _p numbers and grid references are frcm the Canadian
National Topographic Series 1:50,000.
Pickavance Creek Research Ax'ea
Pickavance Creek is about 16 kilometers west of St. John's
on the Trans canada Highway (Stream 206 in Appendix AI. It is & per-
lIlanent stream approxima.tely 1,200 meters in length and varies from 2 to
4 meters in width. 'ftle depth ranges from 10 to 100 centiJlleters in June.
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The strealll moves rapid1y in the spring and fa.l1., but rather sluq9ish1y
in IIlidsuDDer because the gradient is not steep. The bed consists of
IllUd in occasionally interspeJ:sed pools, and all sizes of rocks up to
70 centimeters in diameter. Portions of the streaJll are completely
exposed to sunlight, while other reg-ions are !lOmewhat shaded. Eleven
sampling areas were chosen to provide as many different habitats as
possible within the same stream (Fig. 2). Table I contains a desc:dp-
tien of these 11 areas, and the current r<mges and averages may be
found in Fig. 4. The dOlll1nant strealllSide vegetation of these areas is
contained in Appendix 8,
'l'he.re are six other creeks or trickles lltUc::h flow into
pickavance creek (A creek), and these also have been studied. They
h3ve been desig'l1&ted B, C, D, E, F and G creeks (Pig. 2). Band C
creeks are permanent roadside trickles which run parallel with the Trans
Canada Highway and which flow into Pickavance Creek where it crosses
under the highway. 0 is abo a roadside trickle into which E, F and G
empty. D creek does not flow directly into Pickavance Creek, rather,
it flows into a boq-like area which empties into Pickavance creek at
several locations near site 11. E is a tempCll::ary dr;rina.ge creek which
empties a forest boq. F and G also drain ill woodland bog, but F is
temporary and G is permanent. e, C, E and P creeks have been sUlpled
in one area only, and 0 and G creeks have been sillllpled in two areas.
Descriptions of these sampling areas may be found in Table I, and the
current velocities are to be found in Fig. 4. The dominant streamside
veqetation of each of these sillllpling areas is contained in Appendix B.
Table I. Site descriptions in the Pickavance Creek area
Dist. from Width Depth Max. rock
Site source (rn)
'm' (em) Substrate Shade'" <'Iiam. (em)
.-1 400 1.5 25.0 rocks. boulders COll'lplete 60.0 Stream 206 in Appendix A
.-, 439 1.0 15.0 rocks"'" partial 15.0 Outflow of small pool
2 11\ in length
'-3 456 0.8 25.0 rocks, twigs, branches partial 15.0
.-. 493 1.2 13.0 rocks partial 40.0
'-5 512 1.0 20.0 rocks, boulders complete 60.0 Base of 1 II waterfall
'-6 521 1.5 15.0 rocks, boulders"''' 011 70.0 Outflow of 2 III pool
'-7 543 1.5 18.0 rocks, boulders partial 70.0
'-8 607 1.0 10.0 rocks, pebbles"'" 011 40.0 Entrance of culvert, at
base of 90 m pool
.-, 625 0.8 12.0 rocks complete 20.0 Middle of 2.4x36 m culvert
A-lO 664 1.5 15.0 rock. partial 15.0
A~ll 803 1.5 15.0 rock, oil 20.0 Stream empties into Paddy.
Pond 396 m from th1e 81te
0.15 6.0 rocks complete 12.0 Stream 207 in Appendix A
0.20 10.0 rocks, grasses partial 15.0 Stream 208 in Appendix A
0-1 0.25 10.0 rocks 011 10.0 StJ:eam 209 in Appendix A
0-' 0.20 12.0 rocks partial 15.0
0.15 8.0 sand, p4lbbles, rocks partial 12.0 StJ:eam 210 in Appendix A
0.15 6.0 rocks, grasses oil 8.0 Stream 211 in Appendix A
G-1 0.20 6.0 rocks, gralllleS 011 12.0 Stream 212 in Jlppendix A
G-' 0.15 6.0 10' complete OUtt'low of small pool
dammed by 12 em log
.Shade due to shoreline vegetation - see Appendix B for dominant vegetation in the collecting areas.
""'Trailing vegetation abundant in sUlllll\er.
,.
Field and Laboratory Procedures
Ia:rvae and pupae are usually found in flowing vatu. Species
are known to vary in the types of strea.1lS which they inhabit, $0 habi-
tats vazying frolll very Slllall, tetllp:)rary roadside trickles to large
permanent streams and rivers, were s4Illpled. The i1llDlature stages of
black!l!es have been collected from all sizes of rocks, trailing
vegetation, twigs, logs, and other assorted debris which may have been
naturally or unnaturally introduced into streams. Several species were
often found in the same streUl. La.rvae and pupae were collected by
resnovinq thuI with forceps frol'l the substrate. In the Plckavance creek
study area, 10 x 10 x 0.8 em. ceramic tiles were the usual substratUlll.
These tiles were gray in color and in lU.lly areas resembled the color of
the stony substrate. They were easily positioned on the streUl bottOlll
and just as easily retrieved. 'l1tese tiles facilitated collectinq, since
larvae could be scraped off with any sort of smooth, straight, rigid
object (e.g. plastic ruler). Obviously, if pupae were found on the tile,
these required more care in removal. 'n\e tile surface area (100 cm2)
was al80 convenient for population density studies. Two series of
tiles were painted and paced on the streaa bottom to deaonstrate
possible color preference, and another series of four tiles was paced
at various deptlu> on a cllllllp stand for studies of depth preference.
Larvae were preserved in 95 percent alcohol in the field
and deterlflined in the laboratory using a dissecting microscope. Mature
larvae are distinguished by the presence of the blackened pupal
respiratory organ developing in the thoracic region of the larva. The
number of filaments of the respiratory organ (histoblast) is specific,
and quite often it vas dissected from the larva and placed in glacial
acetic acid to aid in identification. Usually the acid would cause
the coiled histoblast to straighten out. Pupae were carefully removed
from the substrate and, if found on vegetation, that portion of the
vegetation with the pupa was cut away. They were placed in petri
dishes conUining llIOi8t filter paper and brought back to the labor-
atory for ecnerqence. In the laboratory, pupae were reared individually
in 5he1l vials. Each vial was 9 x 30 1IIlII, ~ dr, and in each was placed
a strip of filter paper which stoo4 in a small amount of water. A
cotton plug prevented the emerqing adult from escaping. Several hours
after emeJ:gence the adults were either pinned or preserved in 70 percent
alcohol with the associated pupal skin. Newly emerged females were
kept for 4 or 5 days in the laboratory for studies of ovarian develop-
ment. The flies were fed vith either a 5 percent sucrose solution or
water vas applied to the cotton plUg'. The adults were later dissected
in 0.9 percent saline and a drop of deterqent. The detergent causes
the fly to be wetted quickly, it causes the oocytes to swell and to be
easily separated, and it prevents the saline from fOrllling inconvenient
separate drops during dissection on the Illicroseope slide. Following
dissection, these fe:llales were preserved in 70 percent alcohol.
FrequenUy, the head capsule and the shed skin of the IIlatore
larva can be found within the cocoon of the pupa. and this lIlay aid species
identification. Also, by rearing individual pupae, an association of
the pupal skin with the adult can be established.
Egg-s were often collected on trailing vegetationl these were
collected and placed in a petri dish with lIlOist filter paper. Gener-
ally, these eggs hatched in 2 to 3 days. The first instar larvae were
then preserved in 95 percent alcohol.
During the course of this study, va.rious physica.l and
chemical factors were measured. Depth and width measurements were
made with a meter stick; temperatures were measux:ed with a Centi-
grade thetlllOllleterl and current velocity was measured with an Ott
propellor-driven current meter. l Chemical analyses, which included
tests for &IIIIIOnla, carlxm dioJdde, chloride•• calciUlll, dissolved
0X¥9en, hardness, IllagnesiUlll, nitrate, pH, phosphate, silica. and
sulfide were conducted. in the field using a LaMotte chemical
analysis kit. 2
lAo Ott. Kefppten-Allgaen, Hydraulic Laboratory.
2La!1otte O1emical products Co., Chestertolom, Md.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The genexal classification of the Sirnuliidae is still in a
state of flux, because very little WQrk I}.as been done on a universal
scale to bring the various taxonomic studies together, and there is
still considerable lack of knowledge about the immature stages and
life histories. In 1905 only a single genus was recognized, but
presently at least 11 genera and many sukgenera are recognized (Stone
and Snoddy, 1969).
Three genera and nine subgenera are now x:ecorded from
Newfoundland and the purpose of the key is to l'Ilake possible the iden-
tification of the Newfoundland species of Simuliidae. The key is
based on those by Davies et al. (1962), Peterson (1970), and Wood et al,
(1963). Because not all stages of all species were collected, and
since the missing stages are probably similar to those of other regions
of canada, they are included in the key for completeness. Keys have
been constructed for male and female adults, pupae, and mature larvae.
Mature larvae are distinguished by the presence of the blackened histo-
blast (pupal respiratory organ) laterally located on the larval thorax.
Variability of Characters
Intraspecific variation has been observed in the Newfoundland
Simuliidae, particularly the larval stages. Generally, mature larvae
of all species are about 7 mm in length, but in one stream (Stream 126
in Appendix A) larvae of ProSimu'LiWII fuscum Syme and Davies, P. mi:l:tWII
Syme and Davies, cnephia mutata Malloch, and C. dacoteneiB Dyar and
Shannon were about 10 11IIII long. The reason for this is unknown.
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especially since very little 1s known about the strelllll itself.
The anaJ. sclerite appears variable, particularly in the
P. fuscwrl/wri:.t:tum coaplex. and lIlay not be a reliable character in the
separation of these two species. P. j'u8CW11 sometimes has an anal
sclerite which reselllhies that of P. mi:ctuml and vice versa. The post-
genal cleft is nonnally a rigid character, but in SimuUum corma
Twinn it varies in its depth. The rectal g1118 and ventral tubercles,
"hen present, are not always visible, and while this llIAy be due to
methods of preservation, it is still. i!I difficult character to U4e.
The abdcminal pigmentation of S. venust;um Say llDd S. vere~ Stone
and Janmback often varies frOll stream to streUl or generatioD to qener-
ation in the same strealll and this is thought to be due to the diet of
the larvae. C. /lIUtata is a species with stable characters, and l114y be
recognized without any dif'!1culty from the first or second instar.
Several forms of aberrations or abnormal!ties other than
variation were observed in the course of this study. These were lMinly
found in the eye spots, but abnormalities were alao observed in head-
spots, hyposto1llial teeth, abdcninal piqmentation and in one adult male
S. tlBnUStum. on several occasions the eye spots of all species at the
Pickavance Creek area were obseJ:Ved to be slightly dislocated, that is,
located to one side of the clear area in the head capsule. smart and
Clifford (1965) also reported that the eye spots lIlay be abnonnally
shaped or absent in larvae that appeared to be otherwise perfectly
nOrllla!. Several specilllens of P. j'uscumlrrri:J:tum~ C. mutata~ S. latipes
(fo'.eiqen), S. tlenustum and S. tuberoSUl!f Lundstrom were found to be
lacld.nq eye spots altogether, and specimens of P. fuseum/miztum and
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s. l.atipea were observed to have eye spots on one side of the head only,
and thue were not always in the clear reqion of the head capsule. The
first spec1lllens of -blind- larvae were found .t Site A-9 (the culvert
un4er the Trans Canada Highway) and it was thought that this dark
habitat llLIly have had some relation with the occurrence of larvae with
no eye spots. Several speciJllenll of P. fuscwrt/'tffi.:r:tum were found to
bave seml-clear head spots, which are the reqions of 1Ill1SC1e attacbllent.
one immature specirn.en of P. !uscWTI/mxtum was found to have two complete
and apparently identical sets of hypostomial teeth on the hypostollle and
this had no relation with larval ecdysh:. CIne medium-sized. lIpeciJllen of
S. venustum was found to have its median tooth absent in such ill way
that there was a deep V-shaped cleft in the hypostome. All the larvae
in a collection of S. VSl'lUBtum f1':Qlll one strea,m were found to have a
large triangular pig.ented area laterally located on each side of the
eighth abdominal segment. This was found only in S. venustum and only
in one stream. An adult lIlale S. VenuBtum which was reared from a pupa
in the laboratory was found to have I!IIlIerqed with five noDlll!ll leqs and
a vestigial sixth. All of these aberrations are asSUlfted to be qenetic,
althouqh it is not known how various chemical, physical or biotic
parllJlleters of streams lIIi!ly affect the i_ture stages of blacktlies.
Key to the Genera of Newfoundland Siauliidae
Adults
1. COsta with tine hairs, spinules absent; radial
sector forked apically; calcipala and pediculcu9
absent • . . • . • . . • • • • • •
COsta with l5Pinules interspersed with fine hair,
radial sector unbJ::anched; calcipala and pedisulcus
usually pJ::eBent . . . • . • . • . • •
2. Basal cell present; length of vein R DOt less
than one-third. 41stance from base of radial
sector to wing apex, with hair dorsally;
calcipala often reduced; second hind tarsal
SegDent without pedisulc:us or very shallow •
Basal cell absent or incomplete; length of vein
R less than one-third distance from base of radial
sector to wing apex, with or without dorsal hair;
calcipala usually well developed; second. hind
tarsal Beglllent usually with distinct, deep
pedisulC:U8. . . • .
Pupa.
1. COCOOn irr~ar, shapeless, without a _11-
defined anterior margin; ebdomen with two
long tarminal hooks. • • • • • . • .
COcoon well developed, variously shaped, with
a well-defined anterior marqinl abdomen without
two long terminal hooks. . • • • • . .
2. Respiratory filillllents arising from a rounded
knob on & short petiole. • • . • • .
Respiratory filaments not arising from a
rounded knob on a short petiole •
3. Respiratory fillllDents 12 . . .
Respiratory filaments 16 or 1lIOX"e.
1. Basal two segments of antenna colorless, distal
two segments darkly pigmented; postocc::iput
nearly cOlllplete dorsally, enclosing cervical
sclerites; secondary fan with few ra}'$, forming
a flat triangular fan when open. • • • • •
Basal two segments at least partly colored,
distal two segments usually same color as basal
two, postocciput with a wide dorsal gap, not
enclosing cervical scieritesl secondary fan
with many rays, fol"llling a cupped fan when open.
2. HypostomiUIII with ('Iuterlateral and median teeth
large and subequal and three smaller subequal
intermediate teeth on each side; rectal gill
usually with three compound lobes . . • . •
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SimuUum
SimuliWll
Cnephia
CnBphia
Simulium
Hypostom1um not as above, rectal gill ....ith
three simple lobes • . • • • • . .
Key to the Species of ProsimutiWll
Females
1. OVipositor lobe short, truncate or broadly
rounded distally, not reaching anal lobe,
abdomen appears truncate or rounded posteriorly!
anteromedb.l corner of lobe not produced
nipple-like; spenliltheca with small differen-
tiated circular area, or none, at junction
with spermathec:al duet, claw with conspicl.lOus
basal or ~sa1 tooth. • • . . • . •
OVipol!l1tor lobe long, pointed OJ: narrowly
rounded distally, reaching or extending beyond
anal lobe; abdOlllen appears pointed. posteriorly;
anterollledial corner produced nipple-like;
5perma.theca with largo!!, differentiated circular
area at junction with spermathee&l duct, claw
sapl. or with llIlIA11 inconspicuous subbaaal
tooth. . • • • • • . • • • . • • •
2.
Cnephia
pl4i'uraZe
2, Genital fork arm with a subquadrate terminal
plate, with a short, broad, rounded. or bluntly
pointed. inner distal process. • . . • . • jU8CU1l1
Genital fork arm with a tri.angul.&r or sub-
trianqular tarminal plate, with a long, slender,
sharply pointed process. IIrirtum
Males
1. Pleuron with 5IIIall patch of hairs anterior and
posterior to pleural meri:lranel body of ventral
plate deeply cleft, H-shaped; aedi.an sclerite
Y-shaped, ita stem and ba~l portion of arms
beavily scleroti%ed, remainder of arlIl5 membranoWli
and prolonsed so that they project posteriorly
and ventrally beyond margin of ventral plate;
distimere thin, pointed, bearing 1 subterminal
and 2 terminal spines; plate of endoparameral
organ dorsally with a spine that curves
ventrally and posteriorly to meet tip of
distimere • • • • . • . • . • • .
Pleuron without SlIlall patches of Mir on either
side of pleural membrane; body of ventral plate
not deeply cleft or H-shaped; median sclerite
variable but arms not prolonged; distilllere vari-
able; endoparallleral organ dorsally expanded
plate-like but not as a curved meeting tip of
distilllere. .•..•.••.
2. Lip of ventral plate long and slender, in
terminal view. • • • • • • . . .
Lip of ventral plate short and broader, in
terminal view. • •
Pupa.
1. Respiratory organ with 16 filaments.
Respiratory organ with 26 filalllents.
2. Respirato:tyo:tgan late:tally b:toad, as wide or
wider as long; three primary t:runks separating
from base so that all are equally visible,
late:tal trunk not obscured by other two • • •
Respiratory organ laterally narrow, longer than
wide; lateral primary trunk usually more
divergent from dorsal trunk than from ventral
trunk so that the ventral trunk is usually
obscured. • • • •
1. Lateral plate of proleg narrow lying parallel
to bases of apical hooks with, at most, a
weak indication of vertical portion; post-
genal cleft deep. . . . . . . . • •
Lateral plate of proleg broad with a well-
developei vertical portion; postgenal cleft
shallow. • . . • . . . • • . • .
2. Outerlateral and sublateral hypostomial teeth
of nearly equal height; cephalic fan with 27-37
rays; anterodorsal arms of anal sclerite
one-third longer than posteroventral arms;
first posterolateral head spot absent. • •
OUterlateral hypostomial teeth higher than
suhlateral teeth, which are nearly equal in
height, or decreasing in height inwardly;
cephalic fan with 37-46 rays; ante:tooorsal
arms of anal sclerite equal to, or sl.ightly
longer, than posteroventral arms; first
posterolateral head spot present. • • . .
fU8CW1l
p"leW'O.le
fU8(!W1l
pl.eW'O."le
I-
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Key to the Species of Cnephia
Pella1es
1. Tarsal clawllI si.D:lple • . . . . • . . •
Tarsal cl.aws long, slender, each with a SlIIa11
aubbasal tooth. . •
Males
1. Dististyle with one tenninal. tooth
Dististyle with two tenniJ'lal teeth
Pupac
1. Respiratory fibments 12. . •
Respiratory filaments 30-40 (usually 34)
Larvae
1. Subgenal cleft an inverted v-shape; antennae
much longer th8,ll stalk of cephalic fan. •
Subgenal cleft U-shaped with flattened apex;
antennae shorter than stalk of cephalic fan
lCey to the Species of siltrulium
Females
1. Vein R with hairs dorsally. •
Vein R without hairs dorsally .
2. Claws sillple. . . . . . .
Claws with a large lobed. basal projection •
3. Basal tlIo-thirds of tibiae yellow, contrasting with
the distal black portion; postscutellum with two
patches of gold hair. • . . . • • . •
Tibiae not yellow, may be brown, gray or black;
poatscutellum bare. . . . • . . • • • .
4. Ped1sulcus long and shallow, the depth less than
one-third the width of the secprtent, sensory
2.
mutata
dacotensis
dacotensis
mutate
mutata
muteta
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"vesicle of third palpal seqment SD\.Illl, about
one-fourth the ler19'th o~ the segment I second
antennal seqment longer and wider tha.n third •
Pedisulcus short and deep, the depth at least
one-half the width of the segment, sensory
vesicle of third pa.lpal sf!9tlll!nt l&rge, one-half
the length of the se<;ment (except in S. gouldingi,
which has a large patch of hair on the
katepisternumll second antennal seglllent shorter
than third • • • • • • • • • • • • •
5. Katepistermm with a patch of hair along dor~l
marqin. • . • . . • • • • • • • • •
Katepiaternum bare. • . • • • • • • • •
6. sensory vesicle of third palpal SeglIleIlt at least
one-half the lenr;th of the s~tl patch of hair
on kateplatemum sma11, centrll.11y located; abdOlllen
densely cove:red with silvery hair. • . • • •
sensory vesicle of third palpal. segment at most
one-third the lenqth of the segment, patch of
hair on katepiste.rnum extensive, anteriorly
placed; abdomen sparsely covered with golden
hair • • . . • . • . . . . • • • • gouldingi
7. Precoxal bx-idge incomplete, with Il narrow
internJPtion near proepisternum.; silvery or white
hair of abdomen dense laterally, but absent on the
black, dorsolateral areas of segments three and
four . • . • . • . • • • • • • • • eury~nicuhul'l
Precoxal bridge cOlllplete, narrow, strongly
IIcleroti:r;e<!J hair of abdomen yellow, sparse,
dorsolateral areas of Iieqments three and four not
contralitingly black and bare .
8. Posterolateral areas of tendnal plates of
qenital fork, at points of attachment to ninth
terqite, widened dorsoventrally to fODl strongly
scleroti2:ed, paddle-shaped structures which are
most conspicuous in terminal or lateral view;
scutum with pale brassy hair . . • . • •
Posterolateral areaa of tendnal plates not
noticeably widened, not paddle-shaped; hair on
scutum variable. • • . • . . . • • •
9. Genital fork a1'1llS diverqing from Item near mid-
point of the total lenqth of the genital fork,
quebecenae
tubercle on each internal dorsal arm of
Dletasternum small, shallow, with a broad
basel hair of scutUIQ pale yellow, uniform.
Genital fork arms diveZ"9ing frog, stea near a
point two-thirds of the total lenqth of the
qenital fork from the anterior end of the stem,
tubercle on each internal dorsal arm of
metasternUDI prorn11lent; hair on central reg-ion
of scutum qolden, contrastinq with pale hair
on anterior and lateral m&r9ins. • • . . .
10. Claws each with a larqe lobed basal projectionl
fore coxa yellow. • • • . • • • • • •
Claws siJllple, or with a SIIIlIll, distinct, subbasal
tooth; fore coxa variable. • . • • . • •
11. Claws each with a small, distinct, subbasal tooth
Caws silllple . • • • • • • . . • . •
12. Gray species with conspicuous vittae on dorS\1lll
of scutUlllI fore COlta dark; abcl.anen pale qray or
with distinct black and l1qht qray pattern • •
Brownish or blackish species without conspicuous
vittae on dorsum of scutUl'll' fore coxa variable;
1£ abdomen pale or with indication of thoracic
stripes the~ never pale qray and without
distin<:t black and light gray pattern. • • •
13. Frons and terminal a.bdoa1nal terqites distincUy
pollinos.; anal lobe large, subquadrate, narrow
dorsally, broad ventrally, anteroventral margin
rounded, with a abort, posteroventral projection
under cercus • . . . . . • • • • •
Frons and term1nal abdoIIIi.Jutl tergites shining
brown or black I -.nal lobe not as above. • • •
14. For1! tibia with a narrow grayish-white streak
on anterior surface covering at IllOst one-third
the width of the tibia. • • . . • • • •
Fore tibia with a conspicuous, bright, yellowish-
white patch on anterior surface CQverinq at
least one-half the width of the tibia. • • •
15. Inner margin of naps of ovipositor straight and
slightly diverqing distally I anterior anal lobe
3.
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lIl/lrl1in not noticeably more sclerotized th&n
rest of lobe. . • • • • . • • • •
Inner -.rgin of flaps of ovipositor ooneave,
with an oval space between thellli anterior anal
lobe llla.rqin noticeably 1IlQJ:e sclerotized than
rest of lobe. • • •
Males
1. vein R with hairs dorsally . •
Vein R without hairs dorsally .
2. Ventral plate laterally co-pre$sed, twice as
long as broad, basal U1IlS extending laterally;
postsc:utellUfll with two ~tc;:hes of golden hair •
Ventral plate dorsoventrally flattened, as
broad as long, basal u.s IJubparalll!!l extending
anteriorl.y; postscutellu. bare. • • • • .
3. Dististyle tapering to II. pointed ~, with a
Slllall apical spine. . • . • • . . .
Distiatyle not pointed apically, but wi th •
flattened, triangular flange medially, the
small, apical spine directed anteromedially.
4. Dististyle with a flattened, flange-llke
structure along the lateral edge, near the
IlIidpoint • • • • • • • • • • • •
Dististyle tapering unifor-ly, flange-like
structure along lateral edge absent • • •
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5. Body of ventr.al plate rectanqular in shap.,
widest portion distal to the point of attach-
ment of the basal arlU. • • • • • • • • BwryadmnicuZum
Body of ventral plate trianqular to trapezoidal
in shape, widest region at point of attachment
of the basal arms, narrowing distally to the
prominent, ventrally recurved lip. • . smsum
6. KatepisternUlll with a patch of golden hair
along dorsal edge . gou'Ldingi
KatepisternUlll bare. • • • • • • •
7. Body of ventral plate narrowinq distally, in
ventral vi_ the small, central, hirsute lip
extendinq like a tubercle beyond the
posterior edqe. • . • . • • . • • .
Body of ventral plate truncate or elM.rginate
distally, in ventral view the hirsute lip
directed ventrally, not extendinq beyond. the
posterior edge. • • • . • • . • . •
8. Ventral plate distal margin, in ventral view,
nearly truncate, shallow and broad, the lip
about one-half the width of the body of the
ventra.! plate . • • . • • • • . • •
Ventral plate distal -.rqin, in ventra.! view,
nearly concave, the small lip occasionally
projectinq into this concavity but not beyond,
lip at most one-third the width of the body
of the ventral plate. • . • . • . • •
Lip of ventra.! plate, in terwUnal view, deeper
than wide, appearing enlarqed. • • • • •
Lip of ventral plate, in tenUnal view,
.smaller, wider than deep, without noticeable
enlargement. . • • • • . • • . • .
10. Dististyle short and stout, apicolateral
margin a continuous curve with at least three
stout, SOllleWhat separated, apical spines . .
Dististyle lonq, and/or with one or two apical
spines or absent; apicolateral marqin variable
11. Dististyle with a distinct lobe or tubercle
near base internally. . • • . •
Dbtistyle without a distinct lobe or
tubercle nu.r base internally. • •
12. Internal lobe of dististyle basal, with
short, stout, spines. . . . . . .
Internal lobe of dististyle subbasal, or basal,
with hairs only. • . . . . • • . .
13. Ventral plate broad, tooth-shapec:l, dentate
lateral l'l&r9ins flarinq outward, ventral
plate appearinq trilobed when viewed on end
Ventral plate narrow, inverted Y-shape, with
J2
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a ventral process, often not pJ:"Qlllinent, dentate
lateral margins somewhat compressed laterally,
not flaring outw>;.rd. . . • • . . . •
14. Ventral keel of ventral plate strongly
compressed laterally, deep, squal:e in profile
and forming an angle before apex of median
portion, with at most a shol:t, bal:e, ventrQ-
apical projection beyond dentate portion. •
Ventl:al keel of ventral plate less stl:o.ngly
compl:essed latel:ally, shallow, not sqIlal:e in
profile, the angle being at the apex and
forming a conspicuous, bare, ventl:oapical
projection beyond dentate portion . . . .
15. Dentate lateral mal:qins of ventral plate
somewhat separated but turned inwal:d toward
each other; ventl:al keel, in pl:ofile, triangular
in shape, innel: mal:gin straight; parameral hooks
all about equal in length, not distinctly
formed . • • . • . . . . • • .
Dentate lateral margins of ventl:al plate
compressed laterally, not turned inward
toward each other; ventral keel, in profile,
oval, the inner margin slightly concave/
parameral hooks gradually lengthening toward
center, distinctly formed. .
Pupae
1. Anterodorsal margin of cocoon with a long, median
projection; cocoon slipper-shaped so that the
ventral pal:t of the antel:ior opening is touching
or nearly touching the substrate surface. . •
Anterodorsal margin of cocoon without a long
median projection, but a short convex protrusion
may be present; cocoon slipper-shaped, or boot-
shaped so that the anterior opening is raised
from the substrate, the anteroventral pol:tion of
the cocoon being woven into a collal: standing at
an angle from the surface of attachment
2. Respiratory filaments 4. . • •
Respiratory filaments 6 or more .
3. Respiratory filaments 6.
Respiratory filaments 8.
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4. Anterodorsal projection of cocoon long, slender,
tightly woven. . . • • • • • . . . .
Anterodorsal projection of cocoon short, moad,
loosely woven. . . • . • • • . • . .
S. Cocoon boot-shaped; respiratory filaments 10:
sides of anterior opening with long, cross-woven
loops. • . . . . . . • . • . • .
Cocoon slipper-shaped; respiratory filaments
variable; sides of anterior opening without
long, cross-woven loops. . . .
6. Respiratory filaments 4. • . . .
Respiratory filaments 6 or IIIOre .
7. Dorsal respiratory filament strongly dive.rgent
at base from the other three; dorsal pair of
filaments on a short petiole, the ventral pair
with ahnost no petiole .
Dorsal respiratory filament not strongly
divergent at base from the other three:
filaments in two petiolate pairs.
8. Annuli along basal portion of respiratory
filaments, just beyond petiole, numerous and
narrow, giving a gray, roughened appearance;
ventral filaments with 5-6 annuli per diameter
of filament. . .
excisWl!
gou'tdingi
corbis
Annuli along basal portion of respiratory
filaments, just beyond petiole, less numerous
and wider, giving a shiny appearance; ventral
filaments with 2-3 annuli per diameter of
filament. . • . . euryadminiculum
9. Respiratory filaments diverging dorsoventrally,
petiole of dorsal pair at IIIOst one and one-half
times as t.l}ick as petiole of ventral pair;
tubercles on head and thorax small, regularly
spaced, not strongly grouped. • • quebecense
Respiratory filaments not diverging, subparallel,
petiole of dorsal pair twice as thick as petiole
of ventral pair; tubercles on head and thorax
large, irregularly grouped.
10. Respiratory filaments 6. • . . .
pugetense
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Respiratory filaJ1lents B or more •
11. Respiratory filaments 8.
Respiratory tll_ents 16
12. Cocoon t1qhtly woven, with thickened anterior
rim, or a sl1qht rnid-dorsal protrusion on
anterior riml respiratory filaments arililing from
3 main trunks, branchinq 2 dorsal, 3 medial,
3 ventral . • . . • . . • . . . . .
COCoon loosely wovenl without thickened. anterior
rim or IIlid-dorsal protrusionl respiratory
filaments branehinq pattern not 2, 3, 3. . .
13. Respiratory filaments thick, in three, short,
petiolate pairs, plus two singles .
Respiratory filaments thin, in four petiolate
pairs.. ..........•
14. Dorsal portion of cocoon about 2.5 IIlIll in le.nqth.
Dorsal portion of cocoon at least 3.0 nun in
lenqth . • • • . . . . .
15. Lenqth of petioles .5, .5, .75 llIl'D. (dorsal, medial,
ventral). . . . • . . . . . . . .
Length of petioles .9, 1.25, 1.25 _ (dorsal,
medial, ventral). •
1. l\bd.oll:linal segment B with two large ventral
tubercles, one-third to one-half the depth of
the abdomen below their points of attachmentl
antenna usually noticeably lODqer than stalk
of cephalic fanl po5tqenal cleft short, or
lonq and bulbous, not pointed apicallYl
sub<)esophaqeal qanql10n and epidermis in
postqenal clett not distinctly blackish . •
Abdominal seqment B without ventral tubercles,
or these inconspicuous and reduced to less than
one-sixth the depth of the abdomen below their
points of attachment I antenna lenqth variablel
postqe.nal cleft pointed apically, or
subquadrate, or 10119 and bulbouSI suboe$Ophaqeal
qanqlion and/or epidermis in postqenal cleft
often distinctly blackish. . . . • . . •
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2. Second antenna! segment subdivided into five
annuli. . • • . . . . . . • .
Second antennal segment not subdivided into
annuli. . • . • . . . • . . . .
J. Postgenal cleft sllla1l, usually square, with a
straight anterior border, its length (from
~terior lD.llr9in of cleft to posterior tentorial
pit) one-fifth or less the length of the head
between polSterior tentorial pit and hypostomi.al
teeth . . . . • . • . . • . • . .
Postgenal cleft large, one-third or IIlOre the
length of the head between posterior tentorial
pit and hypostcxnial teeth, with rounded apex,
usually broadest at about the mid-point of its
length. . . . . . . . . •
4. Median hypostoJllial tooth equal to the longest
lateral teeth, body piqrM!nt reddish brown .
Median hypostoaial tooth longer than lateral
teeth, body pi9lllent sand-brown. . •
S. Postgenal cleft long and bulbous, extending to,
or nearly to base of hypoSt.omiUIII .
Postgenal cleft shorter, rounded apically, not
bulbous, extending less than one-half the
distllllce to the hypostomiwn. • . . . .
6. Large pigmented area antero-ventral to eye •
5_11 pie;tl'8nted area antera-ventral to eye,
or absent. . .. .
7. Lt.ngth, postgenal cleft at least one-third
the distance from posterior tentorial pit to
hyposu.ial teeth; dOrNl background pigment
of head extended anteriorly beyond bases of
antennae as a dark median stripe . . . •
Length of postgenal cleft at most one-quarter
the distance from the posterior tentorial pit
to hypostomal teeth, dorsal background pi<Jlllent
not extended beyond antero-median spot . .
8. First abdominal segment with two dorsal and
two ventral spots of darker, denser qreenish
pigment contrastinq with paler piqment on
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adjacent segments; head capsule pale on
anterior half, dark brown basally. . •
Piqment of first-abdominal segment not
contrastingly darker than that of adjacent
segments . • • . . • • • . . . .
9. Toothed area of hypostome narrow, the teeth
nearly uniform in size; postgenal cleft
tapering apically, widest posteriorly. . .
Toothed area of hypostome wider, the median tooth
relatively long, the two flanking pairs of teeth
relatively short, the remaining lateral teeth
raised; postgenal cleft widest near mid-point
of its length. . . . . . . . • . .
10. Postgenal cleft subquadrate, apical margin
rounded; anal gill with simple lobes. .
P<lstgenal cleft long and bulbous, or sharply
pointed apically; anal gill with digitately
compound lobes • • • .
11. Antenna long, nearly entire two distal segment$
extending beyond apex of $talk of cephalic fan;
suboesophageal ganglion or epidermis in post-
genal cleft di$tinctly blackened; abdomen dark
green . • • . • • . •
Antenna short, extending at most, only
slightly beyond apex of stalk of cephalic fan;
$uboesophageal ganglion and epidermis in
postqenal cleft not blackened; abdomen not
darkly pigmented.
Postgenal cleft with a distinct, narrow, apical
extension extending almost to base of
hypostomium; cephalic apatorne with distinct,
dark spots, posterior portion with a narrow,
dark, fulvous area extending less than one-half
the length of head; suboesophageal ganglion pale,
epidermis in po$tgenal cleft blackish; head fan
with about 50 rays. . . . • • • . •
Postgenal cleft without a narrow, apical
extension, shorter; cephalic apotorna with
obscure, dark spots, fulvous area broader,
extending at least one-half the length of the
head; suboesophageal ganglion distinctly
blackish, epidermis in pastgenal cleft usually
pale, head fan usually with less than 40 rays.
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13. Spots of cephalic apotome dax:k, with, at most,
a pale nax:x:ow fulvous ax:ell.. • • • . . .
Spots of cephalic apotome pale, with a dark,
wide, fulvous lI.x:ea. . • • . . . . . .
14. Infuscation around head spots narx:ow, not
extending beyond innex: edge of anterolll.tex:al
spots; antenna not longer than stalk of cephalic
fan; arms of anal sclerite narrowly fused
medially. • • . . . . •
Infuscation around head spots widex:, extending
beyond outex: edge of antex:olateral spots;
antenna slightly longer than stalk of cephalic
fan; arms of anal sclex:ite bx:oadly fused medially
15. Lateral plate of proleg lightly sclerotized,
faintly visible; cephalic fan with at least 52
rays; anal ring with about 66 rows of hooks;
postgenal cleft not bordex:ed by a fulvous band;
head spots indistinct . . . . . . . •
Latex:al plate of pro1eg heavily sc1ex:otized,
conspicuous; cephalic fan with at most 48
rays; anal x:ing with over 70 x:ows of hooks;
postgenal cleft bordered by a narrow fulvous
band; head spots distinct . • • • . . .
fwocuZatum
deeo2"Um
verecundum
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ProsimuUum fDistosinrul.iunz) pleurale Malloch
P. pleuNle appears to be .. ftirly C(IIID:)D species in the
_stern ha.lf of the Island, collected from 15 stre-.s. all vest of
Gander. Peterson (1970) recorded it. from Shoal Harbour River, near
Clarenville, and this is the only record east of Gander. It ha$ not
been collected nor recorded on the Avalon Peninsula.
The exact time of egg- hatching is unknown, but larvae and
pupae were collected in late May in water temperatures of 2 to ,oe.
This species was foun4 in larqe rivers. with wlaths up to
50 m. It has been found only once in IS stream which was lass thaD
4.0 m in width. The Wiual substratUlll was rocks, and larvae and pupae
have been collected at depths of 15 to 30 em. The feeding habits are
unknown in Newfoundland.
Peterson (19701 reported that its distribution includes
Al.aska. British COIUl'llbia, Alberta, Yukon Territory. Quebec, labrador,
and Newfoundl.itnd. He is of the opinion that, based on W1published
cytological invellitigations of Rothfels. the eastern for-. of P. pleuralB
1s probably distinct frOlll the _stern form, and points out that
further collections are necessary before this can be tllOrpholoqically
verified.
SOl!!lllennan et al. (1955) indicated that hatching of this
univoltine species begins in llIid-August and continues until early
October in Alaska. Larvae required eight to nine months for develop-
ment and overwintered; larvae and pupae were collected in June. They
also found that the llla.XilllUll'l f1treA/II temperature ranged frOlll 7.8 to
9.4oC during development, and that larvae preferred submerged or
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tr.riliDg' brancheli.
Hearle (1932) reported that it was unCOllmOn in British
COIUlllbia and he knew nothing about the early stages. Jenkins (1948)
found P. pZeurals in Alaska in fast, clear, DJuntun and bog dr"inage
type streaJllS with bottoms COlllpOsed of rocks and boulders. Peterson
(1970) collected specillens frem a si.lrdla:c type stream in Quebec.
Somme:nna.n et al.. (195S) found P. pl.eural.e in strellltlS ranging from 0,9
to 66 • wide,S to 45.7 (:Ill deep, with current velocities 0.8 to 2.3 JIlPs.
Wolfe and Peterson (1959) collected t'IO adult _le5 in Quebec, but knew
very little else about this species. Jenkins (1948) reported that
females ~ attracted to hUl:lanS but did not observe the biting habits.
Shewell (I9S?) indicated 1'. plsural.e was an occasional or localbed
pest of man and livestock. Peterson (1970) believed this species is
probably ornithophil1c.
While the biology of P. pleura'Ls is far frOIll CQmplete, the
Newfoundl<U1d form of this specie. appears to behave in a sialilar
fashion to other fol'1lls in eastern and western Canada and Alaska.
Following is a sWtCary of the aquatic: stages of the life cycle
of P. pl.ewoal.e in NewfoWldland during 1972:
Stages Date first Date last
coll.ec:ted collected collected
1st instars
IInJnature larvae 25-V-72 27-V-72
Mature larvae 2S-V-72 26-V-72
Pupae 2S-V-72 26-v-72
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Newfoundland Distribution: Streams 44, 45, 64, 66, 68,
72, 73, 77, 67, 89, 90, 94, streams 38, 80, 85 (Ebsary, 1972);
Peterson (1970).
P:Z'o8imul.ium (ProsimuZium) j'useum S)'IIle and Davies, and
Pl"oaimuZium (Prosimulium) IlIiztUIl Sylle and o-vies
Both P. jUacwn and P. ~tum occur in Newfoundland nnd they
will be discussed together since the biology and IlIOrphology ot these
two species 1s similar.
P. fuscum and P. IFli.riWII are univoltine and OVerwinter in the
larval stage. Egg luatc:hinq C<:lIl'Dences when the water telI:perature is
about JOe. In 1971 &qqs began hatching in late OCtober, and in 1972
in late September, presumably because the water temperature had
dropped to the egg-hatching temperature earlier than in 1971 (Pig. SAl.
Although lllOst of the eg9s hatch at this tU:te, hatching occurs at least
until March, since first instars were collected in small nUJ:lhers
throuqhout this period.
First instil%" larvae were recognized by the presence of an
e<;Ig-burster on the dorsal region of the head capsule and by the
absence of the cephalic fans, agreeing with the description of first
1n5~ Prosimuliwn fre- the ottawa region (L. Davies, 1960). Larvae
develop slowly throuqoout the winter in streams which _y have a water
tent'erature of coc for as lonq as three months. During this time,
larvae were collected under as much as 30 cm of ice and 15 em of
snow. larvae have been collected in water temperatures of 0 to IS. 5°C,
but are usually absent once the strea.a te=perature reaches about lSoC.
Iaaatures of P. fusCWII and P. IIfi.:l:tum have been collected in a variety
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of sueaJU, ranging f:r;oa. tea:porary roadside trlcJtles to pe.n\.ll1lent
rivers up to 50 lit in width. Larvae were abundant on all available
substrata and were collected at depths of 0.5 to 25.0 em and in
current velocities of 0.6 to 4.4 mpa. The larval population was largest
during the third week of March, 1972, when there was an average of 109
larvae per 100 Clll sq in Pickavance creek. Larval developaent required
up to 7 D;lnths in Newfoundland. Mature larvae f.irBt awe&red about
aid-Ap:dl and pu~tion cor=enced about the first week of Hay and con-
tinued for 3 to 5 _e1ul. During late May, 1972, larvae had pupated
and adults had ettteX'ged on the out coast, whereas the bulk of the
specimens collected on the ....est coast were illllM.ture larvae, a differ-
ence probably due to the colder streams on the western part of the
Island.
Pupal development required e to 14 days. depending upon
stream temperature. Pupae have been collected in water at temperatures
of 2.5 to IS.Soc. depths of 0.5 to 14.0 em, and current velocities of
1.2 to 4.4 mps.
Adult emergence begins in the first half of Hay and is
c:ompleted in 3 to 5 weeks. Elllergence is about J to 4 weeks later than
emergence of these species in ontario. but earlier t.han in Alaska and
Labraoor. Upon _rgence, females of P. fuBcum contain imrllature eggs,
but have large fat bodies and are autogenous for the first gonotrophic
cycle. (author's data; Pickavance st a~.~ 1970). Females of P. mixtum
ma,y also be largely autogenous for the first qonotrophic cycle..
P. ~tum is the first pest species to emerge in Newfoundland.
P. fustmm eme;rges about the same tiJIe. but is probably not &s abundant
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as P. miztum. It is difficult to estimate the ratio of P. mirtWII and
P. j'uscwn in any population. '!.'his b partly due to the close siDlil-
utty between the two species in larval and pupal stages, and parUy
to the variation in P. miztWll. Therefore, the distJ:ibution of P. [wJcum
and P. miztum will be presented toqethe:r.
P. fuscum and P. miztum are found in all areas of the Island;
153 of the 212 streams 5ampled contained these. It is assumed that the
remaining 59 strellDUil also contained P. j'usCU1!l and/or P. mi:r:tum.. but
these streams were sampled late in the sUllIIIler and the immature stages
were not found.
P. !uacum and P. mi=tum are two species which were once
grouped together with at least: one other species (P. fontanum Syme and
Davies) under what was known as P. hirtipee in North l\.IIte.rlca. Rothfels
(1956), working loIith salivary gl.vtd chromosomes, discovered that in
North America, P. hil"tipea wu a complex of species, none of which were
identical with the European P. hirtipes, and L. Davies (19578) found
JIlQrpboloqical differences also. Syme and Davies (1958) described and
ccmpared the three speci•• , and ~vies and S~ (1958) presented
eco1oqica.1 differences. L. ~vies (l961) also considered eco1oqical
differences between P. j'uBcum and P. ~tum.
P. jU8at1J1'1 and P. mW:tw!r are univo1tinlll and overwinter in the
larval stage in ontario (Davies, 1950; Davies and Peterson, 1956; Davies
lilt at .• 1962; Davies and Syme, 1958), Quebec (Wolfe and Peterson, 1959),
Labrador (Hocking and Richards, 1952), New York (oeFoliart, 1951a;
JllllIfllJllck, 1969; Stone and J~ck, 1955), New Hampshire (O'Kane, 1926),
tllinois (Porbes, 1912), Tennessee (Snow et al..~ 1958), Alaska
(SoIIunerlllAn et at.~ 1955), Alabama (Stone «nd Snoddy, 1969), Wisconsin
(Anderson and Dicke, 1960), and in J..u9er geog'raphical regions of
North America (Jamnback at at., 19711 Johannsen, 1934, Peterson and
Wolfe, 1958; Twinn, 1936a). Gill and West (1955) collected pupae
durinq Augw;t in Michigan and thought this lIlay have been & second
generation.
Egg hatchinq may occur as early as mid-OCtober in ontario
lL. Davies, 1961; Peterson, 1970), and may last for more than five
IQOnths (L. navies, 1961). S<:Mrulenun at at. (1955) found that eggs
usually hatch during late August in Alaska. Davies and Syme (1958),
L. Oavies (1961), «nd Peterson (1970) reported that larvae develop
slowly throughout the winter. Peterson and Wolfe (1958) found that
the optimum temperature range for development wa!l 12.8 to 18.30 e and
indicated that temperatures over 21.1o e were generally unfavourable
in Quebec. sommerman.t at. (1955) found that the stre.... te:mperatures
reached a maximum of 13.90e during the period of occupancy by
P. hirtipee.
P. fuscum and P. 11ri.:tum have been reported frOlll a wide
variety of streams in Wisconsin (Anderson «nd Dicke, 1960), Ontario
(Davies and Syme, 1958; Peterson, 1970), Illinoil (Forbes, 1912),
Michigan (Gill and We8t, 1955), Labrador lHocking and Richards, 1952),
New York (JamnbacJt, 1956), New Hampshire (O'Kane, 1926), Alaska
(Sommerman at at., 1955), Alabama (Stone and Snoddy, 1969), and eastern
~da (T'winn, 1936a, Wolfe and Peterson, 1959). Davies et at. (1962)
and Peterson (1970), in ontario, and Stone (1964) in COnnecticut,
reported that P. mixtum was usually found in smaller, slower streams
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than P. fusCWfl. Larvae ~ve been coHected in Wisconsin and Alaska
in current velocities of 0.66 to 2.5 mps {Anderson and Dicke, 1960;
5amDerman et al.~ 19551, and a pH of 2.0 to 7.2 (Anderson and Dicke,
19601 Jenkine, 1948). MdenaD and Dicke (1960), Jenkins (1948), and
Sommerman et al. (l955) reported ~t the deflecting surfaces of
stones {including the under surfaces of loose stonesl were the prefe::rl::ed
larval habib-to
Larval development requires as many as nine months in Alaska
(Sommerman st at. ~ 1955). Anderson and Dicke (1960) indicated that
the long developmental period was probably related to 10lf water temper-
aturas and scarcity of food.
Hocking and Richards (l952j and Soamerman fit at.. (1955)
found. larvae maturing' during June in Labrador and Alaska. L. Davies
(1961) Sug9ested that the thenaa.l threshold for pupation is higher
than that for larval growth which results in an accumulation of last
ataqe larvae and an ultillIollte synchronization of emergence. Hocking and
Richards (1952) found that pupation coll'lllences when the water temperature
is about 10oe, vhereas Peterson and Wolle (1958) indicated that pupation
occurs at temperatures as low illS 1.7oe. SOIIIIIlenD&n at at. (1955)
reported that pupal development required two to three weeks in Alaska,
and Anderson and Dicke (1960) found the pupal stage to exist for six:
to nine days at water temperatures of 4.4 to lo.ooe in Wisconsin.
Davies tit at. (19621 and Peterson (1970) found that pupae of P. miztum
are less strongly grouped and are covered with less silk than those of
P. J'uscum.
Adult emergence begins in April in ontario (Davies at at. ~
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1962); they found that when P. fuscum and P. mi:ctum occurred together
in the same stream, P. fusc:um usually emerged II few days earlier than
P. mi:etum.
Upon emergence, females of P. fuscum contain immature ~s,
but have large fat bodies and are autogenous for the first gonotJ:ophic
cycle in ontario (Davies et az.., 1962; L. Davies, 1961: Peterson, 1970),
and New York (Jamnback, 1969). L. Davies (1961) found that the d15-
parsal rate of this species is slow, and Peterson (1970) indicated that
females biting and seeking a blood meal are almost entirely parous and
that only about 10 percent of them survive to lay a seC<lnd batch of
eg9s. For these reasons. L. Davies (1961) ana Downes et aI.. \l962)
suggested that P. fuscwn is unimportant as a potential parasite vector.
Females of P. mi:ctum are largely anautogenous, feeding on
the bloo<l of Illanunals and possibly birds to provide blood for the first
gonotrophic cycle in ontario (Davies et at., 19621 L. Davies, 196b
Peterson, 1970). Peterson (1970) reported that they disperse quickly
after emergence and about 20 percent of the parous flies survive a
second ovarian cycle. L. Davies (1961) considered P. mi:l:tUlf/ to be an
important potential vector of parasites.
P. t"U8CUlf/ and P. mi:l:tUlf/ form mating swarms in Ontario (Davies
6t at., 19621 Peterson, 1970). Oviposition has been observed by
Anderson and Dicke (1960) in Wisconsin, Davies 6t at. (1962), Davies
and Peterson (l956) , and Peterson (l970) in Ontario, Stone and
Jamnback (1955) in New York, and Wolfe and Peterson (1959) in Quebec.
L. Davies (1961) found that the peak oviposition of P. J'U8CW1l occurs
about six to seven days after peak emergence. Usually, females of both
species freely deposit their E!9'gs into the water by tapping the tips
of their abdomens to the water surface while in flight. Davies and
Peter50n (l9S6) counted an average of 259 eggs per female of
P. hirtipfls.
P. mi.ztwn i5 anautogenous and for this reason is a more
troubleSCllle biter than P. ftlscum.. Throughout their range, feodes of
P. fu.sCJJm and P. miztum. and in part, P. hirtipss. have been found
feeding on 1IIaIl, livestock and other animaJ.s and birds by Anderson and
DeFoliart W~6l), Davies fit aZ. {l9621, Davies and Syl:le: (19581,
DeFoliart (1951a). 01JDond and Hart (1953), Downe and Morrison (1957),
Dyar and Shannon (1927), Pulis (1964), Prost (1949), Gill and West
(l955) , Hearle (1932), Hoc:king and Richards (1952), Jamnback {1952,
19691, Jamnback et aZ. (1971), Jenkins (l948) , Johannsen (1934),
KaUoch (1914). Hc::O:mb and Bickley (1959), Pickavance fit aZ. (1970) ,
Peterson (1970). Peterson and wolfe (1958), Sailer (19531. Shewell
(1957), sc:-enlllIl fit aZ. (1955). Stone (1964), Stone and Jamnback
(1955), Stone and Snoddy (1969), '!Winn {1936a), and wolfe and Peterson
(1959).
P. fuscum. and P. mi:ctum in Newfound1and are very siJIIilar
morphologically and biologically to these species elsewhere. The Illain
difference, and obviously an important one, is that P. mi:z:twn appears
to be autogenous in Newfoundland and thlUl is an important pest species
after its first gonotrophic cycle. Egg hatching occurs about pne to
two 1IlO.Dth& later in Nevfowldland than in AlaSka, and. adult emergence
in ontario usually occurs about three to four weeks belpre emergence
of these species in Newfoundland. The delay in adult emergence in
..
Newfoundland compared to ontario can be attributed to II. slower warming
of the streams, while the delay in egg hatching COIlIpa.red to Alaska can
be ascribed to the shorter summer and more rapid cooling of streams in
the latter region.
Pollowing is a sUIIUllarY of the aquatic: stages of P. fuscum/
mi:l:tum in Newfoundland during late 1971 and the first half of 1972:
stages Date first oate last
collecte6 collected collected
lilt instllrs JO-x-71 17-III-72
Iramature larvae 30-X-71 7-VI-72
Mature l.uvae 14-rv-72 7-VI-72
Pupae 2-V-72 7-VI-72
NewfoundlancS Distribution, Streams I, 2, 4, 6-14, 16-24,
26-28, 31-41, 43-47, 49-98, 106-110, 113-122, 124-126, 129-131, 133-
138, 140-143, 145-156, 159, 160, 162-167, 181-183, 18S, 200, 206-212;
streams 5, 42, Mount Carmel, St. Phillips, Healy's Pond runout, Power's
Pond runout (Ebsary, 1972) I Bradbury (1972); Dyar and Shannon {l92711
Frost (1970) I Frost and Manier (1971); Prost and Nolan (1972); Malloch
(1914), Peterson (1970); Piekavanee et ct. (1970); Shewell (1957).
Cnephia (OzephiaJ dacotensie (Dyar and Shannon)
Very little is known about the bioloqy of this species in
Newfoundland. It i. 4 univoltine species and the eggs lire thouqht
to hatch in the spring. Larvae have been collected in telllpOrary
and permanent sue_s. The four streams which had iRlIlatures of
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C. dacotenais were about 3.0 m in width. The 4evelopnental period of
larvae and pupae, ovarian dellel~t. oviposition, and adult feeding
habits are unknown.
C. dacotBnri,a appears to be uncaraon in Newfoundland. It
has been found 1n two strelllllS on the Bonavista Peninsula. and two
streillllS in the central Newfoundland region near Gander. Extensive
sampling- of 95 stre_a on the Avalon Peninsula hu failed to demon-
strate specimens of this species.
C. daeotllnsis is univoltine in Alberta (Abdelnur, 1968),
ontario (Davies, 1950; ~vie8 e.t a1,.~ 1962), Wisconsin (Anderson and
Dicke, 1960), New York (JllllIl'Iback, 1969), Connecticut (Stone, 1969).
and in eastern Canada (Peterson and WOlfe, 1958). It has a sUIlI'ller and
a winter egg diapause throuqhout its range and: the eggs usually hatch
in the spring (Abdelnur, 1968; Anderson and Dlcke, 1960; Davies. 1950,
Davies and Peterson, 1956; Davies et al.., 1962; Nicholson and Hickel,
1950, Stone, 1964, Stone and JUinbacl:, 1955; Tvinn, 1936a; and WOlfe
and Peterson, 1959). Anderson and Dicke (1960) found that finlt instu-s
of C. daootenaiB appeared dw:ing April when the watel: tempez:atuJ:e had
risen to 5.0oC. AbdelnUZ" (19681 reported that la.t"Vae appeared in early
Hay and that pupae and adults were collected by the end of that IIlOnth.
Larvae of C. dacotcmsis were collected in temper&%)' and permanent
strei!llllS by Anderson and Dicke (1960) in Wisconsin. Hocking and Richards
(1952) collected iIrallatw:es from drainllge streams which were not more
than 0.33 m wide and 0.66 m deep. Davies et al.. (1962) reported that
larvae develop rapidly and are found usually at lake outlets in streams
over 0.33 m in width. Jamnback (19691. Stone (l9641, and Stone and
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Jamnback {19SSl also reported this I>pecies to be a lake-outlet
inhabiting' species. Wolfe and Peterson (1959) found Immatm::es in
young' streams.
Anderson and Dicke (l9~) found that the larval stages
lasted 4 to 5 weeks at a telDpt!rature raDli8 of 4.4 to IS.30C, and the
pupd stage for 5 to 7 d!lys in Wisconsin. Nicholson and Mickel (l9S0)
reported that, in Minnesota, the pupal stage required less than 8 days
in nature. Stone (1964) reported the presence of well-developed l!99s
in the pupa.
o..vies (1950) found that ~8ynchronized· emerqence usually
occurred durinq lau Mayor early June, and Nicholson and Mickel
(l950) reported emerg'ence in May. Davies and Peterson (1956) and
Nicholson and Mickel (1950) observed emergence and mating on the
ground with little or no flight activity. At eaerqence. females
contain _ture l!9'qs (Abdel.nur, 1968; Davies and Peterson, 1956;
Peterson and Wolfe, 1958, Stone, 1964; Wolfe and Peterson, 1959).
Males outnumber the females about three to one (Davies, 1950) and
m.ating takes place on objects near the sueam i=n.el:Uate1y after emer-
gence (J\bc!elnur, 1968, Davies and Peterson, 19561 Davies et a1., 1962;
Stone, 1964).
Fema.les have reduced. lIIOuthparta and C. dacot4m8u is there-
tore not a blood-sucking species (Anderson and Dicke, 1960; Davies
and Peterson, 1956; Jamnback, 196Cll Krafchick, 1942, Nicholson, 1945,
Peterson and Wolfe, 1960, Shewell, 1957, Stone, 19641 and Wolfe and
Peterson, 1959). OViposition occurs a f_ hours after e=ergence and
_ting. lIbdelnur (1968) and Davies et a1.. (1962) reported. that ovi-
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position occurs while the fl!llla.1es are flying' low over the _tel:.
tapping their ~ns to the vater surface. Acc:oX'ding to Frec!een
(19594), females deposit their £ J9S in masses on objects at the water
su::face. Davies and Peterson (l956) indicated that it has one 901'10-
trophic cycle. with an average of 287 egg8 per female while Abdelnur
(1.968) fo~ 276-288 eggs.
Davies (1950) and Davies and Peterson (1956) believed that
the _11 size of the ca:apound eyes of the males and the lack of a
strong phototaxis as dUK:lnstrated by TVinn (1936a), are probably
related to the absence of • _tinq swarm.
"''1111e knowledge. is lacking about the biol.oqy of C. dacotlmsis
in Newfoundland, it is probably not different from the mainland fOrDI
of this species.
The known life cycle of C. dacotensis during 1971 is sUI'!llnar-
ized by the following:
Stages Date first Date last
collected collected collected
1st inetars
I-.ature larvae lO-rv-71 lO-IV-ll
Mature larvae 12-IV-1l 12-IV-71
Pupae
Newfoundland Distribution: Streams 24, 27, 126, 128; Stone
et al:. (1965); Stone (1964).
Cnephia (StegopteJ'naJ mutata
C. mutata is univoltine and overwinters in the egg stage.
The eggs are thought to be laid during June and underg-o a sUIlIIlII!r
diapause. Most of the egg& hatch during late fall or early winter,
usually aftltt the f'MsinniLiW1f eggs lulve hatched, when the water cools
to 0 to JOC; in 1972 89gs hatched from the fourth week of NovE!lllber
to the third week of December. Some eggs continue to hatch throughout
the vinter since the occasional first instar was collected until the
first week of April. First instar larvae are characteri%ed by the
dorsal egg-burster on the head capsule, and unlike the f'MsimuZium..
first instar larvae of C. mutata have cephalic fans. :It appears that
development is gradual throughout the winter. Larvae have up to a
five month developHnt period in water temperatures from 0 to IJoC.
During development of the larvae, the water telllpll:rature is OOC for at
least three months, and the larvae are under as much as 10 em of snow
and 20 em of ice. Larvae have been collected fna rocks, vegetation,
and tiles, and occur in all streams of the Pickavance creek complex.
In Pickavance creek, larvae were collected at depths of
2.5 to 25 CIIl, and in B, C, D, E, F, and CO creeks at depths of 1 to
10 ClII. :In other streams on the :Island, larvae have been collected at
depths of 6.0 to 25.0 cm in streal!lS ranging from 0.5 to 7.0 • in
width. C. mutata apparently prefers smaller streams, since in larger
streams (e.g. Pickavance creek, Fig. 7), it comprises a lYXimum of
25 percent of the total population and usually Jluch less, while in
small creeks (e.g. 0 cree.k, Fig. 10), it may comprise upwards of 85
pen:ent of the total population. The larvae of C. mutata lulve been
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collected in current velocities of 0.6 to 4.4 alps.
Mature larvae appear during mid-April and pupation occurs
near the end of April or early May. The length of the pupal stage
has not been deten:d.ned, since only eight pupae were collected during
the course of this study. The pupa.l respiratory filaments IlI4tch those
of the triploid tom as presented by Basrur and ~thfe.la (l959J.
These pupae were aU felllaies and this suggests that at least the parth-
enoqenetic form is found in Newfoundland. Pupae developed in water
temperatures of 4 to 15°C.
Adult emergence is UBually completed by Illid-May and the
adults are fully autogenous for the fi:r:st qonotrophic cycle. Ovi-
posttien habits of C. mutata in Newfoundland are not known. Pickavance
lilt at. (l9701 captured 1I sing-Ie female from duck bait at Pickavance
Creek. They suggested that the genera1 paucity of wild and doIlIestic
aniJIIals in this area may have forced this species onto unexpected hosts.
C. 1r/Utata has been collected from 52 strelUlS distrilluted
across the Island. Many streUlS were sampled aftez emerqence of
c. IllUtata and in others the populations lllay have been small and a
randcD road-side saJltple llIay not have contained specimens.
Basrur and Rothfel. (l959) found that populations of
c. mutata in southern ontario contained bisexual diploid fOrlnS and
parthenogenetic forms which consisted of females only. They discovered
that both forlllS Illay occur in the same streilllll and indicated that larvae
collected in February were almost entirely diploid, while those col-
lected after mid-April were almost entirely triploid. Davies (l950) ,
Davies and Peterson (1956), and Davies et al. (1962) found that 90 to
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100 percent of the ,~.ndivlduals collected in Ontario were partheno-
genetic felll&1es. Davies (1950) suggested that the sexes may be more
nearly equal in nWllbers in ill colder hahiblt. Abdelnur (1968)
indicated that both diploid and triploid forms wer' found in Alberta.
Stone (1.964) also suggested that C. mutata may be parthenogenetic to
ill considerable extent, and Chutter (1970) thought that only the
tripl'.)id fORI was encountered in his study of factors influencinq the
number of oocytes. AMelour (1968). Anderson and Dicke (1960). Davies
(1950), Stone (1964). Stone and JllIllI'lback (1955). Stone and SI;od.dy
(1969), and WOlfe and Peterson (1959) reported that C. mutata is
univoltine. Basrur and Roth!els (1959) indicated that this might be
true for the diploid population but possibly not for the triploid one,
since mature larvae could be obtained throughout the Spl:ing and summer.
Davies (1950) reported that C. mutata WiU bivoltine on one occasion in
ontario.
Davies (1950), Mackay (1969), Snow et at. (l958). and Stone
and Jamnback (1955) reported that C. /llUtata ovuwinterec1 in the larval
stage in ontario, Quebec, Tennessee, and New York. Anderson and Dicke
(1960) reported that overwintering oce::urred in the egg stage in
southern Wisconsin and in the larval stage in northern Wisconsin.
Stone (1964) foW'ld it overwintering in both the e<N and larval stages
in connecticut. Abdelnur (1968) c:ould find no overwintering larvae
in Alberta. In Ontario, Davies et al. (1962) found that eggs are laid
in sun:Iller and were in dlapause until the end of sUllllll8r or later.
Anderson and Dicke (1960) reported that C. mutata usually
comprised two to five percent of the total population of streams in
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Wisconsin. Davies and Peterson (1956) found larvae on the undersides
of sul:xDero;ed rocks and trailinq vegetation and pupae in crevices and
under objects on the streg bottom. Stone and Snod<ly (1969) found
cocoons also on the undersides of stones and foliage. Abdelnur (1968)
found immature. in a c:eck 3.3 • wide flowing in part in the shade of
the forest. laaa.tures of this species are found in teDlporllrY and
permanent forest stJ::eUlS throu9hout much of its range (Anderson and
Dicke, 19601 Hocking and Pickerinq, 1954; stone, 1964; Stone and
Jamnback, 1955; Stone and Snoddy, 1969; Twinn, 19364; Wolfe and
Peterson, 1959).
Pupation occurs during March in New York (Stone and JaIl'Inback,
1955). during late Hay and June in Quebec (Wolfe and Peterson, 1959),
and during July in Labrador (Hockinq and Richards, 1952).
Adults have been collected in Kay in Alberta (Abdelnur, 1968),
Alabama (Stone and 5noMy, 19691. and OnUria (Davies, 19501, in June
in Quebec (Wolfe and Peterson, 1959) and Man1~ lHockinq and Pickering,
1954), and frOID April to JUly in Connecticut (Stone, 1964).
Chutter (1970), Davies and Peterson (1956), and Davies
(1962) reported that upon elIlerl3ence females contain lIluch stored nutrient.
These authors and Abde1nur (1968) agreed that the eggs were approxi-
mately half mature. Davies and Peterson (1956) found the average nwnber
of eggs to be 192 and the maximum at maturity was 231, while Abdelnur
(1968) found the mu:imum at emergence to be 337 and at maturity a maxi-
mum of 203 oocytea. Obviously. C. mutata is autogenous in Alberta and
ontario. Davies and Peterson (1956) reported that oviposition occurs
in spring and is achieved by tapping the abdomen to the water surface
""..hile in fl.i9ht.
Davies (1950), Frohn. and Sleeper (1951), Hocki;ng and
Richards (1952), and Stone and snoddy (1969) reported that C. mutata
is rarely annoying to _no Rees and Peterson (1953) found it feeding
on hUlll4D.s only above 2310 meters in Utah. Hearle (1932) indicated it
WIlS rare in Britieh ColUlllbia and took one specimen froKl II horse.
Davies and Peterson (1956) found adults feeding on deer in Algonquin
Park and also on the blueberry Vaceini'U'll myrti.'L'Loides Miehx.
Frohne and Sleeper (1951) collected adults in June and July
from Bell. level to altitudes of 990 ntete:rs. They reported that next
to S. venustWll~ C. mutata llppe.uS to be the IDOst widespread and common
blackfly in southeast Alaska. Jamnback (1969) reported that it is II.
coo:D::ln early species in New York and stated that it Il$ually feeds on
large mammals. rarely bites IIIafl but 1s occasionally a pest because
of crawlinq on the neck and ears. Stone (1964) reported that it feeds
on cattle and horses and prQbably deer, and it ....ill SWllre around and
alight on ..an although it rarely feeds. Stone and J4Illllback (1955)
reported that C. /lfUtata adults do not usually attack man in the
Adirondacks.
The habits of C. IlfUtata in Newt"oundland and in other re<;l'ions
of North l\Illerica appear to be similar, but stages of the life cycle
are .~chronous in Newf"oundland. Pupation occurs during late April
or early Hay in Newfoundland, during March in New York, during late
May and June in QUebec, and during July in Labrador.
Following is a sU1llllarY of the aquatic st.ages of the life
cycle of C. 1/lUtata in Newfoundland during late 1971 and the first half
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of 1972:
Stages
collected
1st instars
Il'lUI'Iature larvae
Mature larvae
Pupae
Date first
collected
25-XI-71
25-XI-71
14-IV-72
Date last
collected
7-rv-72
29-V-72
29-V-72
Newfoundland. Distribution: Streams 4, 6. 8. 19, 24 I 26,
27, 39, 40, 86, 88, 95, 96, 109, 110, 113-118, 120, 121, 124, 126-
129,134,137,139, 143, 145-148, 150, 154, 155, 166, 167, 181-183,
201, 206-212; streams 9, 56, St. Phillips (Ebsary, 1972); Bradbury
(l972); Frost (J.971); Frost and Nolan (972); Pickavance et aL
(1970); Shewell (1957).
SimuUum (Byssodon) PUggZssi Nicholson and Mickel
The illIlnatures of this species have not been found in
NewfoWldland. Pickavance et aZ. 0.970) collected seven females which
had fed on elevated duck bait at Pickavance Creek but the immatures
of this species do not occur in Pickavance Creek.
Davies et a'L. (1962) reported that overwintering eggs of
S. pugglesi hatch in the spring. They collected immatures from sub-
merged logs and trailin9 grass in the North Madawaska River. In
Wisconsin, Anderson and Dicke (1960) reported that immatures were
always found on the upper surfaces of aquatic vegetation 2.5 to 10 em
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beneath the water surface. The current velocity was 0.3 to 0.8 mps
and the water temperature ranged from 13.9 to Is.gOe. They also
reported that the egg probably overwinters. Stone (1964) indicated
that S. t>ugglesi appears to prefer young rivers and larger streams
in Connecticut. Pupation occurs in late May in ontario (Davies et aL ~
1962) to mid-July in Wisconsin (Anderson and Dicke, 1960). Fredeen
(1958) found immatures of S. ruggZesi in only a few small rive:t"8 in
the Canadian prairies and reported that emergence occurred during
the first half of June. wolfe and Peterson (l959) reported that
S. ruggleBi is probably univoltine in Quebec. Davies and Peterson
(1956) counted an average of 256 a99's per female. This species was
first taken from geese and identified by Nicholson and Mickel (1950).
Shewell (l955) reported that this is the species that Walker (1927)
recorded as S. b:racteatum Coqui.llett. Bennett (1960) observed that
S. rouggZesi feeds earlier in the evening than other ornithophilic
species.
Fallis et at. (1956) showed that S. ruggZesi was an important
vector of Leueoc:ytol3OGn of birds and it has been found feeding mainly
at ground level on lakeside ducks (Bennett. 1960~ Davies ar.d Peterson,
1956). Barrow et aZ. (1968), Downe and MOrrison (1957), Fredeen (1958).
Shewell (1957), and Stone (1964) also reported ornithophilic feeding
by S. PUggZesi. Barrow et al. (1968) studied the transmission of
Leucocytoaoon by S. ruggZesi and expanded the host list for this
species and indicated that the lack of host specificity would make it
a likely vector of blood parasites among species of birds, although
Bennett (1960) showed that in Algonquin Park, it was restricted to
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feeding on the Anserl!ormes.
Since the iJImllture stages have not been found, no comparison
with other regions 1s possible, but the adult feeding habits indicate
tluat it 1s s1lll1lar to that recorded for this species in other ueas.
Newfcnmdland Distribution, Pickavance Eft at. (1970).
S. aJa"eUIl'r is univoltine in the pickavance Creek area where
it was found in streams 5, C, D, P, and G. It is possible that it
is an iJraiqrant into the Piekavance creek area, since larvae appear
usually in mid-August <Uld this would then correspond to a second
generation of a bivoltine fOrlll of S. cnaoeum. This may be further
substantiated by the fact that in 1971 it vas present in streams
B, C, 0, F, and G. whereas in 1972 it was present only in streams
B and C. Stre<!ID F had dried up, &1though streams 0 and G were floving
and appeared suitable for it. The nearest stream to pickavance Creek
in which ilnmaturC:i of S. aur6WJI were found 1s Manuel. River (Stream
ISS). which is 2.3 Jaa west of the Pickavance creek. S. aureum has
been taken from the upper portion ot Manuels River, which ceases to
How in July.
If S. aurewn oviposits in stream..s B, C, 0, F, and G, they
overwintell:. The 8995 hatch in Il'I1d-Augustl larval development requill:ed
2 to 3 weeks and pupal development required 3 to 5 days. Larvae and
pupae developed in watell: temperatures of 10 to 200 C and in d~pths of
1 to 3 CIII. Larvae were collected in current velocities of approxi-
mately 1.1 to 4.4 Irlps and pupae in approximately 1.8 to 4.3 IIlps. These
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current measurements may not be accurate since the water depth at the
time of measurement was about 3 CIll. Larvae were more frequently
collected on tiles than on rocks, and more frequently on rocks than
on aquatic vegetation. Pupae were more commonly collected on tiles
than on rocks. but none were found on vegetation.
Upon emergence, adult females have Wldeveloped eggs and
little stored nutrient. Mating and oviposition habits of S. aureum
in Newfoundland are unknown.
Blood-fed females of S. aureWII have been collected from
elevated birds at Pickavance Creek (Coombs, 19721, indicating that
it 1s ornithophilic, but the low population precludes it being a pest
species. It was collected only on the Avalon Peninsula; it pl:"obably
occurs elsewhere, but failure to record it is due to lack of collecting
at the right time and place,
Dunbar (1958, 1959) reported seven cytological forlllS of
S. auJ"eWl! from larvae. Five of these llre North American and three of
these llre from Ontario. S. aureum forms "11.", lOB", and "0" are found
in Ontario and forms "c" and "0" are found in northern Manitoba
(Dunbar, 1958, 1959). stone (1965) reported that more study is needed
to determine whether any of the component sibling species are Ho1arctic.
Sommerman et al. (1955) reported one to two generations
annually in Alaska, and Davies (1950) reported form "A" was bivo1tine
in Ontario. It is apparently bivo1tine in Illinois (Forbes, 1912),
New York (Stone and Jamnback, 1955), COnnecticut (Stone, 1964), Quebec
(Wolfe and Peterson, 1959), and ontario (Davies et al.~ 1962).
Abde1nur (1968) and J\.1lderson and Dicke (1960) reported three generations
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annually in Alberta and Wisconsin, and Twinn 11936",1 indicated there
were also probably three in easteJ:Jl Canada; Peterson (1956) reported
three to four generations annually in Utah and Jobbins-Poaeroy (1916)
reported five to six generations in North carolina; and Ja,mnback (1969)
simply reported S. aureum to be IIlU1tivoltina in New York.
Abdelnur (l9681, Anderson and Dicke (1960), Davies (1950),
Dunbar (1958). Forbes (1912). Jobbins-Pomeroy (1916), Peterson (l956),
SOumenaan et al. (1955). Stone (1964), Stone and JUlJ1back (1955).
Twinn (l936a), and Wolfe and Peterson (1959) reported that eggs are
the overwintering stage of S. aurewn. Abdelnur (l96B) indicated that
eqqs lultch late in ~.ay or early in June in Alberta. SODmermatl et al.
(19551 found that hatching of the first generation occurred during
aid-May in Alaska, and hatching' of the second generation began early
in July. They also found that larvae required 2 to 4 weeks for devel-
opment and pupal!! about 1 week. Peterson (1959a) reported that larval
developcaent required 2 to 5 weeks in Utah.~ et al.. (1955)
found that the t_pe.rature of streams 1nhabited by this species ranqed
frOlll 11.7 to 21. 70C in Alaska.
Peterson (1959a) reported that vegetation was the preferred
sul:lstratulll in Utah, am'! that sticks, stones and rocks were inhabited
1IlUcb lesl) frequently. IDu.tures of S. aurewm have been collected
usually in small, shallow, Warlll, temporary or permanent streams
including bog drainage strellJ'lls, drainaqe and supply ditches, lake
outlets and outlets of beaver dams (Davies et al..~ 1962; Dunbar, 1958,
Anderson and Dicke, 1960, Fredeen Ilnd ShelllollDChuk, 1960; Gill and Wtll.t,
1955, Hearle, 19321 Jo!IIIII1back, 1956; Jenkins. 1948; Jobbins-Pcmeroy,
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1916; Mackay, 1969; Peterson, 1959&; Sommerman et at., 1955; Stone,
1964; Stone and Jall\flback, 1955, Sutherland and Dars!e, 1960; Twinn,
19364, Wolte and Peterson, 1959).
Anderson and Dicke (1960) found that larvae first appeared
when the water temperature reached II.loe and development continued
in water temperatures up to 21.1oC. Larvae may be collected from Kay
to OCtober 1n Onta%10 (Dunbar, 1958). June to Auqust in New York
(Jamnback, 1956), and July to euly 1I.ugust in Alaska (Jenkins, 1948).
Il!matures have been collected in current velocities of alJoost
stagnant to 1.3 lips in Wisconsin. Utah and Alaska (Anderson and Dicke.
1960; Petereon, 1959l1.1 so~ et at., 1955). In Alaska, Jenkins
(1948) collected iJMIatures in stJ:eams with an average pH of 7.3 and
SOmmerman Bt at. (1955) usually collected inunatures at depths of less
than 15 CIIl.
Abdelnur (1968) found pupation occurring" durinq mid-June,
mid-July and early to Il1d-August in Alberta. Peterson (1959a) found
that the maximum water temperature for pupal development was 21.1oC
in Utah.
Abdelnur (1968) reported that newly emer<;l'ed feJllA1es have
undeveloped &qqs and little stored nutrient. He observed oviposition
in streams with only patchy veqetation and thought this might explain
the low allIOunt of nutrients in adults and the slow development of
larvae in Alberta. Davies and Peterson (1956) !"eported that females
of fOI1ll "A" lIlay oviposit while in flight .. but indicated that ovi-
position on grass or trailing vegetation is preferred. They netted
females with mature &qq. over the spillway of a dalD. DeFoUart (19Sla),
.3
and Peterson (1959a) reported that eggs lll:e deposited on trailing
grass or leaves and in a compact mass, one layer deep, all standing
on end and covered by a thick, gelatinous material. Fredeen (195gb)
also found that S. aurfI1Dl'l deposits her egq. in IIlaSses on objects on
the water surface.
1lbdelnur (1968) reported that S. aureum 1s not attracted
to hWllMs in Alberta and that a blood _&1 is required for each
gonotrophic cycle. Hearle (1932) reported that it does not appear
to be a blood-sucker in British COlanbia. Fet:lales do not bite I114n
in Utah (Peterson, 1959a), and were only rarely attracted to man in
Labrador (Hocking- and Richards, 1952). Shemanchuk and Depner (1971)
reported that it was attracted to and fed on chickens. Stone and
Jamnback (1955) reported that this is not ill pest lJPeCiea in New York.
Bennett (1960) and Davies et aI.. (l962) found that form "A R feeds on
birds and indicated that IIIOst feeding occurred in trees about 6.6 III
ilbove ground. Bennett and FaUis (1960) found oocysts and sporozoites
of r.ucocyWUKm in dissections of S. aureum that had fed on infected
crows, robins and an owl, and showed it to be a vector of L. sakha:roffi
sarnbon, L. dubreuli Mathis and Leger, and L. ziemanni (Laveran).
AnderliOn and OeFoliart (1961), Fallis and Bennett (1958, 1962),
JaJllnbaek (19691, and Stone (1%4) reported S. a:la'8WII to be ornitho-
philic, and a vector of Leucocywzoon and Trypanosoma. of birds.
If S. aur6U1!1 is bivoltine in Newfoundland, then the single
population in the Pickavance Creek area CQu1d account for the second
generation. Ec]qs hatch at l'Iid-1I.ugust, whereas in Alaska, the B9gs of
the seCQoo generation hatch in July. Most of the habits of this species
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in Newfoundland are in genera~ lI.gree.-.e.nt with those elsewhere in
North 1Ullerlea.
'nle aquatic stages of the life cycle of S. aur'et/1ll during
1972 are 8Ulll1llarized by the following:
Stages Date first Date last
collected collected collected
1st inatArs
1D:Dature larvae 31-VIII-72 lS-X-72
Mature larvae lS-X-72 lS-X-72
Pupae lS-X-72 3Q-X-72
NewfoundliUld Distribution: Streams 155, 190, 207-209, 211,
212; stream 6 (Ebsary, 1972) I Shewell (1957).
Simulium CEuBumiLium) ett'Ortoni Nicholson and Hickel
This is the Urst record of this species frolQ Newfoundland.
'!'be author has not collected any stages but _ture and maturing larvae
have been collected during late May in stre.ams about 2.0 III in width
fran rocks at a depth of about 12 CIII (Ebsar;y, 1972). Littl. is known
about its biology in Newfoundland, where it appears to be restricted
to the Avalon Peninsula. The api?arently limited distribution is
probably due to sampling lltreams before and/or after occupation by
this species.
S. crorloni b thoug'ht to be univo1t1ne in Wisconsin
(AnderlJQn and Dicke, 1960), Connecticut (Stone, 19641, and centra.1
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ontario (Davies et a2.~ 1962), however, Davies et aZ. (1962) believed
that there may be a second generation in southern ontario. Davies
et al. (1962) reported that this species overwinters in the egg stage
and that larvae hatch in the spring and develop in both temporary ana.
permanent streams from 0.66 to 4.95 III in width. Anderson and Dicke
(1960) found immature stages in temporary drainage creeks and in young
streams flowing through wooded areas in wisconsin. They were attached
to small rocks, and the undersides of grassblades. The current
velocity ranged from 0.17 to 0.22 mps. Hocking and Richards (1952)
collected iJlunatures from a series of bog streams in Labrador which
were not more than 0.33 III wide and 0.66 Il'I deep.
Pupae were collected by Davies et aI.. (1962) during late May
and early July. These authors indicated that females have well-
developed mouthparts and bifid claws. S. cro:ctoni has been reported
as an ornithophilic species by Bennett (1960), Davies and Peterson
(1956), Fallis and Bennett (1962), and Shewell (1957). In Ontario,
Davies et a'L. (1962) reported that upon emergence, adult females have
immature eggs and much stored nutrient.
Davies and Peterson (1956) reported that adults were rarely
collected more than a few meters from water, and they are of the
opinion that this species feeds on shore or water birds. However,
Bennett (1960) showed S. cl'oa::toni to be a sylvatic species, feeding
on a variety of PasserifoI'Tl\es and other birds at heights of 1.65 to
8.25 m in ontario. He showed it to be the vector of a variety of
Leucoaytozoon species as well as Trypanosoma aviUl1l Oanilewsky.
Jamnback (1969) confiI'Tl\ed the vector potential of this species in
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New York but reported it to be raze.
The lack of knowledqe of this specie.. in Newfoundland makes
1I. c:oqlarlson with other regions of North AIIlerica impossible. 'nte
pupa]. and adult stages have not been collected in Newfoundland.
Newfoundland Distributiof\l Streams 8, 155 (Ebsary, 1972).
silrruliwn (Eusimulium) BUrYadm.nicuZum Davies
The author has not collected any st&qes of this species,
although larvae haVlii been taken in late May frolll a stream about 60 III
in width and at a depth of 15.0 Cl'II on a rock substratUlll (Eb,ary, 1972).
The only other upec:t of the biolO'1Y of S. ~aQrriniculUlll which is
known in Newfoundland is that it is capable of bein9 pu-asitized by
HarpBUa melusinas Leger and Ouboscq (Frost and Manier, 1971). It is
probably univoltine and ornithophilic, and is not a pest species. rts
bioloqy elsewhere will be summariutd, since like lllO.t specie5, it is
probably not different frca the fortll found in other North J\merican
regions.
s. euryadrrrinimlZW1I is univoltine in ontario (Davies, 1950/
Davies and Peterson, 1956), in eastem canada (Peterson and Wolfe,
1958/ Wolfe and Peterson, 1959l. and in COnnecticut (Stone, 1964).
Larvae overYinter in Quebec (Wolfe and Peterl;on, 1959) and may over-
winter in ontario (Davies fit az..~ 1962). Pupation occurs during late
April to early June when the water temperatures are 7.2 to 15.6oC in
Ontario aM Quebec (Davies, 1950; Davies at at., 1962/ Wolfe and
Peterson. 1959). Peterson and WOlfe (1958) usually found larvae in
adolescent strelUllS. :In ontario, newly emerged females have undeveloped
.7
I!99S and much stored nutrient; they have well-developed mouthparts
and their bifid claws are adapted to feed on birds (Davie!> et; al.~
1962). S. BUl"'JlUinirticulum is ornithophilic and appears host specific
to the 00I:1l100 loon, Cavia imlIe:l' Brunnich (Anderson, 1956; Bennett
.t at.• 1972; Davies and Peterson, 1956; Davies .t at .• 1962; Pulis
and Sll'Iith, 1964, 1965; Jamnback, 1969; Lowther and Wood, 1964; Stone,
1964; Tarshis, 1972). Davies and Peterson (1956) counted an averaqe
of 394 egqs per females. Jamnback (1969) and Tarshis (1972) reported
that S. euryadmnicutWII is a vector of Leucooytosoon.
Newfoundland Distribution: Stream 36 (Ebsary, 1972);
Frost and ManieX' (1971).
simulium (Eusimutium) e%CisW1I Davies, Peterson and Wood
This 1s a new record for this species in Newfound1and.
has been collected frc.. only one stream, and this is probably not
indicative ,.f its true diatri.bution. Larvae veze collected 25-v-72
on p)CJts and trailing vegetation at a depth of 15 em in a strealll 8.0 III
in width.
Daviea (19501 and ~vies et at. (1962) nported that
s. e:cciSWTl was probably univoltine in ontario, where it probably over-
wintered in the egg stage. Larvae hatched in mid-April when the
water temperature was about 7.2oC (Davies Qt aZ.~ 1962) and adult
emergence occurred from late May to early June, when the water tem-
perature was 10.0 to 12.aoc, depending on the location (Davies, 1950~
Davies et al., 1962). Upon emergence, females have eggs which may be
partially developed with lllOderate to large amounts of stored nutrient,
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and they JJa.y be autogenous for the first qonotrophic cycle (Davies
.t at. ~ 1%2). Fem.les have _ll-developed mouthparts and bifid claws
and Bennett (1960) indicated tha.t this species (as S. sube='i8UIJI) was
amithopbilic .
Newfoundland Distribution: Stream 51.
s. j'urcuZatum hloB been found only in one streaJt'lJ the
restricted distribution reported herein is undoubtedly due to lack
of collecting during habitation of streaJlls by this species. It does
not appear to be a common species. Ilmlatures have been coll.ected
l:'rom a rock substratum in that portion of Manuels River (Stream 155)
which usually dries out by the end of June. Nothing more is known
about this species in Newfoundland.
Tvinn fit al. (1948) collected ~tures of S. fta'cukztunl
(-Eusimulium species 8) in the G005e River. which was 1.3 to 1. 7 lI;
deep and flowing 1.0 to 1.3 lIlps. Davies et al. (1962) collected
larvae and pupae frOlll a fast chute at the a- on the Crow River in
ontario. Stone (l964) indicated that larvae were usua.l.ly found in
rivers rather than 8IIIllll stJ::ealllS in Connecticut, and Hocking and
Pickering {l954} reported that this species is the most abundant in
the forest streams of northern Manitoba. In ontario, Davies et al.
(1962) collected pupae in late MaYi in Manitoba, Hocking and Pickering
(1954) collected pupae from early June to early August, and 'l'Winn
8t az,. (1948) found that adult emergence had been COlIlpleted by ltid-
July. Apparently, very little is known about the biology of this
••
species but Stone (l964) indicated that it is univoltine in
Connecticut.
Newfoundland Distribution: Strealll 155; Stone (1964) I
Stone et al. (1965).
simulium (Eusimulium) gou'Ldingi Stone
'nlis is the first record of this species no. Newfoundland.
'l1l.e descriptions of the larvae and t.."I.e pupae and adults are ade-
quately given by wood (It al. (1963) and Davies et at. (l962) for
ontario specimens. It 1s univoltine and overwinters in the egg stage,
Hatching usually occurs in the last week of MAyor the
first week of June and larvae _y be found until late June or early
July. They require about 3 weeks for development from the eg9 to
pupation. Mature larvae and pupae appear in the third week of June.
First eg9 hatchin9 and the last adult eIIlerg'ence usually occurs well
within 4 weeks. This species vas taken annually in stre.lmS C. D, P,
and G during 1970 to 1972, but not in F in 1972 when it dried up
cOltlpletely rather early in the sUlIlllleJ:. S. gouZdingi was found in
creek E in 1971 but not in 1972. In creek C the temperature at which
larval developllleIlt occurred vas 11.5 to 20.SoC. In creeks 0, F, and
G larval developnent occurred in a telIlperature range o~ a.s to laoc,
and pupae developed in II. temperature of 11 to laoc. I1IUIIature stages
have been collected in current velocities of 0.36 to 1.04 mps. These
values are pl:obably higher than the actual current velocity since the
waur was often quite shallow in these creeks during the time this
species waa present, and accurate current velocity readings could not
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be obtained. In the six StrealllS in which this species was found the
larvae and pupae ~e found at depths of 1. to 5 CIIl. and were c:onlIOn
on the tiles, rocks, and vegetation.
Dissection of new1y emer<;ed females indicated that they
have undeveloped eggs and very little stored nutrient. Hating and
oviposition have not been observed in Newfoundland. Females have
well-developed lllOuthparta and bifid claws, and specimens have been
collected from elevated birds at Pickavance Creek (Coombs, 1972).
s. gouldingi is univoltine and ove:rvinters in the eqq stags
in ontario (Davies et al., 1962), connecticut (stone, 1964), and New
YorJt IJalIllIbacJc., 1956, 1969; Stone and Jamnback, 1955).
Anderson and Dicke (1960) collected m.ature larvae and pupae
during the first week of May in Wisconsin at a telllperature of 10 to
15°C, Davies et al. (l962) found that pupation occurred about Iftid-
May in ontario at ill water telllperature of 10 to IS.6oe, and Jamnback
(1.956) collected mature larvae in the last week of May and pupae
during the first week of June in New York. Anderson and Dicke (1960)
foun4 larvae in a current velocity of 1esll than 0.9 mps in Wisconsin
and indicated that rocks ....ere the ~efen:ed substratum.
S. gouklingi is found throughout much of its range in small,
telllpOrary or permanent atreamlll, often flowing throuqh wooded areas
(Anderson and Dicke. 1960; Davies .t at.~ 1962; Jamnback, 1956; Stone,
19641 Stone and Jamnback, 1955).
Newly emerged females have undeveloped eggs and. very little
stored nutrient in CIlUi.rio (Davies and Peterson, 1956; Davies .t at. ~
1962). Davies.t at. (1962). Stone (1964), and Stone aM. Jamnl:lack
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(195S) indicated that adult feeding and oviposition habits of this
5pecies are not _11 known. Pell1Illes have vell-developed mouthpart!;;
and bifid claws, and 1n DntaJ:io and New York they are presWDa.bly
ornithophi1ic (Davies et al.~ 19621 Jamnback., 1969).
The habits of S. gou1.dingi in Newfoundland are s1lll1lar to
populations of S. gouldingi elsewhere in North America. The entire
life cycle is a little later in Newfoundland, since pupation occurs
in early May in Wisconsin, early June in New York, and late June in
Newfoundland.
Following is II. SUIIDarY of the life cycle of the aquatic
sUlqes of this species 1n Newfoundland during 1972:
stages Date first Date last
collected collected collected
1st instars
IIIl,mature larvae 13-VI-72 12-VII-72
Ma.ture larvae 28-VI-72 12-VII-72
Pupae 28-VI-72 12-VII-72
Newfoundland Oistd-butlon: StreaJlls 180. 208-212; Davies
(1971) •
simuHwn (Eusimut.iwn) taUpes (Heigen)
S. Zati?"s overwintered in the e99 Gtage and was usually
bivoltine. E9gs of the first generation normally hatched during the
first two weeks of May, when the water temperature _5 frem 1 to
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11. 5°C, and the second genecation eggs nor1U-lly hatched in early
July at water temperatures ot 11 to lace.
There was only one qeneration in streams E and F in 1972
due to the early drought in these streams. A second generation in
streiUll E during 1971 was not cc::apleted for the SUM! reilLSOn.
Larval development required 3 to 4 weeks for the fust
generation and 2 to 3 weeks for the second.
Larvae have been c;:Qllected at depthll of 0.5 to 12.0 Cfl'I in
the Pickavance Creek area in current velocities of 0.2 to 1.0 mps.
In other streams and rivers, S. 'tatipea immatures have been collected
at depths of 8.0 to 15.0 em and strE''lIlI widths of 0.5 to 12.0 m.
Larvae usually comprise a larqer percentage of the total population
of larval siJnuliids in saa.Uer streams (e.q. creek G, Fig. 13).
Developamt of larvae continued at water temperatures of 1 to 20. Soc.
Both larvae and pupae have been collected on rocks, tiles, and
trailinq veqetation.
Pupation nortllally occurred durinq late June and late July.
Pupae developed in tempe:rature!il of 10.5 to laoe, at deptlu> of I to a
em, and in current velocities of 0.33 to 1.20 lIlpS. The duration of
the pupal stage is 6 to a days for the first generation, and 3 to 5
days for the second.
The present distribution of S. Zatipsa in Newfoundland is
limited to eastern Newfoundland in 45 streams. It is probable that
it ilS distributed allover the Island. On elIlerqence, females have
undeveloped eggs and very little stored nutrient. They 1>.ave bifid
claws and are the most abundant species of the Etusilfful.iUIII group in
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Newfoundland. They have been ..twvn to be omithophilie in Newfound.-
land by Pickavance Bt az.. (1970). COOIlIbs (1972) indicated that
blood-fed speciJllens were collected from elevated birds at Pickavance
Creek and at other locations on the Avalon Peninsula.
Stone (1965) reported that S. Latipes is a species complex
and pointed out that IIIOre study is necessary to determine if any of
the CClIIPOnent silllinlj species are Holarctic.
Wolfe and Peterson (1959) reported the larva was the over-
winterinq stage in Quebec, but the e99' has been shown to be the over-
wintering' staq_ in Alberta IAbdelnur. 1968). Wi.consin (Anderson and
Dicke, 1960), Ontario (Davies et aZ., 1962). Utah (Peterson, 195980),
Alaska (SQIla.ennan et aZ .• 1955), Connecticut (Stone, 1964,1 and New
York (Stone and JaJlIlback. 1955).
s. latipss has been shown to be univoltine in wisconsin
(Anderson and Dicke, 1960), Otah (Peterson. 1959a), COnnecticut
(Stone, 1964). New York (Stone and Jamnbaclt. 1955), and in northern
Manitoba (Twinn et at., 1948), but it has been reported to be bivo1-
tine in Alberta (Abcte1nur. 1968), and eastern Canada (Peterljon and
Wolfe, 19581 Wolfe and Peterson. 1959). SOmiIlenaan et at. (1955)
usually found one generation in Alaska, but indicated. that a second
Illay occur under certain conditions.
Abdelnur (1968) reported that in Alberta eggs hatched in Hay
and mature larvae and pupae appeared during the last two weeks of
June and the last two W8eks of August. In ontario, Davies tit al.
(1962) reported eqq hatchinq of the first generation in mid-l'\pril at
a water tetDPerature of l5.6oC, and in Alaska, Sommerman et at. (1955)
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reported egg hatc:h1,ng of the first generation during late Kay and the
second qeneration 1n late July. In Alaska, larval development took
2 to 4 weeks and 2 to 3 weeks for the two generations (SOllllle:r:maI1
fit al.~ 1955), in Wisconsin it took 4 weeks (Anderson and Dicke, 1960).
50mIllermlln 'It aI.. (1955) reported that suhmerg'8d and trailing v6geb.tion
was the preferred substrate; Peterson (1959a) II.greed with this, but
also indicated. that in Utah the immatures were collected from the
undersurface of rocks in slow, shallow streams.
Anderson and Dicke (19601 and SoI::mermart tit aI.. 11955) foW1d
about one week WillS required for pupal development in Wisconsin and
Alaska. ftocking- and Richarcb (1952), Hocking and Pickering (1954),
and Stone and Jamnback (1955) found that pupation occurred in June in
Labrador, Manitoba, and New York, and Twinn st at. (1948) reported
that in northern Manitoba pupation occurred in early July and adult
ellIergence began about 4 dayl later. Davies st aI.. (1962) and Shewell
(1958) fOWld that pupation ulually occurred und.er leaves, wood, pebbles
and. stones, U5uall.y sheltered from the current.
IDw.tures are usually found in Slllall, I>hallow, slow-flowing,
l>eud-per1ll&t1ent sueaJllS throughout much of ita range (Anderson and
Dicke, 1960; Davies et al., 1962; Hocking and Richards, 1952; Hocking
and. pickering, 1954; Jenkins, 1948; Peterson, 19594; sommerman fit aZ.,
1955; Stone, 1964; Stone alld JUUlback, 19551 Twinn, 1936a; Twinn
et aZ., 1948, wolfe and Peterson, 1959).
Imlnatures have been collected in current velocities of 0.33
to 1.15 lips (Anderson and Dicke, 1960; Peterson, 1959a; 50lllllerman
et aI.., 19551. Larvae and pupae developed in vater tt'lt-peraturell of
\
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6,1 to l6.loC in Wisconsin (Anderson and Dicke, 1960). and 8.3 to
IS.30e in Utah (Peterson, 1959",). Jenkins (1948) collected iJmIatures
in strea.ms with an average temperature of Il.lcC and an average pH
of 7.5 in Alaska.
In ontario, adult females have bific:l claws and ~uthpu:ts
well adapted for sucking blood (Davies et at., 19621. on emergence,
they were found to contain undeveloped 8995 and variable amounts of
stored nutrients (Abdelnur, 1968, Davies and Peterson, 1956; ~vies
et al.~ 1962). Ahdelnur (1968) counted fn:a 222 to 312 eqq8 per
feJnale. Bennett and. Fallis (1960) reported that ooeysts and
sporozoitell of uU/X)cyto:wan vere found in dissections of fe:ules
that had fed on infected crows. robinlil, ana a white throated sparrow.
Abdelnur (1968), Anderson (I9S6), Bennett (1960). Davies and Peterson
(19561. cavies et at. (1962), Fallis and Bennett (1958, 19621. and
Jamnback (I969) a.1sa indicated that it feeds on birds and demonstra.ted
its vector p::Itential.
Downes et at. (1962) reported that the feeding habits of
adults are probably rarely rigid. He indicated that although
S. Zatipes usually feeds on birds, it will attack several maJIIlllals,
including 1IIaIl. WOlfe and Peterson (1959) reported that it .ade no
attelllpt to feed on II'.aIl in Quebec.
The bioloqy of S. Zatipes in Newfoundland is similar to its
biology in other regions of North America. The time of egg hatching
is the SUie as in Alberta (early May), but in Ontario and Alaska egg
hatching occurs in lllid-Jlprll and late Kay, respectively.
'!'he occurrence of the aquatic stage of S. l.o:tipes during
7.
1972 can be sUIIlIllarized by the following:
Stages
collected
1st instars
1st geneJ:ation
Data first Date lallt
collected eollected
2nd generation
Date first Date last
collected collected
!DlI!lature larvae 2-v-72
Hature larvae 2-VI-72
Pupae 7-vr-72
2-VI-72 18-vII-72 7-VlII-72
7-VI-72 2-VIII-72 7-VlII-72
28-VI-72 2-VIU-72 7-VIII-72
NewfoundJ.and Distribution: Streams I, 4, 6, a-l0, 12, 14,
155-158, 160, 163, 167, 171, 178, 180, 185, 186, 188, 198, 199, 205-
212; streams 87. 101, Bay Bulls (Ebsary, 1972) I Davies (1971) I
Pick.-.vance Bt at. (1970); Shewell (1957).
SizTulium (Eusimulium) pugeUnsIil Dyer and Shannon
S. pugetensfI is another species which is nelther well known
nor abundant in Newfoundland, but ita distribution is probably wider
than the one strellJll in eastern central New'foundland where it has been
found. LllrVae were collected on rocks, at a depth of 15.0 em in It
stream which 1s 5.0 m in width.
The 8995 underqo a $UIIIIIle!r diapi!l.use in Ontario and i!I. winter
diapause in Connecticut since Davies .t at. (1962) reported that
larvae overwinter and Stone (1964) reported that eq9s overwinter.
Davies et at. (1962) and Stone (1964) indicated that this species is
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univoltine, but was bivoltine in ontario (Davies, 1950) and eastel::n
canada (Peterson and Wolfe, 1958; Wolfe and Peterson, 1959l. Ilnd
multivoltine in New York IJamnback, 19691. ImIlIatures were found in
cold, h)W'Itain or forest streams, SWalllp drainages, lake ouUets, and
spring-fed stteams throughout its range (Anderson and Dicke, 1960;
Davies .t a'L.~ 19621 Jamnbllck, 1969; Jenkins, 1948, Stone, 1964).
Aquatic veqetation was the usual substratum (Anderson and Dicke, 1960;
Stone, 1964). Pupation oc:curred frolll late Ha.r<:h to early May in ont&rio
and Wisconsin (Davies Bt aZ.~ 1962; Anderson and Dicke, 1960). Newly
emerged female!jl contained iImlature eggs and some sto::ed nutrient (Davies
Bt aZ' 1 1962). Females _re rarely attracted to _n in Labrador
(Hocking and Richards, 1952) and are probably omithophilic:: in New
York IJamnback, 19691.
Newfoundland Distribution: Streafll 22; Shewell (1957).
s. quebecense has been recorded in only three streams. in the
eastern. central, and western reqions of the Island, giving a possible
indication of its true distribution. IDaatures wera collected during
late May from rocks and trailing vegetation at depths of 15.0 CIIl in
streams loIith a width of 1.5 to 3.0 III. Picltavance et at. (1970) obtained
a single female from ground level duck bait at Pickavance Creek, indic-
ating that it is probably ornithophilic.
s. qusbecense is apparently univoltine in ontario, the over-
wintering eggs hatching in May (~vies et al., 1.962). IlIIlIIIolItures loIere
found attached to stones in streams over 4.9' III wide in eastern canada
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('IV1nn, 1936&) or submerged logs, sticks and shrubs in OIIUz"io (Davies
.t a1. •• 1962). Davies at al. (1962) also found S. quebseense in a
shallow, cool, spring-fed streMl about 1.2 m wide. Pupation usually
occurred dw:lng late Kay or early June (Davies .t at., 19621 Twinn,
1936a). IlIIIIlatures were usually collected when the water temperature
reached 11,1 to 17.SoC. Newly emerged fl!Jlla1es have undeveloped e995
and little stored nutrient, and their bifid claws and well-4eveloped
lIlOuthpll.rts enable them to feed on avian blood (Davies at a1.., 1962).
Bennett (l960) , o.vies and Peterson (1956). and Fallis and Bennett
(1962) also indicated that S. qtmb4Cfl118. is omithopililic. Davies and
Peterson (1956) indicated that oviposition was accomplished while in
flight.
S. quebtocenBliI is not an abund4nt species in Newfoundland
and, since its blo1o'lY is unknown, a comparison with this species in
other regions of North Alnerica is 1lIlpossible.
Newfoundland Distribution: Streams 48, lOS; streaJll %
(Ebsary, 1972); Pickavance et al.. (1970).
Simul.ium (Gnus) corbis Twinn
S. corbis is a univoltine species' and overwinters in the egg
stage. The eqgs nOrDlally hatch during late ApriL It appears to be
fairly com.mon in Newfoundland, usually occurring in permanent streams,
often in the coastal regions. 1alI:Iatures were COI!IlIlOnly collected at
depths of 10 to 25 CJIl in strea:n.s and rivers 1 to 12 m in width. Rocks
werl! the usual substratum.
Pupation COIIlDlenCe15 at mid-May, and by the end of that IlIOnth
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ernerqence has been completed. Because pupation and _rgence are com-
pleted "fith1n 2 weeks, it is easy to miss the pupal stage. The pupal
cocoons are ilIOre fi%D1y attached to the substrate than any other
specie. and extra care u required in coUectinq pupae.
Ne\,/ly eaerqed fema.h. have undevelope4 ovari.s, .nth moderate
to larqe fat bodies, and possess well-developed blood sucking ll'lOuth-
parts. OViposition, IlIatinq. and feeding habits are unknown in
Newfoundland.
S. eoPbis ill univoltlne in Wisconsin (Anderson and Dicke.
1960), New York (Jamnbll.ck, 1969). and eastern Canada (Peterson and
Wolfe, 1958l Wolfe and Peterson, 1959). It is not known whether this
species is multivoltine in ontario (Davies et at., 1962). Sommerman
st a'L. (19551 indicated ~t there lUy be two generations annually in
Milska, and Stone (l964) reported there may be tnOn! than one generation
over much of its rangll,
Anderson and Dicke (1960) and Stone (1964) reported that
S. coms overwinters in the eq<J stage in Wisconsin and COnnecticut,
and Davies et at. (1962) and Soaanerman et at.. (1.955) also indicated
that the egq probabl.y ove.rvinter!l in Ontario and Alaska.
This speci.. is rare in Ontario (Davies .t at., 1962) and
New York state (Stone and Jamnback, 19551, and ia restricted to the
forested regions of northern Wisconsin (Anderson and Dicke, 1960).
Laxvae ~d pupae have been collected in June and early July by Davies
et at.. (1962), mostly in rivers over 6.6 III in width. They found that
pupal cocoons were unusually firl'llly attached. to rocks and sticks. In
Wisconsin, 1lnderson ~d Dicke (1960) collected larvae which were usually
8'
attached to rocks in $IIIall, cold streams Howing through swalDpy forest
areas. These vere 0.9 to 1.7 III vide, 15.2 to 45.7 CIIl deep and had 1I.
willter tecperature of 5.6 to IO.OoC. Jamnback (1969) reported that
S. coma is moderately ab.mdant in larger streMlS in New York.
Jenkins (1948) reported it as rare but widespread in Alaska. The
immoatures were found in bog And marsh drainage streaJUI with water
temperatures from 7.S to 1l.4oC and pH 7.5. Hocking and Richazds
(1952) collected immatures in Labrador frOlll Traversplne River, which
flows through heavily wooded country. Nicholson and Hickel (1950)
found immatures in small, cold streams in Minnesota. In eastern Canada
Peterson and Wolfe (1958) found it quite abundant in adolescent streams
(Dalmat's (1955) stream classification). Stone (1964) indicated that
iInlrlatures were usually found li.ttached to sullmerged wood or rocks in
&:mll11, swiftly flowinq streams or rivers in Connecticut. Wolfe and
Peterson 119591 found larvae attached to rock facell and stones in and
below cascades and waterfalls in which the temperature was 13.3 to
15.0oe. Pupae were IIlOre concentrated. in backwaters beneath the falls.
'J\linn (1936&) found. pupae in late May on subme~ed IItems of doqwood
in the rapids a short distance below a waterfall in Quebec, at a temper-
ature of 11.7oe. lioc:kinq and Richards (1952) collected pupae in mid-
June in Labrador in water at 100e.
$ommermlln et aZ. (1955) reported 3 to 5 weeks for larval
development and about 10 days for pupal development in Alaskan streams
at 10.0 to 15.60e. Anderson and Dicke (1960) showed a 5 to 6 week
larval period and about B days for pupal development in Wisconsin.
Davies et az:. (1962) stated that newly ellle~ed females have
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undeveloped ovaries, tlOderate to larqe sized fat bodies, and possess
wel1-devdoped, blood-sucking' IIlOUthparts.
According to Wolfe and Peterson (1959), fema1es depodt
their eggs singly while in flight over rapids.
Downe and Morrison (1957) found that S. corbis had fed on
horses and cows in Quebec. Hocking and Richards (1952) found that it
is attracted to, and probably bites, man in Labradox:. Jamnback (1969)
indicated S. coZ'bis is probably IIlMllIlalophilic in New York, and. sailer
(l9SJ) reported it biting lll&n in Alaslca. Shewell (1957) reported
S. corms as being an occasiona.l or local pest of .an and livestock
throughout its range in Camuk. Stone (1964) reported there are no
positive biting records froal Connecticut.
Populations of S. col'bis in Newfoundland are basically like
populations of this species in other reg-ionl of North America. Pupa-
tion in Newfoundland and Quebec occurs during mid-May. whereas in
Ontario, pupae were collected during June and early July.
In 1971, larvae appeared as early as 6-V-71, and pupae
l3-V-71. Following is a S\IIIllIlllrY of the occurrence of the aquatic
stages of S. corlri.s in Newfoundland during 1972;
stages 00.. first Date last
collected collected collected
1st instars 24-V-72 24-V-72
ImllIature larvae 2J-V-72 8-VI-72
Mature larvae 8-vr-72 8-vr-72
Pupae 8-VI-72 8-vr-72
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New!oW\cl.land Distribution: Streams 16, 17, 22, 23, 25, 26,
28-30, 35, 36, 38, 42, 64, 68, 81-83, 99, 141, 144, 155, 161, 164,
168; streaJns 10, 19, 69, 98, 103, 104, Kitchells Brook. cape Broyle,
Ferryland (Ebsary. 1972}r Stone (1964); Stone et at. (1965).
Simul.iwm (RflotrilrruZium) vittatum Zettarstedt
S. vittatum 11 lIIultivoltine, and has 2 to 3 generations per
year. The eg9s overwinter and probably hatch early in the spring.
since collections in February did not contain specimens while collec-
tiona in March dld in strelUllS where it was known to occur.
Immatures have been collected from 18 Busams, all 1n eastern
Newfoundland; 6 on the Bonavista Peninsula and 12 on the Avalon Penln-
sula. They were usually found on • rocky substratl,lll at depths of up to
15 CIIl and usually in pennanent streaw; up to 5.0 III 1n width.
Newly eJlIerqed females in Newfoundland are autogenous for the
first generation (author',_ data; Bradbury, 1972). S. tJittatwn is one
of the IllOre important pests of ma.n in Newfoundland (author's data;
Pickavance et a1..~ 1970). however, it is not as iJlIportant or abundant
as P. ftuu!wn~ P.~ or S. VlmUStum.
S. tJittatwn is lIIu1tivoltine; it has 2 to 7 generations per
year throughout its range (Abdelnur, 196B; Anderson and Dicke, 1960;
Chutter. 19-;0; Davies, 1950; Davies et a1..~ 1962; DeP'oliart, 19511.;
Forbes, 1912; Fredeen, 1958; Jenkins, 1948; Jobbins-Pomeroy, 1916;
Peterson ancl Wolfe, 1958, Stone, 1964; Stone and Jam.nback, 1955; Stone
and. Snoddy, 1969, Twinn, 1936b; Wolfe and Peterson, 1959). Larvae are
the overwintering stage in most areas (Abdelnur, 1968; Chutter, 1970;
Fredeen, 1958; f'redeen and SheIllanchuk, 19601 Hocking and Pickering,
19.54; Stone and Jamnback, 1955; Twinn, 1936b; Tvinn at al.~ 1948).
Stone (1964) and WOlfe and Peterson (1959) also found it overwintering
in the 8<;Ig stage in Connecticut and eastern Canada,
Larvae and pupae are found in a wide vuiety of streams but
tend to be W1COIIlIIlOn in the larger rivers (Davies at al..~ 1962; Depner,
1971; Fredeen, 1958; Gill and West, 1955, He.arle, 1932; JenJti.ns, 19481
Peterson and Wolfe, 1958, Snow fit al.~ 19581 Sutherland and ~sie,
19601 TW'inn, 1936b).
DeFoliart (1951a) reported that the duration of the larval
ataqell is influenced by the amount of food available.
!lIlInatures have been collected in current velocities of 0.2
to 2.0 mps in the Canadian prairies (Depner, 19711 Fredeen and
Shelnanchuk, 1960), Utah (Peterson, 1956; Rees and Peterson, 1953),
Alabama (Sterle and Snoddy, 1969), and Michigan (Wu, 1930). Larvae and
pupae have been found in water temperatures of 0 to 330C in ontario
(Davies fit al..~ 1962), saskatchewan and Alberta (Fredeen and Shem.anchuk,
1960), Alaska (Jenkins, 1948), and Alabula (Stone and Snoddy, 1969).
'n'Ie pH ranged froD 8.2 to 9.6 in streaDl$ with S. vittatull (Fredeen and
Shemanchuk, 1960; Jenkins, 1948). WU (1930) found the pupal stage
lasted about 4 days. Emerqence occurred durinq early May in Algonquin
Park (Davies, 1950), but in mid-April in extreme southern ontario
(Davies fit al.. ~ 1962).
Peterson (1956) indicated that emerqinq adults crawl out
of the water onto rocks, sticks, or qrass blades to expand and dry
..
their wings belon taking flight.
Newly emerged felllllles of the first generation are autogenousj
their eggs are. almost mature in ontario (Davies and Peterson, 1956)
and Michigan (Hu, 19301. Chutter (l9701, hoIorever, also in ontario,
reported that the oocytes were small and yolkless at emergence,
although he did indicate that felllaies with abundant nutrient reserves
were autoqenolU. Peterson (1.96211) observed lllating JlW.ums of this
species and saw males an4 females in copula in flight. Pem.Ul!!S deposit
their e<:lqs on almost anything at or near the water surface (Davies and
Peterson, 1956, Fredeen, 1959b; Stone and Snoddy, 1969). Davies and
Peterson (1956) also reported that S. vittatum may freely oviposit
while in fiiqht, but noted that this was not the preferred procedure
in ontario. Stone and J&IIlIlback (1955) indioatee:! that the &CJg& are
laid in characteristic strings joined by a gelatinous substance.
S. vittatulll is ill llIaII'Ilalophilic species. It appears to vary
in feeding' habiu throughout its range, but man, horses, and dOlllestic
animals appear to be the preferred source. of blood (Anderson and
DeFolb.rt, 1961; Anderson and Voskuil, 1963; Davies et az..~ 1962;
Downe and Morrison, 19571 Fredeen, 1958; Gill and West, 1955, Hocking
and Pickering, 1954, aoeking and Richards, 1952; Jamnback, 1969,
Peterson, 1956, Rees and Peterson, 1953; Shewell, 1957; Stone, 1964;
Stone and Jarnnback, 1955; Stone and Snoddy, 1969; Twinn, 193Gb; WU,
1930). Peterson (l956) found a female S. lJittatum with its mouthparts
inserted into the abdomen of a black ant, Formica fwSC4 subaenescens
Emery. The fly's abdolIlen vas distended frcllll sucking body fluids of
the ant.
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The biology of S. vittatum in Newfoundland is sOrrtewhat
incomplete, but what 1s known appears similar to this species in other
re<:;l'lons of North America.
The occurrence of the aquatic stages of S. vittatum in 1911
lllay be sUDDlIarized by the followinl]:
Stagelil
collected
1st InstaJ:9
1st generation
Dllte first Date last
collected collected
Successive generations
Date first Date last
collected collected
blI!Iature larvae
Mature larvae
Pupa.
6-IlI-71
17-v-71
12-lV-71
7-VI-71
3-VI-71
2-VI-71
23-VI-71
23-VI-71
6-IX-71
3-IX-71
Newfoundland Distribution: StreaJlts 9, 15, lOS, 122, 126, 132,
155-158, 166, 177, 179, 184, 190, 193, 195, 202; stream 8 (Ebsary, 1972),
Bradbury (l972); Davies (1971), Frost {l970) 1 Prost and Manier (l971l;
Pickavance Qt aI.. (1910); sha_l.l (1957).
SimuUum (SimuLium) decorum Walker
I'Dmlltures of S. dsco:MQJf have been collected from a rocky
substratum in only two strelllU, both on the Avalon Peninsula. At least
one of these strell.InS is in the vicinity of a daJll. It is thought to be
multivoltine, since larvae and pupae were collected in late May and
early Septellber. COllections on the Avalon Peninsula, at least,
indicate that it is neither COJm\On nor a pest species.
S. decol'Wrl is mu1tivo1tine throughout its :n.nge (Mlde1nur,
1968; Anderson and. Diclc.e, 1960; Davies, 1950; Davies lilt a~.,. 1962;
JaJlU'Ihack, 1969; Jenkins, 1948; .Jones and. Richey, 1956; Stone, 1964l
Stone and Snoddy, 1969; Wolfe and Peterson, 1959). The e99' is the
overwintering stage (Abdelnur, 1968; Anderson and Dicke, 1960; Davies
lilt at., 1962; Stone, 1964; Wolfe and Peterson, 1959). Stone and Snoddy
(1969) noted that overwintering of S. decol"Um in Alabula _y occur in
the e99, larval, or pupal sUge, or combinations of these sUges.
Davies lilt at. (1962) reported that eggs usually hatch during late April
in southern ontario.
Larvae and pupae are found almost aJ.ways in outflows fr()lll.
naturally or artificially impounded waters and lIlay entirely cover the
face of a dalll or sticks of a beaver dlUll (Abdelnur, 1968; Anderson and
Dicke, 1960; Fredeen and Shemanchuk, 1960; Jones and Richey, 1956;
Stone, 1964; stone and Jamnback, 1955; Stone and Snoddy, 1969; Suther-
land and Darsie, 1969). Larvae and pupae are also collected in other
small streams, including lake ouUets and bog drainage streUlS (Davies
lilt at.,. 1962; Depner, 1971; Hocking and Richards, 1952; Jamnback, 1969;
Jenkins, 19481 Peterson and Wolfe, 1958; Sutherland and Darsie, 1960;
Wolfe and Peterson, 1959).
Larvae and pl,l~. have been fOWld in current velocities of
0.1 to 2.0 qlS in Wisconsin (Anderson and Dicke, 1960), Alabalna (Stone
and Snoddy, 1969), and eastern Canada (l'eterson and Wolfe, 1958), an4
in streilJllS with temperatures of 0 to J30e in Wisconsin, Alaska, and
Alabama (An4eJ:son and Dicke, 1.960; Jenkins, 1948, Stone and Snoddy,
1969). Jenkins (1948) found larvae in streafllS with pH of 7.5.
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DeFoliart (1951a) found that larval development required 12 to 16 days
during war-. weather in New York, and Anderson and Dicke (960) noted
thet arval development required about 4 weeu for the first generation
and about 3 weeks for the second generation 1n Wisconsin. Pupation
C'QIIIDl!I1ced about mid-Hay in ontario (Davies et al' i 1962). The pupal
stage required 3 to 5 days for aevelopment in Wisconsin and New York
(Anderson and Dicke, 1960; DeFoliart, 1951a). Newly eIlerqed females
of the first generation contained well.-developed e995 and much stored
nutrient in AlbeJ::ta, Ontario, and Quebec (1obdelnur, 1968; Davies tit al' i
1962; Wolfe and Peterson, 1959). WOlfe and Peterson (1959) showed that
females of this generation did not require a blood meal for the first
gonotrophic cycle. Females of the succeeding generations contained
immature egqs with decreasing aJlI()unts of stored nutrient (JUXIelnur,
1968; Chutter. 1970; Davies lit at., 19621. Chutter (1970) found
514 to 582 oocytes per female in newly emerged adults in ontario.
Females laid their e<Ns in matJi; on any auitable substratUIII at lake out-
lets or natural or artifich.l impoundments IAbdelnur, 1968; Davies
41'10 at., 1962/ Fredeen, 1959b/ Stone and Janmback, 1955, Stone and
Snoddy, 1969; Wolfe and Peterson, 1959). Adults fed on 1I\4fI, cattle,
horses, deer, and birds (Abdelnur, 1968; Davies et at.., 1962/ Downe and
Morrison, 1957; Junback, 1969; Shewell, 1957; Stone, 19641 Stone and
Snoddy, 1969). JallUIback (1969) noted that adults have been found with
developing trypanoSOllla1. stages, thus indicating its vector potential.
Stone (1965) indicated that he would adopt the species name a1"gyr6a:tum
for the species which is known as decol'Wr1 in America.
At present, the biology of S. deOOl'lOll in Newfoundland is
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incomplete and, unfortunately, a comparison with this species in other
North American regions is impossible.
Newfoundland Distribution: Streams 157, 1911 Shewell (l957);
Stone (1964) I Stone and Snoddy (1969).
simulium (SimuZiWII) tubel'08W11 Lundstrolll
S. 'tuberoSWll populations in Newfoundland are either univol-
tine or bivoltine, or there are two il!cgloqically different fortlls. It
i. bivoltine in Pickavi!lftce creek and univoltine in creeks C, D, p • .00
G. Creek B bad one generation in 1972 but a small second generation
occurred in 1971, It was not found at all in creek E.
E99S overwinter and hatching of the first generation occurs
during the second or third week of May, and the second generation
hatches about two months later. Mature larvae and pupae of the fint
generation are found about the second and third weeks of June and the
second generation about the third and fourth weeks of Ju1y. The
dw:ation of the larval stage of the first generation 1a about 3 to 4
weeks, and the pupal atage about 4 to 6 dayl. '!he second generation
is usually $IIIal.ler than the first and the aquatic phase of the life
cycle is completed. within 3 weeks. Larvae ~ve completed development
. at teilperatures of 6.0 to ls.Soe and pupae in 10 to lSoe.
Both larvae and pupae have been collected from rocks, tiles,
and trailing vegetation. There does not appear to be any substrate
preference, but i..mma.tures are COl!QOnly found on rocks, probably
because rocks are the _in collpJnent of the substrate. They have been
collected in 47 strea.ms in eastern and central Newfoundland. Ita
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absence in western Newfoundland is probably due to sampling of streams
prior to egg hatching. The streams sampled were temporary and per-
manent up to 5.0 m in width. Larvae have been collected at depths of
0.5 to 20.0 em and pupae at 1.0 to 14.0 em. Larvae were commonly found
in current veloei ties of 0.27 to 1.34 mps. Pupae were collected in a
current veloeity of 0.45 mps.
Creek C is the only part of the Pickavance Creek complex in
which S. tuberoaWll formed a si.;rnificant part of the larval population.
In the second week of June it formed 40 percent of the larval popula-
tion. In creek B, 1972, it was collected only in the first week of
June. S. tube1'Osum pupae are generally smaller than those of
S. venustwn and S. verecundum. Females require a blood meal for the
first gonotrophic cycle.
In Newfoundland it is presumably a marnmalophilic species,
but because of its low density, it is not usually an Unp:lrtant pest
of man. Pickavance et at. (l970) collected adults at Pickavance Creek
and three other areas but they knew nothing of the feeo.ing habits.
Lano.au (1962), in a detailed study of the salivary gland
chromosomes of S. tubel'OSW11 in SOuthern ontario, revealed four we1l-
o.efineo. breeo.ing units and a likely fifth, all of which were sympatric
and with no evidence of hybrio.ization, Davies et at. (l962) suggested
the presence of two or more uno.escribed forms in Ontario. They con-
sidered these forms all different from the Pa1aearctic form and
therefore the biology of that species will not be considered here.
Jamnback (1969) indicated that S. tube:rosW11 in New York is a complex
of species, and Stone and Snoddy (1969) found two ecologically different
forms in Alabama. Davies (1950) reported there were two generations
in Ontario. Sollllllenlan fit at. (1955) indicated there were one to two
generations a year in Alaska depe.ncting on the type of stream. They
indicated there may be a third in SOllle of the Wi!ll'aer strealllS.
S. tuberosWII is trivoltine in ontario (Davies et a'L.~ 1962), Alberta
(Abdelnur, 1968), and Maryland (McComb and Bickley, 1959). It has
three to four generations in the Adirondacks (Stone and JalIlnback, 1955),
four in COnnecticut (Stone, 1964) and Quebec (Wolte and Peterson, 1959).
five in Alabama (Stone and snoddy, 1969), and five to six. in South
Carolina (Jobbins-Pomeroy, 1916). JaJIU'lback (1969) reported it to be
IIIU1tivo1tine in New York, and Jamnback fit at. (1971) indicated it was
multivo1tine throughout its ranqe in North Alnerica.
E9911 overwinter in Alberta (Abdelnur, 1968), Ontario (Davies
et at.~ 1962), Alaska (Sornme1'll'lan at at.~ 1955), and New York (Jamnback,
1952; Stone, 1964; Stone and JlIIIlnback, 1955). Eggs of the first
generation hatch in May, usually after the hatching of the eggs of
S. vsnustUII in ontario (Davies fit at.~ 1962) and New York (stone and
Jamnback, 1955). Sornmerman et at. (1955) showed that hatching in
Alaska occurred in May at It water tempera.ture of 9.4°C and mature larvae
appeared by the third week of Hay and pupae in the last week, and: al.$O
indicated that 15.6 to 20.30C were the lIlllXimum temperatures at which
i.mma.tures of S. tuberosUIIl developed. Fredeen and Shemanchuk (1960)
found S. tuberosUI7l living in temperatures of 12.8 to 21. 7°C in Alberta
and Saskatchewan. SoIllllll!r!lWl lit at. (1955) indicated that the second
generation hatched in Illid-July and _ture larvae and pupae were collected
in late July and early August a.t temperatures of 12.2 to 18.30C.
Fredeen and Shentanchuk (1960) collected pupae from June 6 to September
4 in Saskatchewan and Alberta. Hocking and Richards (1952) collected
pupae as early as June 13 in Labrador. Abdelnur (1968) collected
maturing larvae and pupae on June 14-17, July 19-24, and August 20-24
in Alberta. Davies et aL (1962) showed that adult emergence in
Ontario begins in late May OJ:: early June and continues in some streams
throughout the summeJ::. They reared adults from pupae collected as late
as OCtober 9. Davies (1950), in another study, collected. the first
adults on May 20. Wolfe and Peterson (1959), in Quebec, found adults
of the four generations on June 10, early July, August 5, and September.
Somme:rman et a~. (1955) found that immatlrres of S. tuberosUlll
preferred a stony substratum in Alaska. S. tuberosW/1 has been collected
from almost every available substrate in a wide variety of streams,
usually pe:rmanent, which ranged hom 0.66 m to about 1742 m in width
(Abdelnur, 1968r Davies et aL~ 1962r Depner, 1971r Fredeen and
Shemanchuk, 19601 Hocking and Richards, 1952; McComb and Bickley, 1959;
Mackay, 19691 Sommerman et al.~ 1955; Stone and Snoddy, 1969; Sutherland
and carde, 1960).
In Al.berta, Abdelnur (1968) found that S. tubero8Ulll larvae
have a water depth preference of 7.5 to 20.5 em. FJ::edeen and Shemanchuk
(1960) collected S. tuberosW/1 in a pH range of 7.9 to 9.1; salinity
range of 120 to 1820 Pplfl; suspended solids range of 2 to 270 ppm;
dissolved carbon dioxide ra.nge of 0 to 1 ppm; and dissolved oxygen range
of 6.8 to 9.6 mljliter with 106 to 143 saturation percentage in
Saskatchewan and Al.berta.
Davies et a~. (1962) found that newly emerged females contained
a lllOderate iIUIlOunt of stored nutrient and undeveloped eggs in Ontario.
Abdelnur (1968), in Alberta, found that females also require a blood
meal for the first gonotrophic cycle. Davies and Peterson (1956)
found an average of 202 89gs in each S. ~l"Osum felU.1e examined.
Abde1J'lur {19681 indicated that in Alberta oviposition was
probably on the surface of the water, whrm the females were observed
to descend and settle on the water. Davies and Peterson (1956)
indicated that in Ontario S. tublilroSum probably lays eggs into the
water while flying. Wolfe and Peterson {l9591 observed oviposition in
Quebec in the calm water on the shore of a lake among the stones ju.st
above the lake outlet. The feaales alighted on the water surface and
each extruded a stream of 10 to 20 eggs, which sank slowly to lake bed
among the rocks. The flies arose and repea.ted this process in a. new
location. Pemales wez. not observed to oviposit while in flight.
Downe and Morrison (1957), using positive precipitin tests,
found S. tuoBl"OS1DII had fed on borses and cows in Quebec. Hocking and
Richards (1952) found S. tubSl'OSWIl attracted to man in Labrador and
stated that they probably bite. Peterson (l956) and Rees and Peterson
(l953) stated that this species rarely feeds on man at altitudes lower
than 2310 III, but does so readily above that altitude in Utah. Stone
and Snoddl' (1969) indicated that S. tuberoBWII is probably the -.ost
persistent pest of lll.an and livestock in Alabama. Feeding occurred in
the ears or beneath the abdomen, udder and genitalia of cattle.
Sommennan lit al. (l955) showed that it is attracted to humans and may be
annoying in Alaska. Stone (19641 and Stone and Jaanback (1955) reported
that only the first qeneration is anthx"opophilic in New York. Snow
\
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st at. (1958) found it feeding in the ears of horses and mules in
Tennessee. Wolfe and Peterson (1959) stated that it does not \lsually
attack man in Quebec, but ~5 attracted to him and could cause
~ance.
The habits of S. tuberoaWII in Newfoundland ~e in aJ.l aspects
similar to those in other locations. The life cycle appears to be
synchronous, as hatching of the first generation occurs during May in
Alaska, ontariQ, New 'lork, and Newfoundland.
Following is a sl:IIllJRa.rY of the occurrence of the aquatic
stag-sa of S. tubero8U!1 during 1972:
Stages
collected
ht generation
Date first Date last
collected collected
2nd generation
Date first Date last
collected collected
1st instars
Immature larvae
Mature larvae
Pupae
27-IV-72
14-V-72
7-VI-72
S-VI-72
27-IV-72
20-VI-n 12-VIl-72 7-VIII-72
20-vt-72
20-VI-72
Newfoundland Distribution: StreamlJ 3-5, 7-10, 12, 14, IS,
19, 23, 29, 30, 99, 100, 102, 103, 105, 122, 126, 129, 134, 136, 141,
153, 155, 157, 168, 170, 174, 176, 179, 180, 186-188, 193, 194, 196,
197, 206-209, 211, 2121 stream 64, Salmonier Line, Mitchells Brook,
St. Catherines, Bay Bulls, cape 8royle, Ferryland (Ebsary, 1972);
Bradbury (1972); Davies (l971l, Picbvance fit al. (1970).
"Simu~ium (SimuLium) venustum Say
S. venu8tum is multivoltine in Newfound~and and has 3 to 4
generations per year. Hatching of the first generation usuaJ.ly occurs
during late April or "early May. Eggs which hatch later in the summer
may have been laid by first, second, or third generation females.
Larvae have been collected from rocks, tiles and veqetation
at depths from 0.5 to 14 em, and in current velocities of 0.6 to 4.85
mps. Pupae have also been collected from rocks, tiles and vegetation
at depths of 0.5 to 14 ern, and in current velocities of 0.9 to 4.85 mps.
It is island-wide in distribution and has been collected
from 85 streams ranging from temporary roadside trickles to large.
swiftly flowing permanent rivers. This species probably inhabits all
bl.ackfly breeding streams in Newfoundland and is usually the most abun-
dant species (Figs. 7-10, 13, 14). During 1972 larvae were not col-
lected until the third week of May. Pupation be9an during the first
week of June and this accounted for a decrease in larval numbers.
Pupae of the second generation appeared during the second week of July
and the larval population continued to decrease and disappeared by the
second week of August.
S. venustum had at least two generations also in creeks B, C,
D, and G. The first generation was by far the larger in Pickavance
creek and creeks C, D, and G, but the second generation was the larger
in creek B. There was an almost complete separation between the two
populations in creek D. S. venustum did not complete the first gener-
ation in creeks E and F due to the streams drying out.
"In Newfoundland, the lenqth of larval development varies with
temperature, but in nature it takes 2 to 6 weeks at temperatw::es of
1 to 20°C. Larvae of the lIecond generation usually requb:e 2 to 4
weeks since the streaJ!l at this time is usually warmer. Pu~e of the
first generation require about 6 days for develop:.ent while the later
generations require about 4 days.
Adult emergence ccmmences about mid-June and continues in
some streiUlll until the end of August. In some areas, pupae may be
collected in small numbers late in September. Newly eIllerged females
of all genaratiorus contain undeveloped eg9s, 5l!lall aJl!lOunts of stored
nutrient, and require. blood meal for each gonotrophic cycl.e.
OViposltian of several females was observed on trailing grass
blades at Site 2 in Pickll.vance Creek, but it was not deteJ:lllined whether
this was the first or 8; later gonotrophic cycle. Eggs laid by the
fi.rst and second generations normally hatch in J to 5 days.
s. Vlll7lU8twn is the most important _lophilic blacktly
pest in Newfoundland (author's data; Pickavance et az..~ 1970).
Pickavance lilt at. (1970) collected adult females from rabbit and elevated
duck baits at Pickavance Creek but did not determine whether feedi~9
had occurred on the duck.
Stone (1965) reported that typical S. venustum is found on
both sides of the Atlantic but, Jamnback at at. (1971), are of the
opinion that S. venustwn is a complex of species, some of which are
not pests.
S. Vlmustu>ll is univoltine in Maryland (MCCCGb and Bickley,
1959), and in the coldl!:r streaJa5 of Alaska (SoIlII!lerman .t az..~ 1955)
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and New York (Jamnback, 1969). It is bivoltine in ontario (Davies,
1950) and northern Canada (Tvinn, 1950). and in the wiilr1lM!r streams of
Alaska (SOlmleI1ll4n tit al.~ 1955) and New York (Jamnbllck, 1969). It has
two to three generations in Alaska (Jenkins, 1948) and Manitoba (Twinn
at at., 19481. and three to four generationa in Illinois IJobbins-
Pomeroy, 1916) and eastern Canada (Peterson and Wolfe, 1958; Twinn
193Gb, WOlfe and Petenon, 1959). It has four generations in Alabama
(Stone and snoddy, 1969) and five to six in North Carolina (Jobbinllil-
Pomeroy, 1916). Davies at aI.. (1962) indicated that generations con-
tinue<1 as long as the season pendtted in Ontario. It has been recorded
as multivoltine throu9hout North l\ll1e:dca (Jamnback fit al •• 1971), New
York (Stone and JUlfIbaek, 1955). and the Canadian prairies (Predeen,
1958, 19598; Fredeen and Shemanchuk, 1960).
The eqq has been shown to be the cwezwintering !Stage in
Alberta (1.bdelnur, 1968), ontario (Davies, 1950), the canadian prairies
(Fredeen 1958, 1959a), northern canada (Twinn Itt al. ~ 1948), New York
(JlIIIIIlback, 1969), Alaska (SoDDenlan et al.~ 1955) and, generally,
thJ:oughout North America (Jamnback st al... 1971), but '!'Winn (1936bJ
reported that S. I>e7ZU8tun overwintered in the larval stage in eastern
Canada. In ontario and New York, the e9911 hatch in the spring (April
or May) "hen the "ater has "anned up to 4.4 to 1.2o C (Davies et al.~
1962, Jamnback, 1969, Jamnback Itt al.~ 19111.
Throughout its range, larvae have been found to attach
themselves fit1ll1y to any available substratum in a wide variety of
streams, inc::luding small and large temporary and permanent streams and
rivers, bog dr.tinage streiillll8 and lake outlets {J\bdelnur, 1968; Davies
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fit al.~ 1962; Depner, 1971; Fredeen, 1958; Gill and West, 1955, Hearle,
1932; Hocking and Pickering. 1954, Hocking and Richards, 1952, Jenkins,
1948; Mccomb and Bickley. 1959, O'Kane, 1926, Peterson and Wolfe. 1958;
Snow et at., 1958, SOClIlenlan et at., 1955, Stone. 1964; Stone and
Snoddy, 1969, Suthex-land and Dllrsie, 1960, Twinn, 1936b; 'IWinn fit at..,
1948; Wolfe and Peterson, 1959). IIlmAtures have been collected in
current velocities of almost stagnant to 2.3 mps (Abdelnur, 1968,
Depner, 1971, SoImD.erman at al., 1955). Abdelnur (1968) found that
larvae appeared when the water teI!lperature rose to 4.4oC in Alberta.
Gill and West (1955) collected larvae and pupae in temperatures of 23.3
to 2a.gOe in Michigan. Jenkins (1948) collected larvae and pupae in
Alaska in strei!lllS which had an average temperature of IS.0ce, average
pH of 7.6, dissolved oxygen range of 7.0 to 9.0 ppm, and an al.kal1n1ty
range of 100 to 120 ppm. Twinn.t at. (1948) coll.ected pupae of the
first qeneration early in July in northern Canada, and SoDllleI1llllJ\ .t at.
(1955) first coll.ected mature larvae and pupae durinq late Ma,y and.
early June in Alaska.
The duration of the larval stage is dependent upon temper-
ature and _y range froJll 8 days to several veeks tlu:ouqhout North
J\IIIerica (JUlnhack st at. ~ 1971). Peterson and WOlfe (1958) indicated
that 1arva.e required 15 to 18 days for development in eastern canada.
SOIIlmennan .t al. (1955) reported 2 to 3 weeks for larval development
in Alaska, and as lonq as 5 weeks in colder streams. Generally, pupa-
tion begins in IIlid-May to early June in many z:eqions of North Amedca
(Jamnback .t at., 1971). Pupae of the first generation were usually
collected during the first half of June in northern Mani~ (Hoek.inq
"and Pickering. 1954). JaJl'U\back (1969) reported that S. venustum
requires 8 to 12 days to reach the pupal stllge 1n warm streams in NeW'
York. The ptJPal suge Illsts frQlll 4 to 9 days across North AlDerica
(Jamnhack Bt at. ~ 1971). The pupal stage requires 82 hours in South
Carolina to a muimUlll of 9' days in I11inoiB (Jobbins-Pomeroy, 1916) J
5 to e days at water temperatures of 12.8 to Is.6oe in eastern Canada
(Peterson and Wolfe, 1958). and 4 to 7 4ays in Alaska (SOrmlennan
at al..~ 1955).
In ontario adult emergence begins in late MAyor early June
(Davies, 1950; oe.vies and Peterson, 1956; Davies filt al., 1962) or in
IlIid-May (L. Davies, 1963/ Shewell, 1955). Newly emerged adults of
all generations have undeveloped eqgs, little stored nutrient, and
require a blood lIIl!al for each gonatrophic eyel.e in Alberta (Nxl.elnur,
1968) and ontario (Davies et at., 1962j. Davie!! and peterson (1956)
found an average of 455 eggs per female and Hocking and Pickering'
(1954) an average of 594 e<;fgs per female.
Abdelnur (1968) reported that fe.wlles dove under vater or
settled on the water surface, vegetation, rocks, stones, or 109S and
usually shared oviposition sites. Oviposition does not occur until
2 to 3 weeks after emerqence (Davies, 1950). Davies and Peterson (1956)
indicated that females lay their e99'S in mats, often several layers
deep, .u.ost exclusively on vegetation at or below the water surface.
They also reported that often 10 to 20 females ovipollited together on
trailing vegetation. Fredeen (l959b) indicated that S. venwrtum
feJl'\.lles deposit their e99s in masses on objects at the water surface.
OViposition apparently occurs on the evenings of Wlrlll days, particularly
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after inclement weather (Rocl:inq and Pickering. 1954). They found the
average nUlflber of eggs per ovipositinq female to be 594. Jamnback
et a1.. (1971) imUcated that eg9s are usually oviposited on trailing
vegetation in the lIItreUl. Females oviposit on trailing veqetation.
stones. or lO9s. depending on the seaeon in Quebec (Wolfe and Peterson,
1959). Wolfe and Peterson (1960) observed oviposition immediately
after sunset and continuing until dark in Quebec.
It appears that S. venustum is a _jor pest species throuqh-
out Illuch of its range (Davies fit al.~ 1962; Fredeen, 19594; Gill and
West. 1955; Jenkins, 1948; Twinn, 1936b, 1950; Twinn et at., 1948;
Wolfe and Peterson, 1959). Ab4elnw: (19681 reported that females
showed a definite preference for man over cows, and for CQWS over
horses in Alberta. Feeding females were collected from a dog, span::ows,
and pigs. Davies and Peterson (1956) reported famales feeding on a
variety of birds and m.aIlllIlals but indicated they were most frequenUy
observed on the northern white-tailed deer in Ontario. It fed on cows
and horses in Quebec (Downe and Morrison, 1957). Fredeen (1958)
reported that outbreaks in the Canadian prairies were severe enough to
reduce milk production in cattle by 50 percent and to prevent weight
gains in beef animals. Gill and West (1955) collected females from
~ttle in !'Iichi9an. Hearle (1932) indicated that in British Columbia
females do not appear to have marked host preferences but will attack
most ani_ls. It is reported as a serious pest of man and livestock
throughout canada (Shewell, 1957) and of horses, in particular, in
COnnecticut (Stone, 1964). Stone (1964) indi~ted that females will
feed on man, cattl&. sheep, deer, and occasionally, birds. Stone and
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Ja:mback (1955) reported that S. venu.stunr adults are troublesOIlI8 only
between late May and early July in New Yorlt State, and they also
believed that either it is anthropophilic only for the first generation
or two separate species are involved. In Alabalna, the adults appear
in Iarqe nUlllbers in late winter and early spring. but the population
declines a8 warm weather approaches. Adults were found to readily
bite man and livestock in Alabama (Stone and Snoddy, 1969). Twinn
(1936b) also found S. venuatwll to be a trouble_e pest of aniJllals
and aan in eastern Canada.
S. VllnUstW!l appears to be a pest species throughout its
range, including ~foundla.nd. '!'he eqqs hatch during late April or
early May in Ontario, New York, and Newfoundland. 'l'he lenqth of the
larval and pupal stages fluctuates frOlll &rea to area, but this Is
related to stream temperature, which, in turn, i. related to topography.
The occurrence of the aquatic stages of this species in
Newfoundl~ during 1972 is &UlllIlIarized by the following:
Stages Date first Date last
collected collected collected
1st inatars 2-V-72 8-V-72
Immature larvae 29-V-72 7-VIII-72
Mature larvae 7-VI-72 7-VIII-72
Pupae l3-VI-72 7-VllI-72
The three to four generatiOJl$ could not be separated due to
the overlapping of the generatioJl$. The dates of the latest collection
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of stages of S. V6nUStunl may not be accurate due to the presence of
S. vsrecundum which is morphologically similar. Fig. 7 indicates
that there are at least three generations in Pickavance Creek.
NewfouncUand Distdbution: SUea.J:l5 3-7, 9, la, 12, 14, 15,
19, 3D, 45, 55, 65, 69, 96, 99, laO-lOS, 108-110, 112, 116, 122, 123,
126, 128, 129, 131-133, 137, 138, 141, 144, 145, 154-158, 160, 163-180,
182, 18S-18B, 196-199, 202-204, 206-212, Salrrlonier Line, St. Catherines,
Mount Carmel, &ay Bulls, La Manche, Qlpe Broyle. Ferryland, Healy's
Pond runout, Power's Pond rwlout (£bs&ry, 1972), Bral3J:lury (1972),
~vielil (19711; Davb (1971), Frost (1970); Pickavance .t aZ. (l970) 1
Shewell (1957).
simuUwn (Simuliwn) verecwzdwn Stone and JlUllJ1back
'I'here are probably three or four generations ot S. veNCloIl'ICiulII
in Newfoundland and the eg9s overwinter. The eg9s of the first gener-
ation hatch about mid-June. Eggs continued to hatch durinq late
August but it is difficult to determine whether these were. laid by
the first, second. or third generation fema1es.
Larval developll'lent requires about :3 weeks. Larvae hlLve been
collected at depths of 0.5 to 10 em and in water telllperatures of 9.0 to
IS.Ooe. Immatures have been collected from tiles, rocks, and vegeu-
tion but apparently prefe.r vegeution, particularly later in the
sUDller. Pupae require 4 to 7 days for develop:nent and have been
collected in depths of 0.5 to 10 em and temperatures of 13.0 to 17.0o C.
S. ve~ i.e: found in all creeks of the Pickavance Creek
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study area, except creek E. but was absent frQIII creek F during
1972.
It is probably found in as lIIany streams as S. lJenustum. The
distribution does not inc1icate this because most of the streams were
saJIlPled early in the SUIIDlU" before I!99s of s. verecundwn hatched. It
is not ~ iDlportant pest species here because it usually occurs in
smaller numbers than S. venustum, and also because it is found in many
saali streams which dry out in the III1ddle of larval development.
S. verecundum is multivoltln. in Alabalna (Stone and Sno<!dy,
1969); it has 2 to 3 generations in New York (Stone and Jamnback, 1955);
probably 2 in Wisconsin (Anderson and Dicke, 1960); and probably 3 in
Alberta. (Abdelnur. 1968).
The e99s overwinter in ontario and hatch in late April or
early Kay (Davies et al., 1962). Abde1nur (1968) indicated that 14ZVae
appeared when the water telllpe.rature was about 4.4oC in Alberta.
Abdelnur (1968) found itnmatures in current velocities of
only a trickle in 2.5 em of water to about 1.7 mps in IIIOre than 1.0 Ill.
of water in Alberta. I:tmlatures have been collecteQ in a variety of
strealll.S. Davies et al.. (1962) found that it was apparently restricted
to stream.s over 3.3 m in width in ontario, while Sutherland and Darsie
(1960) collected iDaatures in Delaware in streams frOlll 0.7 to 3.3 III
wide. Abdelnur (1968) also collected it in streams rather than rivers
in Alberta. Anderson and Dicke {1960J regarded S. vllreClmdum as part
of the Simulium VBnUstum complex and found :!JDlw.tures of this COlIlplex
in 5IIIa11, permanent strea,ms, semi-penaanent streams, and IIlOre frequently
in large streiilllls and rivers in Wisconsin. Stone and Snoddy (1969)
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collected immatures on spillways of dams in Alabama and indicated that
it is apparently more tolerant of high temperatures than S. venU8twn~
and is likely to be found in larger streams and erne,rge a little later.
Stone and Jart'II'lback (1955) indicated that in New York its biology is
very similar to that of S. venustwn but that it appears somewhat
later. Wolfe and Peterson (1959) knew little about this species, but
also reported that it appeared to be a late sUJmIer species in Quebec.
It is morphologically similar to S. VElnustum. WOlfe and
Peterson (1959) reported that the immature stages of S. vepecundum
are not distinguishable from those of S. Vs7lUstwn. According to
Anderson and Dicke (1960), Stone and Jamnback (1955), and Stone and
Snoddy (1969), live larvae of S. Vsl'eoundum are entirely white in con-
trast to the distinct reddish tinge of S. venustwn. This distinction
is of little value in Newfoundland because both are pale green.
Ahnost the only time S, venustwn larvae have a 'distinct' reddish tinge
is when they are parasitized by mermithid nematodes. Stone and Jamn-
back (1955) indicated that pupae of S, venus"tum and S. vereeundum are
indistinguishable, but stone and Snoddy (1969) reported that the pupal
respiratory filaments of S. vel'emmdum are usually somewhat longer.
Stone and Jamnback (1955), Stone and Snoddy (1969), and Wolfe and
Peterson (1959) indicated that adult females of S. verecundum are
indistinguishable from females of S, venus tum, but point out that the
ventral plate of the male terminalia are different. Females can now
be differentiated by the characters presented in the key to the Ontario
species by Davies et aZ. (1962).
Stone (1964) suggested that S. verecundum is so close to
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other members of the S. vemurtun complex that data on adult habits,
in particular, are not readily obtained. Abdelnur (1968) found it
difficult to study it separately in .Alberta. Adults were not attracted
to him but were captured feeding on catUe. S. wNcundum does not
appear to be annoying to IIIoUl in New York State (Jamnback, 19691 Stone
and JaJIUlback, 1955). Stone (1964) reported that S. wrecundum is
probably not as annoying to man as S. V61'lustwn and, apparently, emerges
later in Connecticut. S. ve:recwu:ium is uncommon in Alabama and the
aaults do not appear to ha.J:lrl man (Stone and Snoddy, 19691.
It appears that S. U81'ecundum in Newfoundland is basically
similar to this species in other reqions of North America, but it
hatches one and one half to two IlIOnths later than the Ontario species.
Following is II aummary of the occurrence of the aquatic
stages of S. vereClD'ldum in Newfoundland in 1972,
Stages Date first Date last
collected collected collected
1st instars 7-VI-72 7-IX-72
IlrIDature larvae 7-VI-72 30-IX-72
Mature larvae 28-VI-72 30-IX-72
Pupa. 28-VI-72 3O-IX-72
The several qenerations of this species could not be separ-
ated due to over1appinq, but Piqs. 7-10 indicate that there are a
miniJnUll of two qenerations in creeks A, B, C, and D.
Newfoundland Distribution; StreMlS 126, 128, 129, 141, 155,
lOS
156, 158, 169-180, 186, 188-198, 202, 203, 206-209, 211, 212; Bradbury
(1972); Davies (1971); Pickavllnce et al. (!970).
Simuliwn hematophilum Labou.J.bine
This species was described by Laboulbene (1882) frolll notes
and unpublished sketches made in the field in eastem NewfoW'ldland by
Treille (l882). Treille reported it as a very troublesane blood-sucker
and Bequaert (1945) indicated that 1t was clearly a simulHd and thouqht
that 1t should be easily recognized by the description. Stone (1964)
indicated that the description does not fit any Simulium satisfactorily
and was doubtful that it would ever be recoqnized.
It appears to the author that S. herrr:rtophiZum ill probably
what 1s now knOlffl as P. fuscum/rrrirtwrI. There are two reasons for this.
The first is the description, while it (lQes not fit P. fu,sOW7l/rrri3:tum
accurately, 1t must be realized that Laboul.bene described the fly frClll
notes and sketches. The fact that he did not see the specimen itself
leaves rQCD for error.
The second reason for believing that S. hematophi'L1Q1l is
SynOlllymoWl with P. fuseum/miztwn is the time at which the flies were
troublesome. 'l"reille (1882) indicated that they were rare towards the
end of Hay, but by the first part of June they were "en quantites
innombrables". Adults of P. [uscum/rrtiztwrr are the first pest species
to occur each year in Newfoundland and peak el!\ergence is usually around
the end of HAy or early June. S. vittatum appears shortly afterwards
but is not as eotIllDOn as P. fuscum/lIti:r:tun or S. venustU!l~ which eDlUges
sometime later.
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POPULATION DYNAM.1CS
According to Williams Bt at.. (196lb) an animal community in
a stream can only be assessed by repeated sampling- which will indicate
seasonal variations, irrevuJ-a.r distribution, and possible habitat
selection. and relate the findings to the part of the stream euDlined.
A single collection can be very IIlisleading as to the species
and their numbers present in anyone area, since S01l'IfI species can only
be taken during the SUIIIlIIer and others during the winter. Even two
well-spaced collections w111 help correct this distorted picture.
The methods used to aample immature populations of blackfl1es
are nu.erous and varied. some traps or artificial substrates have been
used only to facilitate collectinq. while others have been designed to
estimate population density. Basically, there are two techniques, the
first uses the natural substrata and the second, artificial ones.
Abdelnur (1968) used. two such methodl!il. 'Ihe first method Wa.!>
direct counting in one square foot of streall bottolD.. A wooden fraJle
was placed on the stream bottom, at a selected place with suitable
substrate. '!his method has been used in ecoloqieal studies and assess-
ments of control. Amason st al.. (1949). Anderson and Dicke (1960).
Fredeen st al.. (1953). J~ck and E:abry (1962). Metcalf (1932),
501IImeman et at. (1955). and Wolfe and Peterson (1959) made a five
minute stone count in selected areas.
Obenq (1967) initially used metal cones and then polythene
tapes but both of the.e were abandoned. She then investiqated natural
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substrates and found that vegetation gave the IllOst reliable indication
of blackfly abundance. At another strealll 21 stones were lllarked with
white paint and specimens which settled on them were removed at each
visit. Obenq also sampled stones using another Illethod. She chose ten
stones, and these were washed clean in a pie-dish so that even the
first insUrs were obtained.
Zahar (1951) slUllpled vegetation and stones to estilllate
population density. A standard sample of the vegetation coverin';! one
square toot WillS taken and this was sufficient to fill. 16 or jar.
A sta.ndar4 sample of ten water-washed stones va. taken at randcm and
the larval population was estimated according to the degree of unifor-
mity of larval distdbution on individual stones and more precisely
the number of larvae present per square inch.
Maitland (1964) and Maitland and Penney (1967) sampled gravel
or small boulders with 1I. shovel sampler, and Chutter (1968) sampled
individual stones.
Holtu:ook (1967) used a circular wire frame of a 300 sq. cm
area, which was placed. on the stream bottolll and the sample collected
from the substrate enclosed.
'!'ha author saJllPled. natural substrata but ralied on an arti-
ficial substratUlll for quantitative IUI,lIlples. SUlpling of natural
substrata i8 advantageous only because artificial substrata are not
required for collection of speciJnens, but while sampling natural sub-
strata should give quantitative as well as qualitative resulu, the
selection of the sample is usual.ly subjective.
Ladle, et at, (1972) placed a rubber-covered metal plate
'OB
underneath stems of Ranunculus and it bottom1ess square metal box (0.05
sq. Ill) was positioned on top. The RantoICUlus plants enclosed in the
box were removed by hand to a polythene bag- and the water, together
with Simul.iWlf larvae and any plant fragments, was pumped out by means
of a ph.stlc bUqe pump through a sieve of 0.125 DIll aperture. All
material retained by the sieve was added to the sample. This large
quantitative saJnPle "IllS collected in an attempt to overcome the
variable distribution of an.imals within Ranunculus plants.
Disney (l972) sUllpeniled a length of cord from a bridge. The
portion of the cord in the water had loops tied in it at 50 ca intervals
and to each loop was attached a freshly-picked mango leaf. Leaves of
approxblately the SlllIle size were used in anyone experiment. The whole
litring of leaves cou1d be rapidly lifted from the water at the time of
sampling and the leaves quickly detached by cutting the petioles. The
leaves were then placed in jars of alcohol.
WOlfe and Peterson (19561 developed the hollO\<." meUl cone
concept. 'I'bese had a base diameter of 10 CIll, a height of 20 em. and an
apex angle of 300 . They were painted white and attached by ..,ire to logs,
stones. or ve<;;etation and 6USpended in the streams. Peterson and Wolfe
(l9S6J found that these cones were preferred to stones and trailinq
vegetation. They found that the cones ....ere useful for several purposes,
determining the density at a particular locality; estialatinq the growth
rate of larvae; determining periods of IrIigration of small larvae
through water courses f.r:oll1 oviposition areas; determining periods of
peak abundance of larvae and pupae; indicating streams suitable for
larval growth; and assessing larval control aethods.
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zahar (1951) placed white glazed. tiles 6 in. square in a
stream at places wheJ:e the effect of different currents and other
conditions on Simulium populations could be investigated.
williams and Cbenq (1962) er:ployed _tal conu. like those
of Wolfe and Peterson (19581 and &lao polythene tapes. 'nlese tapes
were cut from. a medium gauge polythene sheet and attached to a 6 in.
length of wood, a strip 45 Clfl long and 2.5 em wide waa exposed to the
current. OOby et at. (1967) also used polythene tapes.
Johnson and Pengelly (1966) used a galvanized sheet-meta.l
cone covered by a removable paper cone of the type used at soda
fountains. The metal cone was attached to a short length of stHl
fence post by means of a short carriage bolt, with the apex of the
cone pointing upstream. Sampling was accomplished quickly by removing
the paper cones with attached larvae. 'l1:Iis technique was devued. to
si=pl1fy sl!lIlplinq. Phillipson (1956) used plastic cones.
Abdelnur (1968) also used a method which involved the un of
artificial attachment sites. '!he,e were hollow cone, which were eus-
pended by wire tlu::ough the apices to wooden spiJc:es fixed in the collec-
tion area. Depth could be adjusted by using- cork or lead weights.
Phelps and DeFoliart (1964) and West et aI.. (1960) used a simi1.&r
method. Abdelnur found that the cone was approxilllately one-ninth of
a square foot, however, the nUlllber of larvae on a trailing cone was
subequal to the nwnber of larvae in a square foot of stream bottom. He
indicated that this might be due to the attraction of larvae to bright
objects or perhaps to the nature of shape or movement of the surfaces.
nus was supported by the fact that white cones always had more larvae
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than cones painted yellow, brown, red, qreen, or blue.
Other lllethods ..,hich have not been IlS popular or U widely
used as those discussed include wooden boards (carlsson, 1962) l white
hardboard strips (Curtis, 1968); and nete. wooden floats, and sealed
tins (Wanson and Hem-ard, 1945). For convenience, Disney (1970) and
Tarshls (1965, 1968&) used pa.lm fronds and lengths of fabric x:espec-
tively for collecting large numbers of larvae and pupae. DlIIney (1972)
reported that a satisfactory technique has not been devised for samp-
ling phoraUc species of blackflies .
Holbrook (1967) used a p1astere:r's lath for collection of
larvae. The lath was 1.75 in. in width, 0.75 in. thick, and 14.25 in.
in lenqth. 'I\orQ strips of lead flashing were attached to the bottom
surface of wood strips to ensure they would sink.
The author used tiles 10 em x 10 CllI for sampling because they
had a uniform surface, convenient measurements for density studies,
were easily cleared of larvae, and except for extrel'ne flood conditions,
were heavy enough to rema.1n on the stream bottom for indefinite lengths
of time.
zahar (l9Sl) used siailar tiles. He found that the white
glazed tilea were liable to beCOllle silted over and coated with algae
which apparently rendered their surfaces unsuitable for larval attach-
ment. He also found tluat in spates the tileS may be washed away, and
in parioda of lew water they may be left high and dry. Algae were not
a serious problem at Pickavance Creek and, if the tiles were sampled
regularly, it is dol,lbtful whethar there would be time enough for them
to be silted over or overqrmm with algae.
III
Johnson and Pengelly (1966) used a paper cone on top of a
metal. cone, therefore the entire paper eone would be pickled in
alcohol for later examination. The other cones, however, all required
removal of larvae in the field, and the author SU9gests that larvae
are ea!:ier to scrape off the flat side of a tile rather than the
curved surface of a cone. Another disadvantage of cones is that they
require fairly deep water, wherea!! a tile needs only 1 to 2 em.
Polythene tapelS used by Obeng (1967) and Williams and Obeng
(1962) are probably the simplest _thod of collecting l.arvae. Rapid
drops in the water level however can result in the tapes beeoaU.ng
entanqled in rocks and other debris. Ho~ook (1967) found that the
plasterer's lath could. be washed away by the current. Tapes are IIIOre
useful in shallow streams than are cone traps. Sampling of vegetation
(Zahar, 19511 and stones (Ab<l;elnur, 1968; Za}uar, 1951) per squu:e foot
of stream bottom is somewhat tedious and the actual randomness employed
in this way may not always be valid. etleng's (1967) method for
sampling rocks and the technique of Ladle at al.. (1972) for vltgetation
are 1.110 tedious. Pive lIlinute stone counts are SODe'\ibat impractical.
Disney's (1972) technique with IIlango leaves, presumably applicable to
other leaf species, involvel a certain amount of expertise and it is
doubtful whether the area of the leaves is uniform or ealily derived
for quantitative studies.
In rrtany ways the tile appearll to be the better rrtethod of
collecting larvae, at least in Newfoundland streams. Tiles facilitate
collecting of imnatures and are more easily placed in the stre4lll.
They are of uniforJII surface ana, when sampled regularly (e.g. weekly).
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there is usually not sufficient time for silt or a1g41 aCC\IIlIulation
and, since they are relatively heavy, they will be washed out of place
only during spates.
Seasonal SUccession and Abundance
At the beginninq of the blackfly season the larval and pupal
populations are clearly defined, but as the season advances there is
considerable overlapping of generations due to late development of
SOlIW species and egg hatching of other species. The seasonal succession
and abundance of blackflielil presented here is based entirely on the
iJaature stages. Pig. 6 indicates the seasonal succession of the nine
species of blackflies found in each of the seven creeks of the
Pickavance Creek area during January, 1971 to OCtober, 1972. Pigs. 7
to 13 sbow the succession again for creeks A to G respectively, but
present a detailed examination of the abundance of each species present
in each stream during 1972. The abundance is based on the average
number of larvae collected per tile per stream per collection. Fig. 14
COIIlpares the total. nUlllber of larvae per tile per stream with special
emphasis on S. venusturn.
There are normally two peaks of abundance of blackflies in
Newfoundland. The first consists mainly of P. [uscum and P. nri..:r;turn
which overwinter as larvae and the second consists mainly of S. venustum
which overwinters as eqqs.
The spring peak depends upon the abundance of the overwinterinq
larvae and eqgs, and the effects of winter on both these stages. The
high water of the spring "run-off" is advantaqeolUl to larvae as it
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invades new areu and thus increases the area of substrate available
for attachment, and also increases the amount of food material
{Anderson and Dicke, 1960; Carlsson, 1962; Fredeen and Shem.aru::huk,
1960; Peterson and WOlfe, 1959; Phillipson, 1956, 19571. High "atel'
may also have adversE! effects as some of the larvae may be washed
downatreUl and silt and sand may be deposited on the substrate.
The sUIIIIIler peak results frollll the cod:lined presence of the
first generation laJ:Vae of several species with higher temperature
requirements.
C. IIlUtata~ P. j'uatNlfl~ and P.~ all overwinter a.s larvae
and gradually develop through the winter in water at oOe. During this
time they Illay find the.selves in darkness for up to three ..:lnths since
thick lll,yers of ice and snow over the streams are not WlCOIIIIllOn.
P. fU8CW1l and P. mi:ctum are Il\Ore abundant in larg-er streams (e.g.
Pickavanc;:e Creek, Fig'. 7) whereas C. mutata is IllOre abundant in smaller
creeks (e.g. creek D, Fig. 10). Theoretically, these three species
should increase in nwnbers until late April or early May when pupation
begins. However, pa.rll.Sites, predators, natural mortality, and drift
probably account for the fluctuations in larval population during this
tae (Figs. 7-13). During pupation of P. fu8cum~ P. mixtum. and
C. mutata~ the eggs of several other species begin to hatch.
S. VemiStum. S. tubsroSUJ1l. and S. Zatipes usually hatch in May, and this
may fluctuate two to three weeks frOln year to year depending on envir-
orwental conditions (Pig. 6). S. venustwn is normally found throughout
the summer until at least August. It is at least bivoltine and there
lDlly be a third or fourth generation {Figs. 7-10, l3J. S. tuberosWll
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and s. latifHB normally 90 through their first generation at the same
time as S. V6l'lUStun, but with these two species there is often one to
two weeJcs between the end of the first generation and the appelU'anc:e
of the second (Figs. 7-10, 13). This separation of successive gl!lner-
ations is not normally observed in S. venustwrr, but ill separation
between the first and second generations came close to reality in
creek B {Pig. 8} and creek D {Fig. 101. S. Vmlustwrr 1s the IIlOst
abundant species in almost allot the creeks studied (Fig's. 7-10, 13).
It is difficult to estiJrlate the abundance of S. VtmU8t&ml in creeks E
and F (Figs. 11, 121 as these creeks had dried out early in S. venustwrr
development. S. tubero8Ulll was IDOst abundant in creek G (Fig. 13) but
it has been observed to be an important part of the population in
larger streams 1n other regions of the Island. S. Zatipes was IIIl)st
abundant in the smaller streams (e.g. creeks Ii: and G, Figs. 11, 13),
whereas in Pickavance Creek itself it did not occur in large numbers.
one to two weeks after the eggs of the first generation of S. VBnU8twn~
S. tuNl'OBWfI~ and s. latipes hatched, e<Jgs of S. goul.di.ngi hatched.
S. goutdingl has only one generation and at the tiJIle of iu pupation
S. tubel'06W11 and S. latip88 usually beqin their second generation.
During this tiJIle larvae and pupae of S. V6nUStwn are also living in
the streams. The second generations of S. tub6rosum~ S. latipes, and
S. venustum are usually much less numerous than the first generation.
S. verecundum usually hatches during the first half of June, normally
about two to three weeks after egg hatching of S. venus tum. It mlLy be
found until late OCtober and there may be three or four generations,
but with considerable overlapping. Near the end of August, the final
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species in the Pickavance Cr'l!l!!k area, S. auHWlI# makes its llppeaJ:ance.
During development of this species, larvae and pupae. of S. v6l'lIcundwIl
are comaon and scattered speciJl'lens of S. VfmUBtwIr _y also be found.
S. aureum and S. g:JUldiJ'lgi both prefer the amaller l5tx"eams since
neither waS observed in Pickavance creek. P. fU8aum~ P. mi:ctwn and
C. mutata hatch in September or OCtober and the succession begins again.
In some streams (e.g. Pickavance Creek, Fig. 7) larvae may be present
in the strellll'l all year round. In other streAll\S iJnmatures may be absent
for several -.onths (e.'1. creek E, Fig'. 111. Such ab$ence may result
from drought or species caapletinq develo~nt ea:rly due to ill va:riety
of factors such as higher te.Jperatures or D;)re nutrients in stream.s.
It was observed that small larvae and large larvae often
occurred on any given substrate. This is similar to OOOng's (1967)
observations. She found that succeeding generations of S. varililgatwn
Me~.gen and S. reptans Linnaeus were out of phase, 50 that small larvae
of one species were found with large larvae of the other species.
Hynes (1970a) thought that this probably reduces the cODlpetition
between the t"o/O species and allows the:a to occur together. 'this con-
clusion is challenqed in this study since mature and IJIlI.turlng larva.
of S. venustun~ S. tuberoSunl, S. latipes~ and S. vittatum have been
collected at the same time on the same substrate in several streams.
Each of these species had a high population in each stream and small
lu-vae of all species were @sent. However, that is not to say that,
were these species out of phase, the populations would not be larger.
[-
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Factors Affecting Sirnuliid Distribution in Streams
Rate of Flow (Current velocity)
current velocity 1s a puametez which affects the nature of
the sub5trate and, in turn, the substrate and the depth and width of
II stream determine the current velocity, the relationship between
current velocity and substratUlll is reciprocal. Tne substrate does not
consist of bare rocks in sluqqlsh vater. and a substrate of Iltl.Id does
not exist under swiftly-flow-inC] water.
In natural water courses, current velocity is subject to
conalderable seasonal variation. This is particularly true in Picka-
vance Creek where an overnight rainfall may increase the depth as lINch
as four times and siqnificanUy increase the current velocity. lnves-
tigations of the importance of these changes for blackfly larvae have
shown that any variation, either decrease or increase, induces the
larvae to migrate (carlsson, 19671.
The possibility that C\UT~t velocity aUght have SOllIe influence
on the species inhabiting the various creeks of the Pickavance Creek
system was investigated. Current is a factor affecting distribution
in Picb-vance Creek insofar as it affects the substrate. Where the
curr~t is fast, the substrate consists of rocks and larvae are abun-
dant, but four species, S. aurB1ml~ S. goul.dingi~ S. tubBl'OfJUIII~ and
S. vBreoundum~ did not occur in all streams (Table :II) and some other
factor, as yet unknown, influenced this distribution.
Fig. 4 indicates the 1IlinimuIII, ..a:II:imuIIl, and average current
velocity at which the nine species were collected; all species occurred
Table II
Species occurrence in the Pickavance creek area
Creek
Species
C. mutata
S. auJOQWII
s. g01l.'Ldingi
s. latipes
S. tuNro8Ullf
S. venustum
S. verecundwn
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in II. velocity range of 0.33 to 0.92 mps. On the basis of these toler-
anc::es, there does not appear to be any current velocity preference and
all nine species would be expected to occur 1n all seven streems.
Larvae have been found distributed over the entire surface
of tiles, but on rocks, logs, boulders, and other largoe debris on the
substrate they were commonly collected frOlll the upstrea:n part of the
upper surface. When the flow was laminar. larvae were normally found
on the more exposed areas of rocks. Pupae, on the other hand, have
been observed to inhabit the opposite end. of the rock or boulder, and
the closed end of the pupal case is normally orientated. towards the
current.
Pennak 119711 reported that the lIlean current velocity should
be measured during the ten driest months of the year. He thought that
the spring runoff should not be included since this could give II.
distorted picture of normal latie CQnditions. He also indicated that
C\lrrent veloci.ty should be measux:ed at midstx:eam 0.6 of the way down
fx:OlII the surface. but realized that this is often difficult under field
conditions. Blackfly larvae have an inherent need for curx:ent (Wu.
1930), poliisib1y fox: feeding and/or x:espbatory requirements. SOlll.e
species can survive in quite low oxygen concentrations. but none can
tolerate still water for long periods.
Hynes (1970bl reported that many workers have found that par-
ticu1ax: species of benthic fauna are x:estricted to specific current
velocity ranges as lIIeasured in the field. Hynes also indicated ~t many
of these resulu are obtained at one specifi.c tae of the year and, since
current is extremely variable, no absolute values of current x:equire-
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menu or toleJ:ances are obtainable from field studies.
Maitland and Penney (1967) reported that the absence of
larvae froal the lower reaches of the River Endrick in Scotland vas
probably due to the reduced cuuent velocities iIL!I the river entered
its flood pl..in. HcnIever, a secondary feature of this reduction of
current speed was the transition from a stable substrate in the upper
portion of the river to an unstable one in the lower portion, which
was unsuitable for blackfly larval!.
Grenier (1949). phillipeon (1956, 1957) and Z&har (1951)
indicated that SinruUum larvae respond to current speed, and found that
certain species have different velocity preferences.
Blackfly l.uvae are generally filter feeders, depending upon
the current to carry food particles to their straining cephalic fans.
'l'herefore the current velocity and. the 4IllOunt of food in the water
undoubtedly at'fect the survival and rate of qrowth of the larvae.
PreCIeen and Shemanchuk (1960) found that where thoo _ter was
rich in plankton, dense colonies of S. vittatum were found in current
velocities as low as 0.2 mps, and smaller numbers of these larvae in
water that was scarcely flowinq at 0.03 mps.
Harrod (1965) found that the cephalic fans are held open by
the current into which the ceph.al.ic fans are thrust from the larval
shelter in the boundary layer. Harrod reported that strong musculature
allowed larvae to open and close their cephalic fans at will, and also
noticed that in slow moving and Itill water the fans remained open
for only very short periods of time. She considered it lil:ely that
a current of water of a certain velocity was necessary to hold the fans
open for long periods of time to enable the larva to feed. This
i.IIIposes a lower U.mit of rate of flow in which the larvae can feed.
She found that it was about 0.2 mps for S. o:rnatum Meigen. Larvae
apparently feed unselectively, strain!nq any and all organic particles
suspended in the water, and are capable of completing their life
cycles on suspensions of bacteria (Fredeen, 19641».
Clutter (1968) found that slow current velocities probably
playa part in the appearance of an abundance of epiphytic growths.
He observed that the increase in several types of animals was in
nearly every case related to the epiphyte increase.
WOlfe and Peterson (1959) indicated ~t two entities !lIUst
be considered when relating' current properties to attachlllent. The
first is the macrocurrent which delimits the section of a stream that
is suitable for attachment, and second the aicrocurrent which deter-
mines the suitability of a particular surface on an individual rock,
109, or grassblade. Therefore, the larval environment should be
classified by ae&surements of the aicrocurrent rather than the rate cf
flow of the streUl.
Larvae have been usually found on the upstream part of the
upper surface of rocks and boulders (Grenier, 1949; Maitland and Penney,
1967). Larvae were nor-ally found on the more exposed areas of rocks
when the flow was laminar (Hocking and Pickering, 1954; Obeng, 19671
WOlfe an4 Peterson, 1959). Zahar (1951) observed that larvae do not
occupy sites where the water beats directly upon the substrate but
select those areas where there is a steady flow of water. The current
provides the mechanical force that moves the larvae to sites favorable
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for attachment (Hocking and Pickering. 19541 4nd visual. and tactile
atiJl'luli presumably complete the process (Wolfe and Peterson, 1959).
The position of larvae at the upstream cIDrslll enc! of
boulders (with relation to the current) is probably connected with
the feeding habits, as here they can IIlOrfl easily fllter the water
(Maitland and Penney, 1967). Pupae have been observed at the other
end of a rock or boulder suggesting that active migration must QCcur.
'lbe water flow- at the downstream part of a rock or boulder 1s highly
turbulent and thus permits a slower current speed. Pupae do not feed
and therefore do not have the lame current requirements as the larvae.
Furthermore, if a pupa. ill cUslodged froD the substrate, it cannot
re-attach.
Wu (1930) found that the angle of the body of the larva to
the IlUbstrate decreases as the current increases. In a lIlOderate
current the larvae are almost erect, whereas in a torrent they lie
almost horizontal. When pupae are found in laminar flow, the pupal
cases a:re orientated with the closed end of the case towards the current.
'lhis agrees with observations of Grenier (1949) and Maitland and Penney
(1967). Obenq (1967) also found pupae in sheltered regions. On the
back surfaces of rocKS and boulders the pupae are more varied in their
position, and this is someti.nles due to crowding.
current velocity is extremely ilrlportant in stream ecoloqy.
Its mode of action is quite variable in time and over short distances,
and as Hynes 11970b) indicates, it is virtually impossible to qualify
except in general. tet'llls.
Generally, blackfly larvae appear to behave in a similar
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Il\aMer in all types of streams with respect to location on the sub-
strlltUll\ and orientation towards the current. Simu1iid larvae in
Newfoundland have not been shown to have current velocity preferences
as have been demonstrated in species studied by Grenier (1949),
Phillipson (1956, 1957), and Zahar (1951).
Harrod (1965) found that 0.2 mps was the lower l:iJlU.t of rate
of flow in which the larvae of S. ornatum can feed. It is suggested.
that this low lilldt of flow rate is le58 for some Newfoundland species
of simuliids, since P. fuseum~ P. miztum, C. mutata, S. aw'BWII, and
S. VenuBtun were all collected, apparently feeding. on at least one
occasion in a current velocity below 0.2 mps (Fig. 4). It is inter-
esting to note as _ll that sites A~2 and 1.-9 had 0.2 mps as their
minilllUlll current velocity, and creeks C and E had below 0.2 l!lps for
their minimum current velocity (Fig. 4). These are macrocurrent
measurement. and it is suggested that the results of many of the studies
related to distribution of larvae are somewhat Obscured by the lack of
microcurrent measurements.
Stream temperature is related to altitude, latitude, season.
and to the distance from the source. Warm streams can easily be dis-
tinquished from cold streams and. as Hynes (l970b) indicated, sprinq-
fed and shaded streams which are cool in the s=er are wanner in the
winter than the s~1l'IlIlIer-wartll streams. As topoqraphic features affect
telIlperature, so temperature affects the rate of develoPJllent, time of
emerqence and blackfly species to be found in any given streaJll.
Blackfly field studies have shown that there 115 a clear
relationship between altitude and occurrence of certain species.
Altitude has no effect on species olistribution at Pickavance Creek
because there is insufficient chiUl<3e in altitude from the creek's
source to its te.r;m1nation to warrant altitudinal temperature changes,
and this is also related to the fact that the strealll is only about
1200 III in length. 'ttLe source is approximately 183.0 til and the tendn-
ation of the creek at Paddy's Pond. is about 137.25 lI'I, for a drop of
about 45.75 1Il in altitude.
Stre_ tenperature lMy influence the presence of SOllIe species
in certain strllalllS in Newfoundland, but it does not appear to be the
factor responsible for the absence of S. aureWl'l~ S. gouZdingi~
S. tube1'08Wl'l~ and. S. vel"eC'Wldzml from streams in the Pickavance Creek
area (Table Ill. The 1971-72 yearly teIlIperatures of StrlliUlS A to G
(Fig-. 51 are not sufficiently different to explain the absence of these
four species. Pickavance Creek and its six tributaries WartI'I up at
about the &alIle speed since Pickavance Creek is large and wans, whereas
the tributaries are cold, small, and shallow, and warm up quickly
after leaving the SOurCIl.
The telll.peratures of the creeks in Pickavance creek area are
not only subject to seasonal fluctuations but also daily ones. The
tempe:raturll of Pickavance Creek was 13°C II.t 0800 hours and 19.50 C at
1300 hours. Creek D had wu;aed up to 190C frOlll 14°C during' thll silae
tillle period. These lMaSUrelllents were taken during the second week of
July, 1970. This rapid increase in temperature is due to the fact that
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the streams are small and shallow and, in the case of Pickavance Creek,
the source is also $hallow and thus WllrlIIS up IDCIre qu.i.ck1.y than a larger
stream and lake. Fig. 15 ahows the temperatures at which larvae and
pupae were collected at the Plckavance Creek area. oevelopnent
appe.u:ed nor1lllll within these telllpecature ranges but low and high tem-
perature. probably decreased and increased the rate of develqaent
respectively.
According to carlsson (1967), each species also has a certain
optimal temperature for pupal developlllent but the range of possible
temperatures is usually ve~ broad. When the pupa. hils turned a dark
color it can endure del5iccation due to decreasing water levelJil below
the point of attachment. Pupae, in dry areas exposed to the sun,
u~ually hatch eulier than those in water exposed to sunlight. However,
carluon indicates this occura only if the air temperature does not
exceed certain values.
In southeastern Scotland, Zahar (1951) found S. latipes and
S. »IOntioola Friederichs only above 200 Ill, while S. reptans and
S. variBgatwIl were found below this altitude. At the same time, he
found S. ornatum at all altitudes.
Grenier (1949) found S.~ and S. ornatulll to have wide
altitudinal distribution in France. However, both of these species
are now considered species complexes and further taxonomy may show that
these altitudinal tolerances may be much narrower. Hynes (1970b)
indicated that if a $pecies appears to ~ve a wide altitudinal toler-
ance it may indicate that its taxonolily would perhaps bear fw:ther study.
Davies and SJDith (1958) found in Northern England that P. hirliPflB was
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invariably present below altitudes of 450 III and rather sparse or
absent altoqether above this elevation. Repeated siUllpling showed that
within the ranqe of 180 to 450 Ill, the proportion of larvae tended to
decrease as the upper limit was approached.
carlsson (19671 reported that each species of Simulium has
a certain optiJllal temperature for the larval and the PllPU stag-e, For
the larvae, he considered 4°C optimum for some Prosimulium species,
other species. Since IU.ny 1«lrkers report the absence of larvae and
pupae from warm waters, it is interesting to note that Bl::ues (1932)
found large nl.llllbers of larvae attached to stones in an overflow of a
hot sprinq in Lassen National Park at 30.60C. He was doubtlul of the
species, although at first he thought it was S. vittatwn.
Davies and Slllith (19581 found that developlDent of P. hirtiP98
larvae in England was cOlllpleted before relatively high temperatures
occurred with the beginning of spring. They showed that P. hiJotipes
larvae were rapidly killed by water temperatures of 16 to laoe, and a
teaperature of lSoe would probably retard devel~nt. even if not
proving fatal. They also suggested that the absence of P. hirtipes
from some streams was due to the rapid warm-up of these streams and
the resulting high temperatures would be unfavourable for llU'Val deve.l-
Opalent. somme.r:man et at. (l955) also reported the absence of a species
from a p4rticular stream location during the entire season can usually
be attributed to streaJ:I temperature not reaching the species requi.r"e-
ments. They attributed spotty absences to other physical factors such
as depth, current, or substratum.
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Ice fOr1U.tion is intimately associated with temperature.
Anchor ice has not been found at Pickavance Creek. surface ice 1s
abundant and may be present for about three months. During most of
this time the whole stream is cOIIlpletely frozen over with as much as
30 CJl of ice. Due to the SlIt411 waterfall at site A-5, ice llccwnula-
ticn by late March built up to 0.6 III in depth, and water was found
flowinq beneath the ice in all areas. The ice-covering rarely leads
to deoxygenation and protects the water from further cooling. In the
area of A-II, the water depth was 7.5 em and the ice was about 10 CIIl
thick, and there were 50 ClIl between the upper water surface and the
lower ice surface. lJnlike anchor ice, surface iee does not usually
COIIle into contact with invertebr...tes, but B~ .t at. (1953) found
that when they freeze 1n it they die. No invertebrates of any kind
were found in the ice at Pickavance Creek. It is quite possible that
ice fol"1tl4tion over the entire 5tream may have protected the larvae
frOl;l environmental fll,lct1,14'C.ions such as spates and biotic factors such
as prelktors (e.g. fish).
Aecordl.nq to Hynes (1970bl sever&1 workers have found tlult
anchor ice damages invertebrates. They become caught in it, and ....hen
it drifts, drift ....ith it, but Logan (1963) found that the presence of
ice does not always increase the numbers of drifting animalll'. Anchor
ice, unlike surface ice, does not become very eol~ since it ill' immersed
in water at oOe. Benson (1955) found that all the specimens of a con-
liderable number of species frozen in anchor ice collected in Michigan
~e alive. Gaufin (1959) found tlult the severe winter of 1948-49 in
Utah apparently completely wiped out thousands of organisms in the
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Provo River, and he atttibuted this to anchor ice. Hynes (1970b)
indicated that dilUllage is probably due to the scouring of the stream
bottom as the ice forms and becomes detached.
The effect of surface and anchor ice on the fauna of a
stre&lll needs more investigation, but it appears that it _y not be
as severe as is often believed.
Substrate was exam.ined for two reasons: fix:st, to determine
whether the species present in the Pickavance Creek azea demonstrated
a substrate preference and, second, to detezmi.ne if substrate influenced
the absence of S. aurewn~ S. gouZdingi~ S. tubB1'08um~ and S. vereClO'ldum
from certain streams in the same area (Table 11).
Substrate ilJ a factor which markedly influences the dist.:d-
bution of laxvllll!. ~:rvae were =llected on rocks, twigs, trailing
vegetation and tiles which were introduced into the strean.. Larvae
were not found in the pools of the streMl, possibly because the sub-
strate in these areas consists of IIIUd and lIand. The surface of this
type of substJ::atUJn is too soft and unstable for larvae to attach them-
selves. 'l'herefore, substrate distribution of larvae is influenced by
the effects of current velocity as already indicated.
In the Pickavance ~eek area, all species have been collected
from tiles, vegetation, twigs, J::ocks, and other assorted introduced
debJ::is. Where vegetation is growing, it is inhabited by the species
occurring there, and, wherever rocks and stones are found, the same
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species occupy this substrate. laDatures of all species ma)' be
collected Il10re cotmlOnly on rocks, probably and 1091<:411)' because lIlOst
of the available attachment sites are on rocks. Rocks are more stable
and probably easier to attach to than vl!getation.
Several tile SalIlples were cOllIpared w1th rock samples to
detenline if in fact one substratum was preferred to another. Since
tiles were introduced factors into a stream, a stUdy was llIade to
detendne whether the tiles were selected by the larvae randOlll1y and
whether they would give an accurate estimation of dlOnsity and species
present. Rocks were selected in the vicinity of tiles which were
est~ted to have the __e surface area as the tile. Monthly compar-
isons throughout the year were made and in all cases rocks bore the
s~e species and approximately the sallie ratio as the tile populations.
but the tile populations were usually greater (Table III). Tiles were
apparently lI. better substrate.
Tiles facilitated collectinq, since the entire population
could be scraped off in t;"Io IIlinutes or less with a plastic ruler
without dalUging any of the larvae. In addition, stoneflies and may-
flies were frequently obse:rved crawlinq on the tiles I caddisflies
often built cases on thel!ll, and when tiles protruded sliqhtly out of
the water, caddisflies also laid egqs on the exposed. portion.
To determine whether or not color influenced substrate
choice by the larvae, two series of colored tiles were placed in
Pickavance Creek. In the first experiJIent ten tiles of different
colors (Table IV) were placed in a linear series on apparently uniform
stream bed at inte:rvals of 15 Cl'l\. 'nle experiment was replicated seven
Table III
A comparison of rock and tile simuliid populations
Number of larvae
Tile RockDate (1972) Species
January 5 P. fuscum/mi:l:tum
C. mutata
February 11 P. fuscum/mirlum
C. mutata
March 10 P. fusmun/rrri:r;tum
C. mutata
April 7 P. fusmun/rtri:r;tum
C. mutata
May 2 P. fuscum/mi:l:twn
C. mutata
June 7 P. fuscum/mi:r;tum
S. tubel'Osum
S. venustWII
July 12 S. venustum
S. vel'eewtdum
August 2 S. venustWII
S. verecundum
S. tatip6s
September 7 S. verecundum
OCtober 14 P. !uscvm/mi:J:tum
11
15
11
73
"
55
12
11
37
75
50
13
10
Color
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Tabl.e :IV
Larval atuchroent to colox:ed tile. placed in a
linear arrangement in Pickavance Cree);
Number of u.rvae Total.
Test Number*
Yellow 32 50 20 10 16 140
Speckle<! yellow 12 2J
Dark brown 32 11 14 10 83
Champa9lle beige 2. 60
,. 62 42 72 201
11 53 128
Dark green 10 15 36 10 101
F~ green 10 53 ,.
White 11 25 52 11 24 12 154
Blue 16 11 11 ,.,
*1-6 24 hour experiJDents;
7 48 hour expedment
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times. the sequence of tiles randomil!:ed in each experiment according
to a Table of Ra.ndolI NuIllbers. In the second experilnent, sixteen
colored tiles were placed randaDly to !Ol:lll i!l 4 x 4. grid in a ~ inch
hard....are cloth tray. All tiles were in contact with each other at the
edges. The results (Table v) show the order ot preference: purple,
black, metallic blue, dark green, white, moonglow yellow, brown,
alUll1nua, red, gold, light green, indian red, orange, wood, and pink.
Unfortunately, this experiment 'Was carried out only once.
The results (Table IV, VI indicated that larvae were abun-
dant on IJ(lIllI! liqht colors (e.g'_ yellow and white in TahIti IV, and
white in Table V). 'l'bey were not abundant on speckled yellow, challlpagne
beige. and fOUl green in Table IV or on oranql!!, wood, light gre-en, or
pink (Table vl. In neither table is white the preferred color. One
would expect light-colored tiles to be heavily populated if there 1s
a light color preferenc::e, and expec::t the dark colored tiles to be
heavily populated because they blend with the stream bottom. In Table
V it appears that larvae either prefer dark c::olors (black and purple)
or they colonize the first suitable substrate following ac::tive or
p.iL.$sive drift. Neverthelesl, there does not appear to be any c::lear cut
color preference by simuliid larvae in the pickavanc::e Creek area.
Abdelnur (1968) found the vast _jority of larvae on white
plastic:: cones rather than yellow, brown, red, green, or blue. Several
other workerl who devised traps for larvae painted them white, because
they found larvae to be attrac::ted to light c::olors. WOlfe and Peterson
(1959) found a larval preference for light colored rocks and submerged
white birc::h logs.
Table V
Luval attachment to colored tiles placed in
a 4 x 4 grid in Pickavance Creek
COlors
Gray Black Purple MetallicBlue
orange
--
Indi~ PinkRed
Br~ Light DarkGr_= Green
Aluminum Moonglow Gold WhiteYellow
NUDlber of larvae
23
12
34 21
16
is
In any stream which has pools situated in or near it, any
increase in water level leads to an increase in current velocity which
stirs up the muddy substratum and deposits silt and sand downstream.
This has been frequently observed during flood conditione during the
course of this study in Pickavance Creek. The deposition of silt and
sand may be the staulus for larvae to migrate under flood conditions
rather than just an increase in vater depth and current velocity.
Filamentous algae also influence distribution of the larvae.
Very few larvae and pupae were collected in Stream 116 when portions
of it became allfIOlt green with algae. At the lame time ilm'llatures
were abundant in other parts of the stream.
Althouqh it may seem stranqe to COIlsider the close proximity
of suitable habitats as a factor controlling the occurrence of aquatic
invertebrates, it does nevertheless often lead to unexpected occur-
rences in unusual pIeces. Moreover, quite larqe nW':lbere of individuals
may be involved and give the impression that the species is well estab-
lished.
Hynes (941) and Sprules (1947) have noted this proximity
effect on the detailed distribution of streAJl'l insects, and it should
always be considered as a possibility when a population is found
which appears to be in a habitat unusual for the species.
Fredeen and Shemanchuk (1960) found that Simulium larval
distribution was limited in some irrigation canals in the Prairies
because of a lack of attachlllent sites.
Vegetation iIilIy be an important factor in determining the
distribution and habitat of Sinr:lll.ium larvae and pupae. Vegetation is
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of two types: dominant streamside vegetation, and rooted aquatics.
The biology of wide rivers is probably unaffected by marqinal Ve<3eta-
tion, but the fauna of streams and brooks is modified by shoreline
growth 1n several ways. especially by provision of oviposition
substrates for adult blacktlies and other aquatic insects. and by
p:rovidlng allochthonous food material. If the stream banks have
arching growths of trees or tall shrubs, the lIlll.XiJllum water temperature
during the SlIllIIllIr is reduced by one to several deqrees (Gray and
Edington, 1969). The lack of streiUlSide 'Vegetation usually encourages
erosion and turbid-ity. The annual leaf fall of decidUOUS trees and
shrubs is now known to slqnificantly affect the trophic structure and
also the dissolved nutrients in small strealll8. According' to Pennak
(l971) it. stream with a thick growth of submerqed rooted plants wi11
have II. standing crop of invertebrate biolllASS Which 15 usually in the
magnitude of three to ten times that supporte4 in a s1.JlUlu stream
lacking rooted aquatics, because of the additiond spatial and fooct
niches provided. S<:me species of blackflies have been shown to prefer
a substratum of vegetation and other species (e.g. S. venustwnl
usually oviposit on trailing vegetation. Obviously, plants would offer
a suitable substratum and also increase the blackfly population in the
uea covered by the plants.
Wu (l930) carried out some field experillents .... ith blackfly
larvae. Sticks and vegetation with attached larvae were moved about
in strealllS and it was found that larvae move away lralI parts of the
substrate on ",bicb silt is deposited, even thoug'b current speed and
other factors lI.ight be suitable for thelll. Sbe observed that larvae
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would 1llOVli! to the Wloderside of sticks and leaves as sediment
ac~ated on them. Blackfly larvae do not tolerate silty surfaces
although they ap~ently are not adversely affected by silty water.
While silt and sand Illay not affect the fauna itself, it leads to
increased inlllUbility of the substrate which does affect the fauna
(Cordone and Kelley, 1961, Chutter, 1969).
Simul.iid larvae apparently have no substrate preference in
Newfoundland, provided that the substrate i. atable {lIId suitable for
attachment. It appears that larvae have no color preference but
inhabit colored substrata. at random. Silt and sand, and vegetation
might influence the distribution of larvae but for different reasons.
Silt and sand will exclUde larvae frOlll certain areas, whereas vl!9'eta-
tion increases the nWllber of sites suitable for attachment.
'!'he influence of depth on the dynamics of sbluli.id populations
was studied for the PieQ.vance creek ares. Fig. 16 shows the ai.nilllum
and lIlllXimum water depths at which larvae and pupae were collected.
Depth llLi!ly influence distribution of ill'JQ4ture black-flies in
some areas but this has not been observed at Pidtavance Creek, except
in flood conditions. Prior to flood conditions certain areas of
Pickavance Creek had blackfly larval populations of about 300 larvae
per 100 sq. Cln. At this time the water depth was 20 cm, 24 hours
later, after a heavy rainfall, the depth in the same location (upstream
from A-B) was 80 em, and it was extremely difficult at this time to
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obtain 10 larvae per 100 sq. (D. At first it was thought that
regulation of water levels might be worthy of considera.tion as II
control method. However. three to four days after the heavy rainfall
the vater level returned to normal, and the siJllul.iid population was
again observed to be about 300 larvae per 100 sq. em.
Experiments were conducted using a. clamp apparatus to
detenlline the possibility of depth preference. Four tiles were placed
on a clamp stand; one near the stream bottom, one at the top of the
clamp stand, and the other two equidistant between the top and the
bottom. The tiles were placed so that each was either over and/or
under another and were numbered 1 to 4 from top to bottom. Obviously.
if larvae did not migrate, then this clMlp apparatus would be experi-
DentaJ.ly useless. Flqure 17. shows the results of 24 hour recruitment.
The apparatus was set up on 28-V-70· ilIId larvae were collected frOl1l the
tiles 24 hours later on 29-V-70. More larvae were collected from the
top tile than frca the other three eodlined. Figure 11b demonstrates
a five-day recruitment (29-V-70 to 3-VI-70) and 1I1thou9h the population
had decreased, the top tile was still preferred. Unfortunately,
whether this i8 actually depth preference is open to question, since
the water currents near these four tiles were also different (Fi9. 18).
'l1lere were usually fllOre larvae on the top tile <Yld this would also
indicate the possibility of li9ht preference, since light intensity
would be greater nearer the surface than at 9reater depths. However,
it is also interesting to note that there were IllOre larvae on the
bottcm of the top two tiles than on the top of the same two tiles
(Fig. 17a). Figure 17c shows that there are the same number on the
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top and on the bottoln of the lower bIo tiles. Th1s would sU9gest
that light lIIay not be an important bctor affecting depth distribution
of simuliid l"rvae. Therefore, this may be an indication of current
prefe:rence, or possibly a ~1nation of depth and current. An eight
day recruitment showed similar results (Fig-. 17c). The appuatus
was set up on 29-V-72 and cleared on 7-VI-72. During this experilnent
the population was lIlOderately heavy, and again the top til. had a
heavier population than the other three combined.
No species preferenC1!l was observed during any of these
experimental IlItudies. The nine species studied at Picltavance creek
have been col1ecte<l at various depths. but this is due to seasonal
fluct\Ul.t1on of the streMl depth. During February, March, and April
the Pickavance Creek system was caapletely fn>zen over for much of
the time. P'rosumiLiwn fusoum/mixtwn and C. mutata were frequently
collected in depths of 20 em of vater under as much as 30 CIII of ice
and 50 ClIl of snCM.
It is rather difficult to interpret these results. Either
b.rvae will select the taster current at a suitable depth or will
select a lower depth at a feasible current veloeity. The clamp appara-
tus was used in the summer of 1970 as a depth indicator. The surface
of the top tile was 32 c:. above the stream bottolll and measurements
were made above and below this point. Figure 19 illustrates the water
depth at this area (near Site A-3) lor the summer.
All of the streaJIIS of the Pickavance C.reek complex are sub-
ject to flooding. both in "spring thaws" and also in heavy rainfalls.
However. only creeks E and F are normally subject to drought. These
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creeks are usually canpletely dIy during July and August.
Dry ~iods. whether they are ill norma.l or an exceptional
occurrence. exert a consid.erable influence on the fauna. The fact
that certain strfli!lllUl dry up does not mean that they are short of inhabi-
ants. Drought often affects only part of 1I. stream, of which the head
waters continue to flow and later, when the water returns, the fonnerIy
dry portion is often recolonized from areas which remained wet. one
must also recoqnize the significance of downstream drift and upstream
movement. More interesting froll! an ecological view point is the fact
that often, after ill disillster such as an unusual drought, species whlch
were not found there before appear in the affected area. S. ornatum
i. one opportunist species which can move rapidly into Il disaster area,
pass through one generation and disappear iIlqi!lin (Hynes. 1'370b). Pupae
of blackflies are often found dried, attached to stones after the
creeks have dried out, but larvae presumably respond to low levels of
vater by drifting out of low streams. When these streams flow again,
u.sually in early September, no larvae are found until the hatching of
ProsimuHum fuscum/rrriztum and C. mutata late in September or OCtober.
After h.atchinq: the larvae usually migrate in various ways
in search of optil'lum conditions, which they do not always fino (carlsson,
1967). Carlsson also reported that depth is 1Jnportant in the sense that
most species have an optimum level near the surface, and the llIaXimUln
depth range appears to be from 1 m to a few meters below the water
surface. Therefore, small variations in the water level, which usually
change the current speed, disturb the larvae and cause them to migrate.
Blackfly larvae attached to drying substrata have been observed to
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loosen themselves and join the organic drift (Carlsson, 1967); pupae
cannot do this.
It has often been observed that periods of high water reduce
the invertebrate fauna of streams. Moffatt (1936) working in several
localities in Utah, found that South willow creek suffered from a
cloudburst on 7 August, 1934, which produced the first major flood in
50 years and completely altered the stream bed. on 20 August Moffatt
couIo find no animals at all, but by late September, 17 specimens of
simulium were collected, and by 11 November. 690 specimens were collected
per sq. ft. Hynes (1970bl records several examples of spates wiping out
stream fauna. This reduction may not be and probably is not uniform.
Allen (1951, 1959) showed how the effects of spates vary from place to
place in the Horckiwi River in New Zealand. The effect may be different
in different reaches and may actually lead to some increases. Hinckley
(1963) fOW'ld that a severe flood, emanating mostly from the large
spring at the head of Doe Run in Kentucky. reduced the fauna near the
spring but increased it in areas further downstream, presumably by the
simple process of washing animals out of their original habitat and
depositing them lower downstream. Hynes (l970b) indicates that the
two most important factors in spates are abrasion and fluctuation, and
that a high rate of flow itself is not of great importance; temporary
shelter can always be found.
Wolfe and Peterson (1959) found that during floods, larvae
were washed away. except those attached at the extreme tips of grasses
that rested parallel to the current direction. They also fOW'ld that
floods altered the distribution of larvae, and larvae were found in
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sections of the stream which ear11e1: were Wloccupied by blackflies •
During high water levels, larvae and pupae obviously detach
from their substrate, but as Lewis (1958) observed, they probably
tend to concentrdte in places inaccessible to entomo1oqists. This
must be the case, otherwise the population density \o'ould not return
Heavy rainfall, which increases the water depth and current
velocity, was observed to cause simuliid larvae to migrate in Picka-
vance Creek. Under normal water conditions. larvae were observed to
migrate mainly by night and the number of migrating 1arvae varied from
site to site and day to day (Table VI). The fact that 599 larvae were
found on one tile within 24 hours of placement indicates that the
numbers of migrating larvae may be quite high.
Peterson and Wolfe (1958) found that after hatching from the
egg. the first instar larva floats in the water and is carried by the
current to swifter waters. A silk thread is secreted and this serves
as initial attachment to the substrate. Firm attachment is accomplished
by the anal hooks. The larva rnay then migrate to a position where the
character of the current is optimal. Changing characters of the stream
or other dist\lrbances may cause the larva to release the anal hooks
and the larva is then carried by the current, held only by the thread
of silk by which it can migrate back to its original position. S01l'Ie-
times. or frequently. they will release themselves from the thread and
Table VI
Tile recruitment indicating drift density
Number of larvae
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Day
,.
17
-Tiles placed Da,y 1
JBS
5••
80
Site
J7
91
206
47
124
11.
18
106
reattach at a new site. Jobbins-PQae.roy (1916) found that a heavy
rain causing an increase in current velocity WQuld often entirely
change the distribution of the larvae. This has been observed by
Carlsson (1967) and Lewis (1958).
Yakuba (l9591 fOW'ld that migration results from disturbances
in normal conditions of existence, such as increased turbidity and
current speed which are obviously due to changes in the water level.
He also found that the numbers of migrating larvae depend on the
rapidity of the rise in level: the IllOre rapid and noticeable the rise,
the IIlOre larvae Ill.igrate. The greatest nUJ:lbers of m.1gratinq larvae are
observed at the very beginning of a rapid rise in water level. Larvae
of all species present at anyone time migrate and the migrational
abiUty of larvae increases with size. Jobbins-Pozle.roy (19161 beUeved
this was of considerable economic importance since it may account for
the sudden appearance of SimuliWfl in localities where Simuliwn is
usually not found. Higration of blackfly larvae occurs _inly by night
(Elliott, 1965, 1971; Peterson and ~Iolfe, 1958), and Anderson (1966)
found that moonlight has a depressant effect on the rate of drift.
He found that there was a significantly greater drift rate on a dark
night than on a llIOOnUt night. Clifford (1972), on the other hand,
found that the drift of simulium larvae in an intermittent stream in
Alberta occurred mainly during the day. He indicated that it was
possible that the significantly larger number of s1llluliid larvae in
the daytime drift was possibly due to the ~linq procedure. t.rlsson
(1967) reported that the nlIlllber of drifting Simulium larvae varies
considerably from stream to stream and, in the same stream, larval
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drift lILIly vary froll! day to day, hour to hour, and site to site.
Carlsson (1967) reported that larvae tagged with radio-
phosphorus were found 475 III downstream frca. the point of release.
Patrick (1959) found that S. vittatum was the first macro-
scopic animal to occur in i!l new streaDl. Most of the rocks in the
riffle bore ... few specimens. These were SlU.ll laxvae and probably
were the result of recent hatchin\l' in the parent stre~.
Investi9ations of downstrealll drift have indicate<! that drift
is eontinuousl it fluctuates but never ceases. In theory, then, the
upper portion of the streUl must steadily become depleted but this
does not occur. thillu (1954) believed that this downstreUl drift
is half of ill colonization cycle, the other half being the imagines
Illig-rating upstream to oviposit. 'ft\is ensures ill balance and a contin-
uation and eauplet10n of the population. However, this does not explain
why univoltine overwintering species may be found in the upper portion
of a streillll. at any ti.IIle when they nOrllally occur in the strealll. There-
fore, to maintain a population in the upper portion of any stream two
things are possible: the first is that not all larvae migrate and
this is undoubtedly true dnce the drift rate ha.s been shown to be
quite variable from strearo to IItrean'l, site to site, and hour to hour
(carlsson, 1967). The second is that there is active upstream migra-
tion which has not been investiqated thorouqhly. Elliott (1971) has
shown that b1ackf1y larvae do move upstream but more study is neces-
sary before its eco1oqical importance can be assessed.
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Shade and Light
Although no thorough study was made to determine whether
light intensity affected the distribution of simul1id larvae, sites
which were shaded (Table I) were chosen for the collection of larvae.
At Pickavance CreeJo; lat'Vse were found in those pox:tions of the stream
that were shaded by overgrowing shrubs and trees, and also throughout
the lenqth of the cul.vert at Site A-9. In the middle of this culvert
the author collected rocks and tiles and had to carry thelll out of the
culvert to see whether or not larvae and pupae were present. This
would indicate that larvae do not move towuds light or 1 t would
indicate that they 0CC\lPY this habiu.t as a result of downstreaa drift
and are content to rest there for at least a short time. Consideration
must also be given as to how P. j'u.8CW71/rrri:z:tum and C. mutata move
towards light durinq the winter months when they are in darkness. under
snow and ice, for as llIuch as three IIlOnths.
A few investigators have indicated that there is a definite
correlation between s~de and the occurrence or abundance of certain
species along the lengths of variously shadad streams. Bequaert (1934),
Carlsson (1967). and smart (1944) indicated that Simu'Liwn larvae are
positively phototropic. Grenier 119491 reported that blackfly larvae
move towards light but that this tendency is subservient to their
response to current. Zahar (19S1) 1n Scotland found that larvae tend
to be scarce in heavily wooded streMlS. except in open places. This
~ be due either to the larvae IIIOving towards light or to the failure
of gravid felDales to oviposi t in shaded reaches.
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Water Chelllistry
Natural waters CQntain a wide range of dissolved _uria!s
and their direct effects on the biota are poorly known. Generally,
water aCCUlIIUlates progressively 1arger quantities of dissolved mater-
ials as it passes (IownstrelUll. lU::monia, calciWll, carbon dioxide.
chlorides, oxygen, hardness, m&gnesiUltl, nitrate, pH, phosphate, silica,
and sulfide were examined in the Pickavance Creek area. The results
are to be found in Table VII. There is not ill sufficient difference
fral streillD to stream to account for the presence or absence of certain
species, neither 1s there any correlation of water chemistry with any
other physical or biotic factors.
It is interesting to note that Phillipson (19S6) showed that
the 1.&rvae of S. ornatum are not affected by low oxygen concentration
and that they do not show a preference for highly oxygenated streams.
Paruites and Predators
In any community of living organisms, the usual factors of
predation, parasites, and disease operate. Parasites, which included
microsporida, fungi, and nemat~e~, ",-e:e not abundant in pickavance
Creek and it is assUQed that they were not very ilr;portant. The species
of parall1tes. which were identified by Ebsary (1972~, and the species
ot blackflies in which they were found, are presented in Table VIII.
Predators llUIy have been IIlOre successful but it is difficult to deter-
Ill1ne whether a significant proportion of the population was affected.
Pickavance Creek supports a population of endelllic trout saZ.veU71u8
Table VII
Water cnemical analysea in the Pickavance Creek area
A!Mlonia (Pplfl) Cale1U11l (Ppal) CO2 (ppIll) Chlorides (pplIl) O2 (ppn) Mardn..s (ppn)Creek
Range Avg. ~nge A"". ~nge AVlJ· ~nge Avg. ~nge AVlJ· Ran,. Avg.
0-2.0 1.2 10 10 5-7.5 5.' 25-50 33.3 7.8-8.0 7.' 10-30 15.0
0-2.0 1.1 10 10 5-6.3 5.' 25-50 40.8 7.0 7.0 20-30 21.7
1.0 1.0 10 10 2.5-5.0 4.3 20-25 23.3 6.0-8.0 7.0 10-25 14.2
0-2.0 1.2 10 10 4.0-7.5 ... 20-25 24.2 6.4-6.8 ... 10-20 13.5
0-1.0 0.5 10 10 6.0-15.0 10.7 20-25 23.0 2.8-10.0 6.4 1G-20 12.0
0-2.0 1.2 10 10 4.0~7 .5 ... 20-25 24.2 6.4~6.8 ... 10-20 13.5
0-2.0 1.2 10 10 4.0-7.5 ... 20-25 24.2 6.4-6.8 ... 10-20 13.5
Magnesium (ppm) Nitrate (pplI) pH Phosphate (ppm) Silica (ppm) Sulfide (PpIIl)
Creek
~nge A"". Ran•• A"". .."'. Avg. ~nlJ. A"". ~nge Avg. Range A"".
0-20 5.0 0-2 1 5.5-6.0 5.' 0-1 0.5 1-3 2.' 0-0.2 0.1
10-20 11.7 0-2 1 5.5-6.0 5.' 0-1 0.5 2-' 3.5 0-0.2 0.1
0-15 '.2 0-2 1 '.0 '.0 0-1 0.5 3-' 3.' 0-0.2 0.1
0-10 3.5 0-2 1 '.0 '.0 0-1 0.5 1-2.5 2.0 0-0.2 0.1
0-10 2.0 0-2 1 5.5~6.0 5.' 0-1 0.5 2-3 2.2 0-0.2 0.1
0-10 3.5 0-2 1 '.0 '.0 0-1 0.5 1-2.5 2.0 0-0.2 0.1
0-10 3.5 0-2 1 '.0 '.0 0-1 0.5 1-2.5 2.0 0-0.2 0.1
~
Table VIII
Parasites of siJauliid larvae in the Pickavance Creek area
Blackfly Species
P. fuacwn/mixtum
S. tatipes
S. tubero8Ul1l
S. venustum
Parasite Species
Neomeaome:roris [l.wnena'Lis (Welch)
NeCXTIesome:roris [l.wnena'Lia (Welch)
Thelohania fibrata Strickland
P'Listophol'a simulii Lutz and Splendore
Neomesomermis ftWllenaUs (Welch)
Plistophol'a simuUi Lutz and Splendore
Thewhania bracteata strickland
Thelohania fibrata Strickland
Thelohania sp.
Coelomyeidium simuUi Oebaisieux
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fontinaZis (Mitchell) and pol3Sibly the introCluced species Sal,m, trutta
L. (Bradbury. 1972). These probably feed heavily on blackfly Invae
since the other fauna, naJIlely caddisflies, chironolll1ds, llIayflies, and
stoneflies do not normally 0<:= in large nWlbers.
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SUMMARY O:I:SC1JSSION
Twenty-one species of simuliids are recorded fro-. insular
Newfoundland, of which eleven are thought to be omithophilic, eight
mamrnalophilic, one which probably does not feed in the adult stage
(C. da.cotensis), and one which has parthenogenetic populations and
may be llliIIIm1.1ophiUc (C. mutataJ.
It is not surprising that a greater number of species
recorded frolll Newfoundland are bird-feeders. dnce Larger wild and
domestic animals are not abundant in most regions of the island.
However, only two of the eleven bird-feeders ue abundant. S. 'Latipes
is widespread, whUe P. pl.eura~ is apparently abundant only in western
Newfoundland. The other nine species appear to be restricted to
localized areal>. '!his patchy distribution is partly due to S8lllpling
of streams prior to e99 hatching and after adult emergence, but this
explanation does not hold for species such as S. gouldingi. 'nU.a
species hlUl been found only in six stteam:s on the Avalon Peninsula,
and IIIOst of the ninety-five streams on the Avalon which have been
examined have been sampled several tillles during the period when
S. gouldingi would normally occur in streams. This species, then,
appears to be restticted to certain stream:s.
The tl1M'llMlophilic species, except for S. tkCC:rum are wide-
spread and abundant. The paucity of S. decol'Um may be due to the lack
of natural and artificial water ilIIpoundments where it normally breeds.
There are virtually no studies on adult sillluliid feeding habits in
Newfoundland, but the I14in source of blood is probably man, IlIOOse, and
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caribou. In agricult\l.X:al areas, livestock may be preferred but this
has not been investigated in Newfoundland.
The Newfoundland species of simuliids are morphologically
similar to their counterparts on the mainland of North America. The
main problem is with specilllens of the P. fusaumlmixtum complex. The
characters of these two species are apparently highly variable and
more work is necessary to clearly sort out these species in Newfound-
land. smith (1972) indicated that the P1'osintu.Zium are in a rapid
state of evolution, and it is suggested here that hybridization may
occur between members of the P. mi:l:tum group in Newfoundland.
Rothfels (1972), on the basis of cytological rather than morphological
studies, indicated that a species of P. miztum affinity and compatible
with the description of either P. approximatum Peterson or P. saLtus
Stone and Jamnback has been found in eastern Newfoundland.
The simuliid species in Newfoundland are biologically siJnilar
to these species in other North American regions. OVarian stUdies of
Newfoundland simuliids agree almost completely with the same species
on the mainland of Canada. The one exception to this, and it may
eventually be shown that it is not an exception, is P. mixtwn which
may be autogenous for the first gonotrophic cycle. Unfortunately,
this is not definitely known, but if it is, it could raise problems
since in the past many studies on blackflies have assumed that
P. fU8= is autogenous and P. mixtwn anautogenous for the first
gonotrophic cycle.
Newfoundland is usually regarded as having a severe winter,
and while it is often 1en9thy in duration, it is actually much milder
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than that in most of central and northern Canada. Therefore, streaJll8
and rivers do not freeze over as quietly or to as great 1I. depth liS
they might in these colder r.egions. This would explain why the eqqs
of P. !JJ.8Cl#11/wriztwIl hatch about one to two JaOnths later in Newfound-
land than Alaska. on the other hand, due to the extended. winter,
the streams probably warm up lIlOre slowly in the spring in Newfoundland
than they do in other regions. 'nib 1oIOuld then explain the adult
emergence occurring about 1I. IIIOnth Iatel: in Newfoundland than in Ontario.
Streams in Newfoundland are not likely to freeze cCIIlpletely, thus the
ilrmature 8imul.iids are not affected by this occurrence.
The slower warming of strealll!l in Newfoundland aleo explains
the late eqq hatching of the simulium species, in ~parison with
these species in areas such as New York and northern ontario. Another
effect of the slQW warming of the streams is the asynchronous emer-
genee of fi.rst generation adults of many species. In lMny regions of
North 1UDerica the adults of several species. for eXlIIIlPle S. venustum,
S. to..wel'08U17I, S. Zatipes emerge about the same time. but in Newfound-
land this lU.y not occur. The short summer in Newfoundland also reduces
the number of generations of the f1\ultivoltine species such as
S. V67lUBtl.m, S. v"reCW'ldum. S. ~roBWII, and S. vittatwl. These are
at least bivoltine in Newfoundland, but in regions such illl Ontario,
they are at least trivoltine.
The COIIllIlOn species in Newfoundland are also COIIIIDOn in other
North American regions. The notable IU:ception to thilt b s. corbis,
which is widespread and abundant in N~foundland, but apparently rare
in Ontario (Davies et aZ., 1962) and New York State (Stone and
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Jamnback, 1955).
Seasonal succession closely follows the general pattern
across the continent, but the various species occw: « little later in
the year in Newfound1and, as already considered, and this 10/111 delay
the total succession on a seAsonal basis. 'lbe abundance of biting
sUlullids in late May and early June is influenced by the iIIIlOWlt of
freez;ing of the streams and the effects of the spring run-off on the
overwintering larvae IlI4turinq and pupating_ The spring run-off also
affects the sUlIIIIIer Ilpecies since eggl> and early hatching larvae may
be displaced frol!l the stream proper and when the wa.ter level recedes,
these stages can be desUOyed. Flooding: during the stmmer will affect
simuliid ilnmatures in the same lIlanner. while droU9ht a.l.oo influences
the abundance of blackflies in a different way. Parasites and
preeaton are probably acting through the year and probably are sub-
ject to the same environmental fluctuations as are siJlluliids. In the
Picb.vance creek area, parasites were few and their effects upon the
larval population were apparently negligible.
Sampling of the ilrmature stages of liIimuliids was accomplished
using 10 x 10 x 0.8 Cl:I ceramic tiles. '!bese were inexpensive, ~d a
uniform surface, easily placed on the stream bottoln., heavy enough to
remain there except in extreme flood conditions, and. were apparently
preferred as a substratI,D over rocks by larvae. Tiles are ~pable of
withstanding environmental fluctuations, such as water level, more
so than other artificial sub.trata such as cone traps.
All species of simuliids in the Pickavance creek area were
shown to have wide tolerances of current velocity, temperature. and
depth. CUrrent affects the distribution of larvae, probably because
of its action upon the substratum rather than the slow current flow.
Immatures were not found in low current velocities because in these
areas the substrate usually consisted of sand. silt, and mud. which
are unstable for larval attachment. Overwintering larvae had low
temperature require:nents, while overwintering eggs had high temper-
ature requirements for the larval stage. Ice was not shown to adver-
sely affect the abundance of simuliid larvae.
Experiments with the clamp apparatus indicated that larvae
either prefer shallow water with a rapid rate of flow or a rapid rate
of flow in shallow water. Light, shade, water chemistry, and other
physical parameters already mentioned, were apparently not responsible
for the absence of S. aureum~ S. gou"Ldingi~ S. tubero8um~ and
S. verecundum from streams in the Pickavance Creek area. S. aureum
was absent from creek E because this creek was dry during the normal
developmental period for that species, but Pickavance Creek was
flowing and this species did not occur in it. S. gouldingi was absent
from creek B and also Pickavance Creek; both strearns are permanent.
S. tubero8um and S. vere=dum were absent from creek E, again probably
due to drought of this stream when these species would normally inhabi t
it. Therefore. an explanation for the absence of S. auJ'eum from
Pickavance creek, and the asbence of S. gouldingi from Pickavance Creek
and creek B is lacking. These species may prefer small shallow streams
which would exclude them from Pickavance Creek, but it does not explain
the absence of S. gouZdingi from creek B. Therefore some factor, as
yet unknown, influences this pUl':zling species occurrence in the
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Pickavance Creek area, and it is SU9gested t1ult it may be due to
oviposition behaviour and instinct of gravid felll41es.
In conclusion, the simu1.i:-ids of Newfound1and are generally
similar to the SaJlle species of simuliids in other regions of North
Jl.merica. The fact that NewfoWldland is an island does not grossly
affect the life cycles, habits, or abundance of blackflies.
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Figure 1
Aerial photograph of the Pickavance creek area

Figure 2
Location of SlUIlpl.ing: 5itee in the Pickavance Creek a.J::ea
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Streams sampled 1970-1972
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Figure 3
Streams saJIlp1ed 1970-1972
b. Avalon Peninsula distribution
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Figure 4
CUrrent velocity ranges in the Pickavance creek area
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Figure 5
Creek temperatures 1971 (solid line) and 1972 (broken line)
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Figure 5
creek telllperatures 1971 (soUd line) ~ 1972 (broken line)
d. Creeks 0 and G
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Figure 6
Seasonal. succession of sirnuli1d larvae and pupae
in the Pickavance Creek area 1971-72
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Figure 7
Seasonal succeuion and abundance in Pickavance creek 1972
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Figure 8
Sea$Onal succession and abundance in creek B, 1972
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Figure 9
Seasonal .uc::cession and abundance in Creek C. 1972
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Fiqure 10
Seasonal suecesdon and abundance in creek 0, 1972
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P!qure 11
Seasonal succession and ab~ce in Creek E, 1972
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Figure 12
Seil$onll.1 succession and abundance in Creek P, 1972
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Fiqure 13
Seasonal succession and abundance in Creek G, 1972
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Fiqure 14
Comparison of the larval populations in the streams of the
Pickavance Creek -.re.... with ecphasis on S. NnUBtum

Figure 15
Species temperature range in the Pickll.vance Creek area
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Figure 16
species depth X"iilDg'e in the Pickavance creek area
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Figure 17
S:1IIluliid depth preference in ~e Plckavance Creek
Tiles placed 28-v-70, collected 29-V-70
b. Tiles placed 29-V-70; collected 3-VI-70
Tiles placed 29-V-72, collected 7-VI-72
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Pigure 18
current velocity at the clamp apparatus
in Piclt&vanee creek 1970
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Figure 19
Fluctuations in stremn depth at Pickavance Creek 1970
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Description and siJIuliid fauna of streams aampled
in insular Newfoundland duriDq 1970-1972
Descriptions of the first 99 streaIILII twt.ve the following'
fOrJll;l.t: stream number; _p nUlllber; J:IliliUu:y g:dd reference; name of
stream or location; T, I. Or P, depending on whether the stream is
temporary, inte:rmittent or penlallent (the temporary sb::eam15 are not
illustrated on the maps) I depth (em) at which immatures were collectedl
average width (m) of the stream; and species obtained frOlllthat stream.
Streams 100 to 212 have all of this data except for the widths and
depths. All map nUlllbers and grid references are frolll the Canadian
I4tional Topographic series 1:50,000.
L 1 MISE 051584
2. 1 MISE 047586
3. 1 N/5E 039589
1 MISE 020599
5. 1 MISE 006608
6. 1 N/SE 997612
7. 1 N/12 971641
1.2 lid. west of Arqentia acces., T, 12, 1.5;
P. fuscum/lIT'irtum. S. latipes
1.5 1Il1. west of Arqentia access; I, 12, 2.0;
P. fuscum/rrri:1:tum
1.1 1Ili. west of Arqentia access; P, 15, 4.0;
S. tuberosum~ S. VBnU8tw1l
3.0 lII1. west of l'.rqentla acceSSj t, 8, 1.0;
P. fusC'Wll/rtri:r:tu. C. 11IUtata~ S. t.atipeB.
S. ~BWII~ S. Vlmus'tun
4.0 It'll. west of Argentill ac:c:eSIH P, 20, 4.01
S. tubBroBum~ S. venU8tum
4.7 mi. west of A;rgentill access; P, 8, 0.51
P. fuBaum/mi:t:twn~ C. mutata. S. t.atipe8~
S. vBI'IUBt"wn
7.0 IIll. west of Argentia llCCtlllll; P, 20, 4.0;
P. fuscwrr/miztum~ S. tubBro814'1l. S. venustum
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8. 1 N/12 956660 1.2 mi. west of Chapel Ar1l\-Long Harbour access;
P, 12, 2.0; P. fU8cum/rrriztum~ C. mutata~
S. Zatipes, S. tube1'08W11
9. 1 N/l2 940695 2.6 mi. west of Chapel Arm-Long Harbour access;
P, 15, 5.0; P. fU8cum/mi:r:tum~ S. tatipes.
S. tube:t'08W1l
10. 1 N/l2 922713 4.3 mi. west of Chapel Arm-Long Harbour access;
P, 10, 3.0; P. fuscum/rrrixtwn. S. Zatipes.
S. tuberosWll. S. vBnUatunl
11. 1 N/l2 802898 12.7 mi. west of Bellevue east access; P, 15,
3. aI P. j'uscw71/r"ixtum
12. 1 N/12 709907 13.3 mi. west of Bellevue east access I p. 12,
3.0; P. j'u.acum/nri:J:tum. S. Zatipea. S. tuberosWl1.
S. vanustunl
13. 1 N/l3 784946 1.1 mi. west of Jacks pond Provincial Park
access; P, 12, 2.0; P. fuscwn/rrrb:twn
14. 1 N/l3 797113 Goobles east acceSSl P, IS, 3.0; P. fuscum/
mixtwn. S. tatipes. S. tuberoSWI1. S. V8'11U8twn
1 N/lJ 2.2 1lIi. west of Goobies east access; P, la,
3.0; S. tubel'06W1l. S. venustum. S. vittatum
16. 1 N/l3 789165 COme By Chance River; P, 12, 4.0; P. {u8cwrr/
mi:z:tum~ S. (]Opbis
17. 2 C/4w 805311 Deep Bight River; P, 15, 4.0; P. fuscum/lttiztum~
S. (]Opbis
18. 2 c/4w 784369 Lower Shoal Harbour River; P, 20, 5.0;
P. fUJJcum/mi:J:tum
19. 2 0/8 134500 6.5 mi. west of Shoal Harbour River crossing
Trans Canada Highway; P, 15, 3.0; P. [uscuml
mi:ctum~ C. mutata~ S. Zatipes~ S. tubef'Osum~
S. VBnustum
20. 2 0/8 095543 1l.1 mL west of Shoal Harbour River crossing
Trans canada Highway, P, 15, 7.0; P. fuscum/
m<.t""
21. 2 C/12W 813847 2.0 mL west of Terra Nova National Park Head-
quarters; P, 15, 4.0; P. fuscum/mi:r:tum
22. 2 C/l2W 807884
23. 20/9 125981
24. 2 0/9 116984
25. 2 D/16 797092
26. 20/16 862181
27. 20/15 585256
28. 2 £/3 431389
29. 2 E/3 398422
30. 2 Ell 317412
31. 2 Ell 169311
32. 20/13 857217
33. 2 0/13 796225
34. 20/13 795225
35. 12 A/16E 720245
36. 12 A/16E 716248
37. 12 H/lE 697278
38. 12 H/lE 667335
39. 12 H/IE 65747J.
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4.1 mi. west of Terra Nova National Park Head-
quarters, P, IS, 5.0, P. fU8oum/rrri:r;f;um~
S. pugetB1l8e, S. corbis
3.3 mi. west of Glovertown access; P, 15, 1.0;
P. fuscum/mirtum, S. tubBl"Osum, s. corMs
4.1 rlli. west of Glovertown access; P, 10, 3.0,
P. fuscum/nM:twn, c. dacotensis, C. mutata,
S. latipf18
Middle Brook; P, 10, 6.0, S. tWl'bia
9.4 mi. west of Middle Brook, I, 12, 2.0,
P. fuscum/mi:ttm. S. corbis
4.7 1Il1. west of Little Harbour access, P, 6,
2.0, P. fuscum/mi:r:twn. C. dacotensis. C. mutattt
Neyles Brook; P, 25, 7.01 P. fuscum/lffi.:et1Im.
C. mutata. S. oorbu.
Notre Dame Provincial Park; P, 15, 5.0,
S. tuberosWII. S. co'1'bia
Eel Brook; P, 15, 7.0, S. "tubaoosum, S. wnustul7l,
S. corbU
Jumpers Brookl P, 20, 4.01 P. ftu;CW'Il/rrri=tum
Leech Brookl P, 20, 6.01 P. fuaCUlJl/nriztl.In
Aspen Brookl P, 15, 1.0, P. fusCW1l/rrriztum
200 ft. west of Aspen Brookl T, a, 1.51
P. fusr:um/miztJIn
4.a 1lU.. west of Aspen Brook I P, 12, 4.01
P. fuseum/rrtiztum. S. corbia
Junction Brookl P, IS, 6.01 P. fusCUll/JIf'i.ztum,
S. COl"bU
1.9 mi. west of Badger west entry signl I, la,
4.01 P. fuacum/miztum
CaUuD&ran Brookl P, 15, 6.01 P. fuacum/nri:r:tum,
S. corbia
10.4; mi. west of C&ta1naJ:an Brook, P, 12, 3.01
P. fU8CU11l/~, c. mutata
40. 12 H/1E 641552
4lo 12 H/8E 653674
42. 12 H/8E 605780
43. 12 H/8w 502784
44. 12 H/8W 450793
45. 12 H/8W 388766
46. 12 H/7E 359744
47. 12 H/7E 343732
48. 12 H/7E 291691
49. 12 H/7W 179617
50. 12 H/7w 048625
51. 12 H/7W 011696
52. 12 H/6E 988661
53. 12 H/6E 987654
12 H/6E 925569
55. 12 H/3E 825517
56. 12 H/3'" 727501
57. 12 H/3'" 649425
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Gull Brook, P, 10, 2.0, P. fuscum/mi:ttum,
C. mutata
3.5 mi. west of Gull Brook; I, 8, loO,
P. [usawn!mi:s:tum
Burnt Berry Brook, P, 20, 10.0; S. corbis
4.6 mi. west of Indian River Provincial Park,
P, 8, 1.0. P. fu.sawn!mi3:tum
8.6 mL west of Indian River Provincial Park,
P, 15, 4.0, P. fuscum/mi:r:tums P. pleurale
0.7 mi. west of Baie Verte access, P, 15, 5.0,
P. fusawn!rrri:s:tums P. pleurale, S. venustum
3.0 mi. west of saie Verte access; I, 15, 3.0,
P. fuscum/mi:ctU1ll
4.0 mi. west of Baie Verte access; P, 20, 5.0,
P. fuscum/mi:r:tum
8.3 mi. west of Baie Verte access, T, 15, 3.0,
P. fuscum/mi:ttum, S. quebecense
4.9 mi. west of river which joins Sheffield
Lake with Suchy Lake, P, 15, loO,
P. fuscum/mi.:l:tum
4.6 mL west of Birchy Narrows, P, 15, 2.0;
P. fuscum/miztwn
White Spruce Brook, P, 15, 8.0; P. fusCU1ll/
rrriztwnJ S. e:ccieum
Flights Brook, P, 20, 4.0, P. fusCUlll/mi:ttwn
McIsaacs Brook, P, 20, 6.0, P. fusCU1II/mi:ttum
Boot Brook, P, 20, 5.0, P. fusclIJn/mi:ttum
Crooked Feeder; P, 20, 6.0, P. fuscwn/mi:ttum,
S. v,imustwn
3.5 mi. west of JW'lction Brook, T, 15, 2.0,
P. fuscum/rrri:r::tum
4.0 mi. west of Bonne Bay access, P, 20, 5.0,
P. fusCUlll/rrriztum
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58. 12 H/tt 604370 8.3 IU. west of Bonne Bay access1 P, 25, 5.0,
P. fuscwn/mi:3:1lwtt
59, 12 H/4E 578322 11.6 1ll.1. vest of Bonne BAy access; I, 20, 4.0,
P. fuscum/rrriztum
60. 12 H/4E 552288 SOUth Brook; P, 20, 4.0, P. fuseum/mi:c1;um
12 A/13E 480268 Matthews Brook; P, 25, 4.0, P. j'wU]WlIlrrriztwn
62. 12 A/13W 397220 Steady Brook, P, 25, 10.0, P. fuseum/rrri:J:twn
63. 12 A/13W 319142 Whale Back Brook; P, 20, 3.0, P. j'uBaum/mi:r:tum
64. 12 B/16E 219052 Pinchqut Brook; P, 25, 10.0; P. fuscwn/nri%tum~
P. pZeurale, S. corbia
65. 12 B/9B 154952 19.9 ai. west of COrner Brook vest entry: P,
IS, 3.0, P. fw;cum/1fI'i.n;um. S. VB7lU81lwtt
66. 12 B/9£ 142929 Grand Lake Brook; P, 2S, 6.0, P. fwscun/11fiztwn,
P. pz..w..:zz..
67. 12 B/9W 064762 Wheeler Brook; p. 15, 3.0, P. f'uscum/mirtum
68. 12 B/8W 935360 Dribble Brook, P, 20, 10.0, P; f'uaCU1Tl/llti.:etum.
P. p1.BJa>aZe, S. corbis
69. 12 Blaw 895566 JournQ!s Brook; P, 20, 5.0, P. fuaeum/rrri:&tum,
S. vsnustulll
70. 12 8/78 854520 Barry Brook, P, IS, 4.0, P. fuscum/mi.z1:um
71. 12 B/7£ 767479 2.5 1ll1. _st of Fishela River; T, 15, 3.0,
P. fusCl#ll/fftirlum
72. 12 B/2£ 709440 Robinsona River; P, 30, 50.0, P. fusCl#ll/tIti.:ttum..
P. p'Z.euNle
73. 12 B/2W 681389 Crabbe. Brook; P, 20, 15.0; P. /uJJcum/mi:r:tum..
P. pleW"l2ls
74. 12 B/2W 680350 0.7 mi. west of Crabbes Brook, I, 20, 6.0;
P. fuscwn/~tum
75. 12 B/2W 673316 2.4 m1. west of crabbes Brook; I, 20, 5.0;
P. fuacum/miztum
76. 12 B/2W 649266 4.8 mi. west of crabbes Brook; I, IS, 4.0;
P. fusCIIII/nti:J:tum
77. 128/2101 559189
78. 11 0/15W 509103
79. 11 0/14£ 470069
80. n 0/14£ 439062
8t. 11 0/14E 317931
82. 11 O/14W 302924
83. 11 O/l1E 318797
8•. 12 H/3w 666513
85. 12 H/3W 643547
12 iV5E 612603
87. 12 R/SE 615639
88. 12 RISE 574695
12 fl/5E 554722
90. 12 H/SE 511786
12 Hj5E 482799
92. 12 H/5w 431828
12 H/12w 309979
12 H/12W 309005
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North Branch; P, 25, 20.0; P. j'wsCWII/"ti:d;:um,
P. pWUl'O:le
Coal Brook; P, 20, 5.0; P. !usCWII/mi:ctum
1.1 mi. west of South Branch access/ p. 20,
5.0; P. j'usC'Um/mi:rtum
Mollych1qnic Brook; p. 25, 7.0;
P. fu.8CU1ffImi:rtum
1.8 mi. vest of St. Andrews access, P , 25,
4.0; P. fuacum/mirtum, S. corbilJ
3.2 111.1. west of St. 1Indrews access; I, 25,
4.0; P. fwJcum/mi:r:tum, S. corbis
0.9 mi. west of J. T. Cheeseman Provincial
Park; P, 15, 4.0; P. fuscum/rrri:;:tum, S. corbis
Nichols Brook; I, IS, 2.0; P. j'useum/mi.:z:tun
1.7 llli. north of the COrmack access, P, 20,
4.0, P. fuaCWl\li7ri:tlOll
4.8 ai. north of the COrmack access; P, 25,
2.0; P. j'usCUM/mi:z:tlI1l, C. mutata
White Hill Brook, P, 25, 8.0l P. fuscwn/mirtum~
P. plsurate
14.0 mi. north of the Cormack acc8l1S; I, 20,
3.0; P. fu8cum/"rir;twn~ C. mutata
East Branch River; P, 20, lS.Ol P. fusCMll/mi:J:ttn.
P. pl4woau
South East Brook; P, 20, 1.0; P. fwwum/1tTi:r:tutn~
P. pl4u:roa.Z4
Dicks Brook; p. 20, 5.0; P. fusCUl7l/1rri.=f;u
12.6 mi. north of Wilton Dale; P, 25, 3.0;
P. !Uscum/mi:ctum
1.1 1'IIi. north of Norris Point west access;
P, 20, 3.0; P. fuscum/mi:J:twrI
Bakers Brook; P, 20, 9.0; P. fiacumlmi.:rtu'n~
P. pl.euraIB
,..
95. 12 H/l2W 329093 Sally Cove, P, '., 5.0; P. j'u.srmm/miztum~
C. mutata
'6. 12 H/l3W 432249 5.7 -.1. north ot Weste.rn Brook; P, IS, 1.5,
P. fuscum/rrri=tum, P. pZeurou.. C. mutata.
S. tlenustum
97. 12 I/4E 539544 6.6 1lIi. north of Three Mile Rock access. P,
15.. 2.51 P. fuscum/,m.:d:w7I
'8. 12 J/SE 594678 Bowing Brook; P, 15, 7.0; P. 'w","";mirlum
... 2 Djl 209424 Shoal Harbour Riven P, 15, 12.0; S. ·corbis..
S. latipes.. S. tube:rosum.. S. ,,""',,-
100. I N/12 911750 1.4 mi. east of Bellevue east acces.; Pi
S. tubeNSum.. S. tlenustum
10l. I N/6 203564 Grana Pond runout; PI S. venustum
102. 1 N/6 280516 GwIhues Pond runout; PI S. tubSl'Osum..
S.
""""'-10). I N/6 299485 2.4 mi. east of Gushues Pond runoUt, P;
S. tubsI'OBW71.. S. venus tum
104. 1 N/6 351448 North A11ll River; PI S.
""""'-lOS. 1 N/7 492534 Soldiers Pond; I, S. tubero8UII. S. venwrtum..S.
"'-
106. 1 N/6 455490 Butterpot Provincial park, PI P. j'uscum/rrtirlwrr..
S. l.atipfUI
107. 1 N/6 456490 Butterpot Provincial Park; PI P. ,..-,
S. lati"..
108. I N/6 474519 Kellya Pond; PI P. fuscum/miztwn.. S. quebecense
109. 1 N/7 508555 Fo)l:trap access I TI P. jt.I8Cl41f/mi:&twm~ C. mutata~
S. Zatipes~ S.
""""'-110. 1 N/7 502546 FOlttrap acceSSI PI P. fuscwn/rrri:r:tun. C. mutata~S. """",,-
ll!. 1 N/7 524566 Folttrap access, TI S. latipS8
112. 1 N/7 525566 Fortrap access, I; S .
.""""-113. 1 N/7 587596 Faddys Pond; Tl P. fusCW1l~twm~ C. mutata
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114. 1 N/7 587595 Paddys Pondl T; P. fU8OUl1lImi:rtum~ C. /lfUtata
115. 1 N/7 588596 Paddy. Pond; T; P. fuscum/rrri.riw1I, C. mutata
116. 1 N/7 575587 Padays Pondl T; P. ftacum/mf..:J:tum, C. mutata,
S. VBmlstw7r
117. 1 N/7 647495 Middle Pond; T; P. fuscum/nri:J:tum.. C. mutata
li8. 1 N/7 63&463 tonq Pond, '1'; P. fus~tum, C. mutata
119. 1 N/7 634455 Lo:ng Pond; TI P. fuseum/rrri.:&tum
120. 1 N/7 633455 long Pond, T; P. fuscum/trri.J:tum.. C. mutata
121. 1 N/7 633454 Long Pond; II P. fus~.. C. mutata
122. 1 1V7 627440 Long Pond; P; P. j'uBr:um/rrti:rtum, S. 'tubel'08U1'11,
S. VfmU8tum.. S. vittatwrl
123. 1 N/7 596607 Paddys Pond, II S. latipes .. S. venustum
H4. 1 H/lOE 749756 ~ Bay; PI P. fuscum/~.. C. mutata..
S. la:tipes
125. 1 N/lOE 745757 Logy Bay, P, P. j'usaum/rrl'iztum
126. 2 C/ll 452859 Bo~vistal PI P. fuscum/ntiJ:tum.. C. dacotenBis ..
C. mutata.. S. Zatipe.s .. S. tubel"OSWIf.. S. wnuetamr
127. 2 C/ll 456759 Catalina, T, C. mutata
128. 2 e!ll 475781 catalina I P, C. dacotensi.s, C. mutata,
S. vsnustwn
129. 2 C/11 473789 Catalina; PI P. fuscum/m.rtum.. C. mutata..
S. tubero.swn.. S. vemurtJ.m.. S. vittatum
130. 1 H/lOE 731768 OUter Cove, PI P. j'wJcum/rrri:ctwrr
131. 1 N/IOE 718791 Middle COvel P; P. [uscun/rni:J:tum.. s. V6J'1U8tum
132. 1 N/10E 694889 Shoe Cove; P; S. venust&o!l, S. vittat&o!l
133. 1 N!ls 661959 cape St. Prancis; P; P. fus=lrniztwrl,
s. V6nUStwn
134. 1 Nl15 659953 cape st. Francisl P; P. f\tscum/rtriztum, C. IllUtata,
S. la.tipes, S. tuberoSWII
m135. 1 NIlS 667942 Cape St. Prancbl P, P. !WJeum/nri:r:tum
136. 1 NIlS 670936 Cape St. Francis I P, P. fuscum/tni:ttum,
S. latipeB, S. tubBZ'OSW!l
137. 1 NilS 677925 Cape St. Francis; P, P. fuscum/tni:ttum,
C. mutata.. S. tlenustum
138. 1 NilS 677912 Pouch COVe; P; P. fusCllll/mir:tum.. S. V67IUBt1mI
139. 2 0/15 551290 Glenwood; T; C. mutata
140. 1 N/IOE 699874 HaH Moon Brook; P; P. j'uBCUlfl/trri.=tlIn
141. 1 N/IOE 699830 Picco!! Brook; PI P. fuscum/mi:tun .. S. C01'bis..
S. latipee, S. tube1'08un, S. Vli'nllstum..
S. tJsrecundum
142. 1 N/IOE 700831 Near picaos Brook, T, P. fuscum/mirtwn
143. 1 H/IOE 699832 Near Piccos Brook; Tj P. fusCl4ll/mUtum,
C. llaltata.. S. Zatipu
144. 2 D/16 978092 Near Middle Broo)q Tl S. carbis, S. venu.stwn
145. 2 C/l2W 964922 Eastport; T; P. !Wscum/mirtum.. C. lfIUtata..
S. VBnustwl!
146. 2 0/9 101981 Near North West Brook, T; P. fueCUTlI~1;um..
C. mutata
147. 20/9 090989 Near; North West Brook; T; P. fuseum/mizt:wn..
C. mutata
148. 2 0/9 099989 Near North West Brook; T, P. fusCUfl/trri.=twn,
C. IIUtata
149. 2 C/12W 801884 Terra Nova National Park, PI P. fu.seum/wri:rtum
150. 2 C!4W 840360 Randc:- Islandl T; P. fu.s~~ C. mutata
151. 2 C!4W 867375 Random Island; Pi P. fuscum/flti:t:tum
152. 1 N!7 612392 Bay Bulls; Tl P. fuscumlmi:ctum
153. 1 N/7 612391 Bay Bulls; PI P. fu.saum./rrri:z:tum~ S. tubel"OsWll
154. 1 NrJ 641476 Middle Pondl Tl P. j'u..scuIlIflti:t:tum~ C. mutata.
S. venlUltum
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155. 1 Nj7 551584 Manuels River; PI P. /Usr::um/mi:r.tum. C. mutata.
S. aul'eunl. S. fta'culatum. S. decorum, S. Zatipes.
S. tubel'08147!. S. venustum. S. vittatum. S. corMS
156. 1 Nj7 552583 Near Manuela River; T; P. fusuum/mixtum.
S. taUpes, S. ven'Ustum. S. vittatum
157. 1 N/7 552584 Near Manuele River; PI S. decorum. s. latipes.
s. tuberosU1r1. S. venustum. S. vittatum
158. 1 N/7 553584 Near Manuels River; T; S. Zatipss. S. VfmUstum.
S. vereczmdwn.. S. vittatum
159. 1 Nt? 552586 Near Manuels Rive:r:; T; P. fuacwrr/mi:r:tum
160. 1 N/IOd 524642 Long Pond; PI P. fusaumll7ti:ctum. S. Zatipes.
S. vsnustwn
161. 1 NjlOd 520641 Lonq Pond, PI S. corbis
162. 1 N/6 478623 Kelligrews/ PI P. fU8Cum/mi:ctum. S. corbis
163. 1 N/6 458607 Upper Gullies; PI P. fU8cwrr/rni:t:tum. S. Zatipes.
S. venuatum
1 N/6 441575 Seal Cove; P, P. fuSUWIl/mi:r:tum, S. eopbis,
S. venustum
165. 1 N/6 400508 Holyrood; PI P. fusCUlTI/mi:cturn. S. vSl1Uatwrl
166. 2 C/ll 350758 Upper 1IIl1hent Cove; P; P. !Uscwn/nri..xt;wn.
C. mutata. S. venustum. S. vittatwn
167. 1 N/7 585598 Paddys Pond; T; P. [uscum/rrri:t:tum. C. mutata.
S. z.atipee. S. venustW'fl
168. 1 N/IOE 699833 Near piccos Brook; T; S. tuberosW1l. S. venustum.
S. corbiB
169. 2 C/ll 440894 Bonavista; T; S. Ve1WStwn. S. verecundum
170. 2 C/ll 269786 Stock COve; P; S. tuberosum. S. verecwubmr.
S. venust'um
171. 2 C/ll 424865 Bonavista; P; S. Latipes. S. venuatum.
S. verecWldum
172. 1 N/IOE 716795 North Pond Brook; P; S. venustwrr
173. 1 N/5W Dunville; T; S. venustwn
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174. 1 N/SW 852394 Dunville; T; S. tube1'08wn~ S. V6nustum
175. 1 N!SW 851392 North East River; PI S. venustwn
176. 1 N/5W 653387 Dunville; PI S. tubeZ'08um~ s. V6nUStwn
177. 2 C/4W 794220 Queen's COve; 'I', S. venustumJ S. vittatwn
178. 2 D/16 004073 Square Pond; T; S. laUpes, S. V6nUStum
179. 2 Cj12 871918 Tray town; T; S. tuberos'Um. S. venus tum
S. nttatum
180. 1 N/12 907774 Bellevue; T; S. gouZdi1l9i, S. 'Latipss,
S. tuherosW1l, S. vsnustunl
18l. 12 MISE 606828 Springdale; Tf P. fusaum/mi:r:twn, C. mutata
182. 12 H/lE 678302 Badger; PI P. !uacwn/miztum. C. mutata,
S. venustum
1 N/IOE 694866 Near Half Moon Brook; T; P. j'uscumlrniztum,
C. mutata
184. 2 C/6W 252673 Lockston; PI S. vittatum
185. 1 N/IOE 771641 Spear Bay Brook; PI P. !uscum/mi:r:tum. s. latipss.
S. V6nustum
186. 1 K/lSW 493898 Cappahayden; PI S. Zatipss. S. venustum.
S. tub6l"OSWll
187. 2 elll 371790 Catalina; P; S. tuberoBIOIl. S. vetWstum
188. 2 Cf12:19' 577943 Sandy COvel Il S. latipeB~ S. tuberoBI8lI~
S. venustum
189. 1 N!5W 922498 Long Harbour; T; S. verecwuium
190. 1 N!5W 923534 Long Harbour; I; S. aureW7t~ S. vereeundum~
S. vittatum
191. 1 N!5W 922543 Long Harbour; I; S. decorum. S. verecundum
192. 1 N!5W 912581 Long Harbour; P; S. veNcundum
193. 2 C!ll 415842 Birchy Cove; P; S. tubero8um~ S. verecundun~
S. vittatum
194. 1 N!12 866787 Doe Hills; Tl S. tuberosum~ S. verecund:um
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195. 2 C/ll 447866 Bonavista; P; S. verecundw1r~ S. vittatum
196. 1 N/6 446503 Butterpot Provincial Park. PI S. tubB1'Osum~
S. venustull
197. 1 N/6 445504 Butterpot Provincial Park; PI S. tubero8um~
S. venustwn
198. 2 C/6W 250673 Lockston path Provincial Park; T; S. Zatipes,
S. venustwn
199. 2 CIS 040625 Sweet Bay; '1'; S. Zatipesl S. venu.stum
200. 2 elll 405854 Birchy Cove; PI P. fuseum/mirtum
20I. 1 N/SW 854395 OUnville; '1'1 C. mutata
202. I N/14 297951 Victoria; lIS. venustwnl S. vittatum
203. 1 N/14 312939 Victoria; I; S. V6nUStu7n
204. 2 C/ll 457758 Lookout Pond outflov; P, S.
""""'-205. 1 N/6 396445 Near Four Mile Pond; '1'; S. taUpes
206. 1 N/7 591604 Pick&vllIIce Creek; PI P. fuscwn/mi:ttiuml C. mutata.
S. Zatipes. S. tuberosum. S. venustwn.
S.
""""""""
207. 1 N/7 592605 B creek; PI P. j'tuJcwn/rrti:rtum. C. mutata.
S. auJ'eum. S. taUpes. S. tube1"OSW1l.
S. venuatum. S. ..,..",,,,,.....
208. I H/7 591605 C creek; P, P. fuscum/1Ttirtum. C. mutata.
S. au.r6WJl. S. goul-dingi. S. taUpes. S. tub.r-
OBU/lf. S. V4mU8tum. S. verecwtdum
209. 1 N/7 590602 D creek; T; P. /Uscum/~~ C. mutata.
S. aureum. S. gouUingi. S. tatipee. S. tubs....
08Wll~ S. wnustwn., S. vBrecundum
210. 1 N/7 591603 E creek; TI P. /Uscum/rrrirtum. C. mutata.
S. gou1.dingi~ S. taUpes. S. venustun
211. 1 N/7 591602 F creek; T; P. j'uscum/~tum. C. mutata.
S. tDQ"lnIIf. s. gouldingi~ S. tatipes. S. tubsr-
08Ul'l'l~ S. V4mU8tW11. S.
."""cwulum
212. 1 N/7 591601 G creek; P; P. [uSOWll/rrtiztum. C. mutata~
S. aureum. S. gouldingi-. S. ZatipBB. S. tubsr-
08Ul'l'l. S. venustum. S. vo""""""""
OCCurrence of dominant streamside vegetation in the Pickavance Creek area
Vegetation
creek and Site
Pickavance Creek BCD
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 1 2
Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P.
Abies balsamea (L.) Mill.
Rubus iMeus L.
Picsa glauca (Moench) Voss
So l idago rugosa Ai t • x x x
Aster puniceus L. x x X x
Ranunculu8 acris L. x x x x
viburnum ca8sinoides L.
AceI' spicatum LlUlI.
Anaphalis mal'garitacea (L.) Gray
8etula papy~fera Marsh.
Alnus rugosa (DuRoi) Spreng.
Myrica Gale L.
Prunus lJirginiana L.
Prunus pensylvanica L. f.
Sorbus americana (Marsh.) D.C.
Viburnum edule (Michx.) Raf.
Juncus effusu8 L.
Bali:!: candida Flugge
AthyriWII fili:!:-femina fL.) Roth
Onoclea sensibilis L.
Equisetum awenae L.
Polytrichum conrnune Hedw.
Sphagnum recUl'VUm P. Beauv.
Aulacomnium palustre (Hedw.) schw. x x x x x x x
Lari:!: laricina (DuRo!) K. Koch
Rosa nitida willd.
Viola cucullata Ait.
Grasses
x x x
x x x x
x x




